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Abstract
This thesis addresses the problem of visual object retrieval, where a user formulates a query
to an image database by providing one or multiple examples of an object of interest. The
presented techniques aim both at finding those images in the database that contain the object
as well as locating the object in the image and segmenting it from the background.
Every considered image, both the ones used as queries and the ones contained in the target
database, is represented as a Binary Partition Tree (BPT), the hierarchy of regions previously
proposed by Salembier and Garrido (2000). This data structure offers multiple opportunities
and challenges when applied to the object retrieval problem.
One application of BPTs appears during the formulation of the query, when the user must
interactively segment the query object from the background. Firstly, the BPT can assist in
adjusting an initial marker, such as a scribble or bounding box, to the object contours.
Secondly, BPT can also define a navigation path for the user to adjust an initial selection to
the appropriate scale.
The hierarchical structure of the BPT is also exploited to extract a new type of visual
words named Hierarchical Bag of Regions (HBoR). Each region defined in the BPT is char-
acterized with a feature vector that combines a soft quantization on a visual codebook with
an efficient bottom-up computation through the BPT. These features allow the definition of
a novel feature space, the Parts Space, where each object is located according to the parts
that compose it.
HBoR features have been applied to two scenarios for object retrieval, both of them solved
by considering the decomposition of the objects in parts. In the first scenario, the query is
formulated with a single object exemplar which is to be matched with each BPT in the target
database. The matching problem is solved in two stages: an initial top-down one that assumes
that the hierarchy from the query is respected in the target BPT, and a second bottom-up
one that relaxes this condition and considers region merges which are not in the target BPT.
The second scenario where HBoR features are applied considers a query composed of
several visual objects. In this case, the provided exemplars are considered as a training set
to build a model of the query concept. This model is composed of two levels, a first one
where each part is modelled and detected separately, and a second one that characterises the
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combinations of parts that describe the complete object. The analysis process exploits the
hierarchical nature of the BPT by using a novel classifier that drives an efficient top-down
analysis of the target BPTs.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem statement
The increasing amount of multimedia digital content has raised new challenges for its analysis
and management. Audiovisual data is currently stored in large databases where navigation
and search can no longer depend only on manual annotations. As a response to this need,
the signal processing, computer vision and pattern recognition communities have proposed
several techniques to retrieve content trying to satisfy user needs and expectations [18] [57]
[81] [85].
The basic retrieval problem is formulated as how to generate a list of items from a target
database ranked according to their relevance to a user query. This thesis focuses on those cases
where queries correspond to visual objects extracted from an image and where the relevance
is estimated considering only the visual data contained in the database. This scenario is
referred as the instance search problem and can be formulated in two different situations,
depending how the query is formulated: with one or multiple examples.
The query by example [27] approach considers that the user has provided one single in-
stance of the object that is to be found. This situation is solved by trying to match the
provided object with every potential ”object” in the database to generate the list of those
candidate objects ranked according to a measure of these matchings. Figure 1.1 represents
this case.
A more complex situation occurs when the query is formulated with multiple objects,
as shown in Figure 1.2. This problem could be solved by splitting it into several queries
by example, but doing that would multiply the search time for the amount of examples.
Additionally, the common patterns within the set of queries could not be exploited by the
system. When a single query is formulated by multiple objects, there is a chance of abstracting
what is common between all these instances and building a model of the query. This model is
later compared with every object in the target dataset to generate the ranked list of results.
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Figure 1.1: Query By Example
Figure 1.2: Query By Multiple Objects
Some authors consider that the multiple objects of a query represent a single concept, so this
configuration is referred as query by concept [19] [99].
The two presented problems can be very easily expanded to another very popular topic
in computer vision: the detection/recognition of objects. This problem consists of deciding
whether a certain observation corresponds to an instance of a certain semantic class. For ex-
ample, text and faces are two very popular semantic classes with multiple solutions for their
automatic detection and recognition. The only difference between the retrieval and detec-
tion/recognition scenarios is that in the second case a certain minimum detection threshold
is set. Such threshold, once applied on a ranked list, provides a decision boundary for de-
tection/recognition. Figure 1.3 shows a case in which the detection threshold is set in a way
that the first six retrieved regions are considered valid detections of the query object. This
decision generates one false positive and two false negatives.
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Figure 1.3: Retrieval vs Detection
1.2 Challenges
The instance search problem presents several challenges, but the main one is the information
loss between the user idea and the formulated query. The search expectations from the user
typically are associated to certain semantics which are expressed as visual content. This
content can be analysed and quantified by a computer according to its perceptual properties,
but the result of this analysis might be insufficient or absolutely uncorrelated to the user’s
will. This problem is referred to by the scientific community as the semantic gap and it
represents the distance between the low level perceptual data extracted in terms of visual
descriptors, and a high level semantic interpretation of the visual content.
The presented work also faces a second difficulty in terms of diversity. While the first
generation of computer vision applications focused on solving specific domain problems, such
as face or text retrieval/detection, it is a general trend in the multimedia retrieval community
to develop generic solutions valid for any domain. In this way, not only a semantic gap
between query concept and visual signal exists, but both semantics and perceptual data can
be diverse. That is, the presented approach should make no difference when searching for
anchorwomen or traffic signals in the database, the core algorithm and workflow must be the
same. Moreover, the way these diverse semantics are to be represented will also vary, whether
due to changes in the acquisition context (point of view, illumination, ..) or more drastic
differences, such as the anchorwoman concept being represented by images with different
people wearing different clothes and working in different studios.
In the generic framework addressed by this work, the adage ”a picture is worth a thousand
word” can be interpreted as an image containing several diverse types of semantic information.
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Different areas of the image can represent different semantics, and the combination of these
areas can still represent additional semantics. In order to extract all possible semantics from
an image it is necessary to analyse it at a local scale, as well as consider these local data in
a context, as these local data are surrounded with other local data that mutually influence
their semantic interpretation. The first applications of pattern recognition on images used to
consider them as a whole, extracting features at a global scale. However, detecting objects
within an image requires considering the local scale and, to do so, it is necessary to define
what localizations inside the image are to be studied. This approach poses the problem of
how to define the parts of the image that will be analysed, a third challenge that is also
addressed in this thesis.
1.3 Evaluation
This thesis presents a set of techniques that aim at solving the presented challenges. The
performance of each solution has been assessed with a common experiment, whose results
are provided in the Evaluation sections of every chapter. The establishment of a shared
benchmark allows the comparison of the results in order to assess the gain obtained with
every proposed technique.
The evaluation as been performed at both the global and local scales, as presented in
Section 1.3.1. The reported experiments have used the datasets introduced in Section 1.3.2
and the metrics defined in Section 1.3.3, following the cross-validation set up described in
Section 1.3.4.
1.3.1 Instance Search and Segmentation
This thesis proposes a collection of techniques that try to solve the Instance Search task. This
problem processes a user query defined at a local scale to generate a ranked list of images
according to a certain similarity criterion, as exemplified by Figure 1.4. The first aspect that
must be evaluated is the relevance of the retrieved images, considering them from a global
scale.
A second type of measures focus in the area of support for the retrieved object. The
localization might be rough, for example, with a bounding box, or more precisely, at the pixel
level. Figure 1.5 presents a screenshot of the graphical user interface developed to exploit
the techniques presented in this thesis [34]. The query object corresponds to the head of an
anchorwoman and is shown in the top left part of the screen. The grid of thumbnails display
the ranked list of retrieved images, but also the image parts that have been automatically
selected as the best match for the query object inside every target image.
The evaluation of results at the global and local scales correspond to the two stages of
the search process. Given an image from the target database, the first task is to solve is an
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Figure 1.4: Region-based Image Retrieval.
Figure 1.5: Region-based Object Retrieval and Segmentation.
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Figure 1.6: Intra- and inter-image searches.
intra-image rank, that aims at finding the local portion of the image that best matches the
query object. If the target image is considered as a set of image parts, the problem becomes
also a retrieval problem, but among these image parts. Once this local search is solved, the
similarity score obtained for the best match is the one associated to the whole image. In the
second stage, this score is used to build the ranked list of images that conform the inter-image
rank. This thesis focuses in the intra-image rank as it represents the most challenging task
from an image processing perspective. The reader is referred to [31] for details on the author’s
contributions on inter-image search.
The instance search task is additionally evaluated from a last point of view: processing
time. The results provided throughout the thesis also include the time invested in the search.
This value provides an estimation of the computational effort required by each technique. Ad-
ditionally, in the case where a model of the object is built, the time invested in its construction
has also been measured.
1.3.2 Datasets
This thesis has considered two datasets with different characteristics that test the performance
of the presented solutions in different scenarios. All datasets contain a collection of images
whose objects have been manually annotated at the local scale to provide a ground truth.
The goal of the pattern recognition techniques is to reproduce the manual annotation, but
from a completely automatic fashion.
ETHZ Shape Classes
The first dataset considered is the ETHZ Shape Classes [26], that contains 255 test images for
five diverse shape-based categories (Apple logos, Bottles, Giraffes, Mugs and Swans). Every
image in the dataset belongs to one, and only one category; but a single image can contain
multiple instances of an object class. Apart from the original images, the dataset also includes
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a manually generated contour for every instance, in addition to the coordinates of a bounding
box around every object. The dataset provided by its authors was pre-processed in order to
adapt it to the particularities of this thesis. This pre-processing is described in Chapter 12,
included as an Annex. The ETHZ dataset has been adopted in the experiments of Part II.
CCMA News Bulletin
The second dataset contains automatically 247 extracted keyframes from a news bulletin from
the Catalan Broadcasting Corporation (CCMA). The content of the bulletin is diverse, with
stories coming from news agencies as well as produced by the same CCMA. Most stories are
introduced by an anchorwoman, who is shown in 11 keframes from a frontal view on a static
background. This anchorwoman object can be decomposed into distinctive parts with little
variations between shots. This object has been adopted as the study case for the experiments
in Part III.
1.3.3 Metrics
The evaluation of the search tasks requires numerical measures capable to express the quality
of the results. This subsection presents a set of popular metrics broadly adopted among the
scientific community, both at the global and local scales.
Image Retrieval
The retrieval problem aims at organizing a set of data according to a query posed by a user.
Search engines are the most popular scenario for this challenge, where very large amounts
of data are to be mined in order to provide the user with a ranked list of results. This
ranked list must sort the results in descending order according to their relevance to the query.
Typically this problem is solved by comparing the features extracted from the query with those
associated to the content kept in the database. Each type of feature will have a similarity
metric that will allow the comparison of the query with the elements in the database and, by
doing it, establishing a criteria to rank the results.
Evaluating a retrieval system requires a set of queries and a dataset whose elements are
labelled as relevant or non-relevant for each of the queries. In general, the query document
should not be included in the target database.
In addition to the relevance, many retrieval systems not only try to provide relevant results
but also provide diverse results. Diversity is another desirable quality in many scenarios and
that is measured differently from relevance. In the present work, though, the relevance will
be the only criterion applied as it is the most common in the state of the art evaluation
campaigns.
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Precision and Recall at k The two basic metrics for information retrieval are Precision
and Recall. The combination of the two metrics provides valuable information to eval-
uate the performance of a retrieval algorithm. In both cases their computation requires
defining how many of the first elements in the ranked list are to be assessed (k). By con-
sidering different values for k, different pairs of precision-recall values can be generated
and plotted in a graph.
The Precision or specificity is a measure of the ability of a system to retrieve only
relevant instances. It measures the exactness or fidelity of the system among of the first
k retrieved documents. It is defined in Equation 1.1.
The Recall or sensitivity is a measure of the ability of a system to retrieve the relevant
instances contained in the dataset. It is used for evaluating the completeness of results
among the first k retrieved documents considered that the whole database contains a
total of m relevant documents. It is defined in Equation 1.2.
p(k) =
|relevant ∩ retrieved(k)|
k
(1.1)
r(k) =
|relevant ∩ retrieved(k)|
m
(1.2)
Average Precision Given a database with m relevant documents for the query, the perfect
system would be the one that would provide with a maximum precision of 1.0 for
k ∈ [1,m], and whose recall would also be 1.0 for k ∈ [m,∞]. Such a system would
be characterized by a squared-shape precision-recall curved of total area 1.0. Based on
this observation, a one-dimensional measure is widely used to assess the quality of a
precision-recall curve. This measure approximates the area under the precision-recall
curve and it is name Average Precision (AP).
AP is measured by averaging the precisions obtained at those k positions where relevant
documents are located in the ranked list of results. Its expression can be found in
Equation 1.3, where rel(k) is a binary function whose value is 1 where the document at
position k is relevant for the query, and 0 otherwise.
AP =
1
M
N∑
k=0
p(k)rel(k) (1.3)
Mean Average Precision (MAP) The evaluation of a retrieval system is normally as-
sessed on a set of queries Q. The AP obtained for each ranked list can be averaged to
obtain a measure that describes the overall performance of the retrieval solution. This
value is called the Mean Average Precision (MAP) and it is presented in Equation 1.4.
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Figure 1.7: Pascal criterion.
MAP =
1
|Q|
∑
i∈Q
APi (1.4)
F-measure F-measure presented in Equation 1.5 also considers both precision and recall
providing a single measurement for a system. The importance of the precision or the
recall can be adjusted through a β parameter, where β values smaller than 1 prioritize
precision, and those over 1 give more relevance to recall. If not β is specified, the
intermediate case of β = 1 is considered.
r(k) = (1 + β2)
p(k)r(k)
(β2p(k)) + r(k)
(1.5)
Object detection
The goal of the object detection problem is to determine if an object of a certain category is
represented in an image and, if so, provide a rough estimation of its location. The location
is expressed through the bounding box and a detection is considered correct if the bounding
boxes of the detected object and the annotated ground truth overlap on a ratio higher of 0.5
when compared to the union of two boxes. Figure 1.7 shows an example of both a correct
and incorrect detection. This criterion is known as the Pascal criterion, as it is the one used
in the Pascal Visual Object Classes Challenge [24].
In our work, the Pascal Criterion has only been assessed on those images which are known
to contain at least one instance of an object of the same category as the query. This means
that if an image contains multiple objects of the query category, any of them would be a
good match for the detection. Notice that during the evaluation of the object detection, only
those images annotated as belonging to the same class as the query are considered. The
evaluation at the global scale between relevant and non-relevant images is already assessed
when measuring results in terms of image retrieval.
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Figure 1.8: Correct detections but inexact segmentations.
Object segmentation
The object detection based on the Pascal Criterion considers a bounding box as the region
of support for the objects. Although in many application this degree of accuracy may be
sufficient, some others may require the extraction of the object with a precise segmentation
from the background. The evaluation of such requirement needs a more accurate measure
that will consider what pixels of the detected object actually correspond to the object ground
truth. For example, the cases shown in Figure 1.8 present good results in terms of object
detection, but inexact segmentations of the bottles.
There exist multiple methods to evaluate the quality of the segmentations, but this work
considers the quality at the pixel scale. Given the region of the detected object and a ground
truth mask, four possibilities may occur: detected pixels that correspond to the ground truth
mask will be true positives, while those that do not correspond are false positives; on the
other hand, those pixels considered as background which actually belong to the object are
false negatives, while the correct ones are true negatives. These measures can be used to
compute the precision and recall of the object segmentation, and can also be combined in a
single measure known as the Jaccard Similarity Index. Equation 1.6 presents its formulation,
where A represented the set of pixels of the detected object and B the set of pixels of the
ground truth.
J(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B| (1.6)
Notice that the presented problem is very similar to the one presented in the image
retrieval case. The only difference is in the terminology, where relevant documents are now
the object pixels in the ground truth mask, while retrieved documents are now those pixels
that belong to the masks of the segmented objects.
Analogously to the assessment of object detections only on relevant images, the quality of
the segmentation will only be measured in this work on the correct detections. This approach
follows the criterion adopted in this thesis, where the provided measures must be considered
incremental with respect to the previous one.
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1.3.4 Data Partition and Cross Validation
The evaluation of a pattern recognition system requires a previous processing of the database
by dividing it in two sets: the training and the test set. The training dataset can be used to
tune the classification system, while the evaluation metrics are performed only on the labels
predicted for the test dataset.
In some of the retrieval scenarios considered in this thesis it is not necessary to define a
training set, because there is no learning from the system. However, the division between
training and test has been kept for coherency with the rest of the experiments that do require
a training set. This way, there cannot be any bias when comparing the results, as the test
dataset is identical for each configuration.
It is a common practice to generate different partitions between training and test to
run the experiment several times and finally average the results obtained. This option is
called cross-validation. Whenever a new division is created, a new trial is defined. The final
results are provided by averaging the obtained results and computing the mean and standard
deviation of such results.
The results presented in this thesis have been generated by averaging the results of 5 cross
validation trials. In each trial, the complete dataset has been randomly split in two equal
parts, so the size of the training and test sets are equal.
1.4 Solution Overview
This thesis follows the structure of a classic pattern recognition problem: the input data is
pre-processed to map it into a feature space where the actual analysis will be performed. This
pre-process generates feature vectors that contains a condensed version of every data object,
in our case, images. The data transformation must synthesize the original data, but at the
same time keep the information relevant to solve the posterior analysis problem. In this work,
the data pre-processing is presented in the first two parts.
Part I presents how images and objects are segmented to define parts. This process allows
the local analysis of the data using a completely automatic process that generates a hierarchy
of regions. The hierarchical image representation presents several opportunities for object
retrieval and the overall contribution of this work is how to exploit these data structures with
the state of the art techniques for object retrieval. In this part, different strategies for the
interactive segmentation of objects are presented in the framework of partition trees.
Part II focuses on the visual features that are extracted from each of image part. Firstly,
an overview of the classic region-based features is provided with special attention to the visual
descriptors proposed by the MPEG-7 standard. This work studies how these features can be
used to define visual codebooks and how these codebooks offer a chance to solve of some of the
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problems introduced during the creation of the hierarchies of regions. The main contribution
of this part is the novel concept of Hierarchical Bag of Regions, a novel type of features
that represents a subtree through a bottom-up expansion of the soft mapping onto a visual
codebook.
Part III applies the proposed Hierarchical Bag of Regions in the main tasks targeted by
this thesis. The query by example problem is formulated as a matching between the hierarchy
of regions of the example object and the hierarchies of regions of the images in the target
database. The presented solution considers both a top-down fast matching as well as an
exhaustive but more costly bottom-up approach. The query by concept case is formulated
as a part-detection problem, where the object classes are modelled from their parts. The
detection algorithm finds candidates for each part in a first stage and later combines them to
construct the complete object.
This thesis ends with final conclusions on the opportunities of hierarchies of regions in
the field of image retrieval in classification. The reader must be aware that this work does
not include a specific chapter for the state of the art because, given the diversity of topics
considered, each chapter includes its own references according to its content.
Part I
Image and Object Representation

Summary of Part I
Whenever developing an analysis solution, the first choice to take is the basic work unit that
will be processed. Although the input data unit considered in this thesis is an image, its
visual and semantic heterogeneity is not suitable for an object analysis. Part I of this thesis
presents the adopted solution for decreasing the global default scale offered by the images to
a more local one.
Chapter 2 introduces a region-based multiscale representation of the image under the form
of a Partition Tree. This representation can be automatically generated through an iterative
algorithm applied on an initial segmentation of the image. This process is conducted by an
automatic perceptual analysis of the pixels, whose result may or may not match the semantic
contents in the image.
The introduction of semantic information is discussed in Chapter 3, where the user is intro-
duced in the loop to provide the human interpretation of the input data. The user interaction
is aimed at defining what parts of the image represent the objects through an annotation
process. This interactive segmentation can benefit from the hierarchical image partition pre-
sented in Chapter 2. This chapter discusses how different markers (points, bounding boxes
and scribbles) are mapped into the Partition Tree and how the user can used this image
representation to navigate through multiple local scales in the image.
The results of user interaction on the Partition Tree is analysed in Chapter 4 to build
a hierarchical representation of the objects under the form of Object Trees. Such structures
are used in future chapters to formulate the queries and generate annotations that will be
compared with a test dataset of Partition Trees.
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Chapter 2
Hierarchical Image Partitions
The input data of the proposed system are images. Analysing the complete image to detect
the objects it contains is a very challenging approach, as the pixels representing the objects
will be jointly considered with those associated to the background. For this reason, this
chapter presents a solution to study the image as a collection of parts.
2.1 Image Parts
There exist different options that consider images as a collection of parts. The different solu-
tions vary depending on the required processing effort and the precision obtained if compared
with the actual semantic partition.
A first option is to apply an arbitrary partition of the image independent from the content.
This partition simplifies the feature extraction process as there is no need to firstly decide
which portions of the image are to be considered. On the other hand, this simplicity also
requires considering several localizations where no semantics are represented, which generates
a useless computation overhead. For example, sliding windows are a popular case of this
strategy, normally applied at multiple scales. The broadly adopted Viola-Jones object and face
detectors [97] prove that this approach, despite this drawback, can be efficiently implemented
and used in real-time applications.
A second and very popular approach at the time of writing this thesis is defining regions
of interest around certain interest points (or keypoints). These are precisely located in the
image and their surrounding semantics are robust to local and global perturbations in the
image, such as changes of perspective, location and scale. The neighbourhood of the points
is considered to extract a visual feature, such as the broadly adopted SIFT [56] or SURF [5]
descriptors. These visual features capture the spatial frequencies around each of these points.
One of their advantages is the simplicity of the metric that assesses their similarity: the cosine
or Euclidean distances.
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However, both sliding windows and interest points miss capturing a very important cue for
the local analysis: shape. In both cases the local analysis will indifferently consider together
pixels from the object and the background. This mixture may cause problems when learning
and classifying a certain pattern. Note that, while the object pixels are supposed to be
informative for the model, using the background pixels will introduce perceptual data to the
model that is not really representative of the object. This problem can be solved with a third
method for defining image parts: segments.
Segments are groups of pixels in an image which are spatially connected. There exist
several image processing algorithms capable of defining segments that present a certain visual
homogeneity in two basic families of segmentation algorithms: contour- and region-based [14]
[77] ones. Contour-based algorithms define regions by firstly detecting the high frequency
edges in an image and use them to define segments. Region-based algorithms start finding
the homogeneous areas of an image and make them grow until a certain stop criterion is
reached.
When a set of regions cover the complete image, this set is called a partition. A partition is
the type of image representation that results from a segmentation process. There are multiple
algorithms to perform this operation and their goal is always to group pixels in regions
according to certain criteria, normally based on the relations of color and neighbouring. A
good segmentation algorithm will define a partition whose region boundaries correspond to
the different semantic entities represented in the image. If this is true, the subsequent analysis
algorithms can focus on these regions.
One basic limitation of considering a single image partition for its semantic analysis comes
from the diversity of scales where the semantics can be present. Not only in many cases
semantics are represented at the global or local scale, but in several situations semantic
entities contain other semantic entities. For example, composite visual objects such as people
have clearly separate visual parts with their own semantics, such as head and body, and each
of these parts could be further decomposed semantically as face and hair for the head or trunk
and legs for the body. If each of these semantic entities is to be represented by a segment in
the image, it is not enough to consider a single partition at a given scale, multiple scales must
be analysed.
One option for capturing the multi-scale diversity is to apply the same segmentation
algorithm on the same image with different tunings. Ravinovich et al [69] worked with different
segmentations of the image by applying the normalized cuts algorithm [79] with different
parameters. The set of segmentations obtained were evaluated in terms of stability in front of
perturbations and only those segmentations with high stability were considered in the further
stages of the analysis. Another option is to directly apply different segmentations algorithms
on the same image, as proposed by Vieux et al in [94]. The main drawback of these solutions
are in terms of efficiency because, although dealing with several segmentation increases the
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chances of capturing the semantic contents, it will also generate several segmentations that
will not be used or that will be redundant with each other. A typical segmentation algorithm
is highly demanding in terms of computation, so it is advisable to use it with special care.
The concept of hierarchical partitions provides a compromise between computation and
multi-scale semantics. This type of image representation defines a set of segments based on
an initial partition at the fine scale. The segments in this partition are iteratively merged
with other neighboring segments to define new segments at larger scales. The creation of
such hierarchy ends when all regions have been merged into a single one that represents the
complete image. The present work is based on this type of segmentations and, for this reason,
they are carefully analysed in the following section.
2.2 Region-based Hierarchical Partitions
Our framework considers a set of regions R defined as combinations among the elements of an
initial set of regions R0. R0 is defined with an image partition and is also contained in R. The
combinations are generated by iteratively merging two or more neighbouring regions which
have not been previously merged. All these combinations can be represented by a graph, by
assigning a vertex to each region in R and edges connecting each region with their composing
ones. In fact, the resulting graph is a tree, as it satisfies the condition that there exists a
single path between all possible pairs of nodes.
Partition Tree A Partition Tree (PT) is defined by a pair T = (R,E), where R is the
regions set, E is the set of directed edges from the composing regions to the resulting
union.
Partition Trees are a specific case of an Attributed Relational Graph (ARG) [91] in which the
edge represents the topographic attribute inclusion.
The generation of PTs defines certain relations among the regions defined in the set R.
These relations will be referred in this work following a terminology based on family links.
So, when a region b is defined as the union of another region a with other regions, region a
is told to be a child of region b in the PT and belong to the set of b’s children, Cb. On the
other hand, region b can also be referred as the parent of region a which, in the context of a
tree, is always unique. The parent of a region r will be referred as P r. In the PT example of
Figure 2.1, the nodes representing the hair and face of the anchorwoman are the children of
the head node, so the head node is the parent of the hair and face nodes.
The concepts of parents and children can be further bottom-up or top-down extended
through the PT to define two new terms: ancestors and descendants. Given a region r in the
PT, the vertices above define the set of its ancestors (Ar) while the elements contained in the
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Figure 2.1: Binary Partition Tree
subtree below are called its descendants (Dr). The union of ancestors and descendants is the
region’s family (F r).
2.3 Binary Partition Trees
The Binary Partition Trees (BPT) is the specific type of Partition Tree whose merged nodes
have two, and only two, children. It was proposed by Garrido and Salembier [75] as a tool
for region-based image representation. The present work uses this image segmentation as the
input data for every presented technique, so the BPT can be considered the basic foundation
over which this thesis is developed.
The BPT simplifies the creation of the PT as it does not need to estimate how many
regions are to be merged at every iteration. The only decision to be taken at every step of its
creation is which of the two neighbouring regions will be fused. The used implementation is
based on a criteria that takes into account the color similarity between the two neighboring
regions and the complexity of their contour [96].
The amount of nodes in the BPT, |R|, can be directly computed from the amount of
regions in the initial partition |R0|, as presented in Equation 2.1.
|R| = 2|R0| − 1 (2.1)
Figure 2.1 shows an example of a BPT defined on an initial partition of four regions.
Their iterative merging defines three additional regions. In this example, the nodes in the
initial partition represent the background, body, hair and face semantic entities. The merges
in the tree define the head, anchorwoman and full image nodes.
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Figure 2.2: Perceptual and Semantic stages of the image analysis.
2.4 Limitations of Partition Trees
The definition of image segments is nowadays a costly process in terms of computation. This
limitation forces a careful usage of such techniques. In the context of object retrieval from
image databases, the response time of the system is normally an critical factor. In order to
speed up the search process, the image segmentation and posterior feature extraction must
be performed during the ingestion of the images in the database, that is, before any user
query is processed. Given the diversity of semantic entities that could be contained in a
general-purpose image database, the segmentation and feature extraction algorithms cannot
be optimized for any specific semantic class and must be generic for any type of object. The
most common architecture divides image analysis in two different stages: a first and generic
one based on the perceptual (visual) characteristics, and a second one that implies a semantic
interpretation of the image parts dependent on the object of interest, as displayed in Figure
2.2.
As no previous knowledge of the object of interest is available at segmentation time, the
criteria that drive this process must fully rely on perceptual judgements. Defining image
parts based only on perceptual criteria may lead to segments that do not correspond to the
semantic objects in the image. Semantic segments do not necessary imply homogeneity from
the visual point of view and, if this is not the case, it is difficult for a perceptual and generic
segmentation algorithm to correctly define the contours of the semantic objects. Given an
object of interest, hierarchical partitions can drive to three different situations: object match,
object split or a merge among the object and background parts.
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Figure 2.3: Split problem in a BPT.
2.4.1 Object Match
The ideal case corresponds to that one where one region in the initial partition R0 exactly
corresponds to the object of interest. For example, this situation normally occurs when
the object presents very homogeneous visual properties which are, at the same time, very
heterogeneous if compared with the background features.
However, in several cases, semantic objects are not visually homogeneous and they are
decomposed in multiple image parts from the initial partition R0. This situation corresponds
to an over-segmentation of the object in the initial partition R0. Partition Trees can overcome
this problem if, during their creation, these object parts are merged to define a region that
precisely represents the semantic object.
2.4.2 Object Split
The over-segmentation problem will only be solved if the PT fuses all object parts into a
single node. This is not guaranteed, and it is also possible that the decision criteria merges a
part of the object with a part of the background. As a result, the object will appear split in
different subtrees and the full semantic object will not be represented by any node in the PT.
For example, Figure 2.3 describes a case in which the semantic object head is not represented
by any of the BPT nodes, but the BPT correctly combines the over-segmented parts of the
anchor in a single BPT node.
2.4.3 Object and Background Merge
Opposite to the over-segmentation case, the initial partition can present an under-segmentation
problem. In this situation the semantic parts of the object appear in R0 already fused with a
part of the background. This scenario is more difficult to handle than the over-segmentation,
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Figure 2.4: Merge problem in a BPT.
as the visual features of the object parts will unavoidably be fused with those belonging to
the background.
The PT does not provide any solution for this problem, but depending on the nature
of the visual features, a partial detection of the object is achievable. Figure 2.4 shows an
example where the semantic object head is not represented by any node in the BPT nor by
any combination of them because the hair part has been merged with the body part at the
initial partition.
2.5 Summary
This Chapter has presented the adopted image representation, a hierarchy of regions in the
form of a Binary Partition Tree (BPT). Such structure is generated through an automatic
segmentation process that provides the basic units for latter analysis. The hierarchical nature
of the BPT naturally allows a multiscale analysis of the image.
Despite its multiple qualities, the perceptual criteria used during the creation of the BPT
may not match the semantic interpretation of the image. In these cases, the objects might
never be represented by a single region in the BPT, but by a set of them. The main con-
tributions of this thesis aim at solving the analysis problems that these situations present.
Part II proposes novel features that exploit the hierarchical nature of the BPT, while Part
III presents efficient analysis strategies for BPTs. Before these two main parts, the following
Chapters 3 and 4 explain how BPTs are combined with user interaction to generate valuable
data for the semantic analysis of the image.
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Chapter 3
Interactive Segmentation
The content-based retrieval of objects requires the definition of the query in visual terms. This
thesis assigns this role to a human user, that must somehow express the mental query through
a visual representation. This information could be provided synthetically by formulating the
query by a sketch [44] [23] [82] or choosing from a predetermined palette of patterns [27].
Another option, the one considered in this work, is to outline the query object in an existing
image [41].
The delimitation of an object in an image can be a difficult task for a human depending
on the visual characteristics of the object. Basic graphical user interfaces offer simple mark-
ers and shapes to indicate the boundaries of the object in an image; such as points, lines,
rectangles or polygons [73] [88]. However, these rough annotations may introduce important
errors with respect to the actual boundaries of the object if such boundaries do not exactly
match the shape pattern of the marker. This problem is addressed by the interactive segmen-
tation techniques [58], that support the segmentation effort of the user with image processing
techniques.
Systems offering precise local annotations can be classified into region-based or contour-
based approaches. Region-based annotations [67] [63] let the user select among a set of
segments from an automatically generated partition of the image, while contour-based solu-
tions [71] [101] aim at generating a curve that adjusts to the pixels located at the border
between object and background. Four methodologies based on the region-based family are
proposed to interactively generate a segmentation of the instance. In all of them, the success
of the interaction is tightly dependent on the goodness of the segmentation.
The considered solutions are based on the three types of markers presented in Figure 3.1:
points, bounding boxes and scribbles. State of the art human-computer interfaces, such as
mouses or touch screens, can easily capture these markers on images.
This chapter focuses on the exploitation of these markers together with hierarchical parti-
tions, which corresponds to the first contribution of this thesis. The details of their integration
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Figure 3.1: Three types of markers: a) Points, b) Bounding boxes and c) Scribbles.
in a software tool and system architecture are included as annexes in Chapters 10 and 11,
which are extracts from publications [30] [32], respectively.
3.1 Partition-based techniques
3.1.1 Point
The most basic option for interactive segmentation on a partition is the usage of point mark-
ers. These are generated with a click on the image, which is mapped into a region of the initial
partition. This action will swap the state of the region from selected to unselected, or vicev-
ersa. The main drawback of this proposal is that, on oversegmented images, the user might
need to click several times before completing the whole selection of the object. Nevertheless,
this option has been proved very intuitive for users and can also be a good complement to
another of the presented techniques.
3.1.2 Bounding Boxes
This selection scheme requires the user to draw a bounding box around the instance, so that
the algorithm will automatically select the regions from the partition which are included in
the rectangle. After the initial selection, the user can toggle the selected regions by clicking
on the image. Every click on the image defines a point marker, indicating the region in the
partition whose state will be switched. Figure 3.2 contains a screenshot of the interface in
the case of interactive segmentation with a rectangle marker. This strategy has been proved
as very intuitive for users, who are very familiar with drawing rectangles and clicking.
The main challenge of this technique is to decide which regions from the initial partition are
to be selected by using the box marker. Figure 3.3 shows an example of different approaches
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Figure 3.2: Rectangle marker and selected regions.
applied on a challenging example of the segmentation of a bottle on a complex background.
The rectangular marker has been taken from the manual object annotation provided by the
ETHZ dataset [26]. The first solution, marked as a), shows the selection when considering
those regions which are completely included in the rectangle. The result in this case is not
very promising because many parts of the object have not been selected and a portion of the
background has been because it is completely included in the rectangle.
The missing regions can be selected by introducing two modifications to the initial selection
by bounding box. The first one is an automatic expansion of the bounding box. Figure 3.3
b) shows the results of automatically increasing the box dimensions a 0.01% . The second
solution is a tolerance of pixels outside the selection rectangle for the region. Figure 3.3 c)
shows the result of repeating the experiment with a tolerance of 5%. These strategies have
been applied in the ETHZ dataset to generate a valid ground truth for the experiments run
in this thesis. The arguments and details are described in Chapter 12 in the Annexes.
3.1.3 Masks
The usage of masks for interactive application is not a common practice, but they are often
provided in evaluation campaigns to define the ground truth objects in a dataset. For example,
these data were provided in the Instance Search task of the TRECVID 2010 campaign [66]
or in the several editions of the Pascal Video Object Challenge. Despite not being really an
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Figure 3.3: a) Completely included, b) Expansion, c) Expansion & tolerance.
interactive scenario, this situation is discussed in this section due to its similarity to the rest
of presented cases. The problem is basically how to map the provided object mask into a set
of regions in the partition.
A first approach is selecting any region which overlaps with the mask in one or more
pixels. Empirical experiments with the TRECVID 2010 dataset [66] show that this is not a
good strategy because the provided masks are often in contact with many regions from the
background, as shown in Figure 3.4.
In order to avoid this over-selection of regions, the opposite solution would be to only select
those regions in the partition which are completely included in the mask. Figure 3.5 proves
that this solution is too drastic because now too many parts from the object are missing. The
reason is exactly the same as the previous case, many foreground regions may also include a
small portion in the ground truth background.
Given that selecting all regions with a minimal overlap of one pixel produces too many
selections, but requiring a full overlap drives to too few selections, the proposed solution
defines a new parameter for the algorithm to determine the minimum portion of a region
overlapping the mask to be selected. This way the compromise between under-selection and
over-selection can be leveraged. Figure 3.6 includes the results obtained if the minimum
proportion of pixels in an image part to be selected must be 0.8.
3.1.4 Bounding Box and Mask markers on the ETHZ dataset
The annotation of objects in the dataset ETHZ introduced in Section 1.3.2 is provided under
the form of both bounding box and mask markers. These data have been used to build a
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Figure 3.4: Overselection due to including any region that intersects with the mask.
Figure 3.5: Underselection due to only including the regions completely overlapped the mask.
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Figure 3.6: Better selection considering regions with more than 80 % overlapping with the
mask.
ground truth of object annotations on image partitions. These ground truth data has been
used all through this thesis to evaluate the proposed solutions so, instead of comparing results
on the pixel-wise annotations provided in the dataset, retrieved objects are compared with the
ground truth objects defined on the same image partition. This way, the provided results are
not distorted by the problems that might be introduced during the automatic segmentation
of the images. The scope of this thesis is not the generation of accurate object segmentations
but, given a hierarchical partition, use it as a data support for object retrieval.
The quality of newly generated ground truth has been studied by computing the Jaccard
Index and the bounding box occupation between the provided ground truth and each type of
partition masks: the one generated by mapping the ground truth mask and the one generated
with the ground truth bounding box. The results shown in Figure 3.7 clearly state that those
objects with a larger occupation in the bounding box (apples, bottles, mugs) offer a better
accuracy than those more complex objects, such as the giraffes and the swans.
The generation of ground truth partition annotations from the bounding boxes and masks
provided in the ETHZ dataset required an adaptation process. The applied modifications
and detailed description of the resulting dataset is described in Chapter 12 contained in the
Annexes.
3.2 Partition Tree-based techniques
The interactive segmentation techniques presented in Section 3.1 make use of an initial par-
tition of the image. The three techniques presented in this Section take advantage of the
hierarchical region-based structure represented in a Partition Tree (PT).
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Figure 3.7: Jaccard index and box occupation for every concept.
3.2.1 Label Propagation
The first application of PTs for interactive segmentations is the propagation of labels through
its structure. In this case, the user interaction requires drawing scribbles on the image speci-
fying if these markers refer to the object or on the background. Every time a new scribble is
added, the label is assigned to the PT leaves underneath and may be expanded through the
tree structure. There exist different approaches for this task.
The previous works on the topic required an initial labelling of both foreground and back-
ground regions. The original work by Garrido and Salembier [76] expanded each foreground
label to its ancestors as long as none of the ancestors’s descendants was labelled as background.
The original implementation was improved by Adamek [2] with a most efficient algorithm.
However, both solutions required the two types of labels and, so, at least two user interactions.
This thesis proposes a simpler propagation rule: expand the foreground labels to its
parent only if the sub-tree defined by the sibling contains one or more foreground labels
and no background labels. The main advantage of this approach is that it only requires one
type of user interaction, leaving the background ones as optional to correct possible mistakes
during the propagation of the foreground ones. If it is necessary to obtain labels for the
complete image, as in the frameworks considered in [76] and [2], all unlabelled regions may
be considered foreground.
The example presented in 3.8 uses a single object scribble (green) to selection two leaves
from a BPT: the body and face of the anchorwoman. The node representing the hair is
automatically selected because the subtree defined by the body node’s sibling contains the
face node.
Similarly to the rectangle and points scheme, the selection can be refined through succes-
sive iterations adding background scribbles that will unselect the partition regions under the
scribble. Figure 3.9 shows a first step (a) where an object scribble (green) is drawn over a face.
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Figure 3.8: Automatic expansion through PT.
Figure 3.9: Sequential segmentation with scribbles.
Step (b) shows how the label propagation has erroneously selected some regions belonging to
the background, so a background (red) scribble is drawn over them to finally obtain a better
segmentation in step (c).
3.2.2 Navigation
PT structures can also be used as a navigation path for the user. An initial selection of a
branch determines a set of regions that can be intuitively explored by the user as an expansion
or contraction of the currently selected segment. Two modes of the interaction mechanism
have been defined, depending on if an initial click is needed to start navigation.
The clickable mode starts with a left-click on the area of support of the object. With this
action, the user is implicitly selecting one branch from the PT, as every pixel in the image
corresponds to one, and only one, branch in the PT. After this first user interaction, the
interface highlights the region associated to the PT leaf so that the user can evaluate if the
proposed region correctly depicts the object. If this is not the case, the selected PT node
can be modified by rotating the mouse wheel, moving upwards or downwards in the branch
at every wheel rotation. Every new move will expand or contract the selection depending
on the direction of the rotation. Figure 3.10 shows the selected regions associated to each
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Figure 3.10: Mouse wheel navigation through a BPT branch.
node in the PT, which are shown on the graphical interface as a transparent segment over a
semitransparent mask.
The selection path is defined between the PT root, where the whole image is selected,
and a PT leaf, where a region at the initial partition is shown. A second left-click will save
the currently selected node and allow choosing regions from other PT branches before the
final validation with a right click. Notice that this scheme allows the local annotation of
non-connected components. The sense of the rotation on the wheel determines whether next
selection corresponds to the parent or child node. This is typically the case when the system
proposes an object at a certain spatial scale but the user wants to analyze the image at a
different scale (e.g.: the system selects the head while the user is willing to annotate the face
or the complete TV anchor).
The clickless mode is based on the same principles as the clickable case but it requires less
interaction from the user side. The multi-scale navigation and multiple branch selection are
shared features among them, but in this mode PT branches are selected by just placing the
cursor over a region, with no need of an initial click. This means that, whenever the cursor is
over the image panel, a region is highlighted. Some users have reported that this option too
confusing due to the high activity on the panel.
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3.3 Summary
This chapter has presented the opportunities offered by the Binary Partition Trees in terms
of interactive segmentation. This process introduces the user in the analysis loops, as it can
indicate the precise location of the objects of interest. The generated segmentation of the
object is exploited by the system to formulate the user query in the instance search problem.
Traditional markers available in most graphical user interfaces such as points, rectangles
and scribbles are mapped into leaf or intermediate nodes of the BPTs. Special attention
has been given to the mapping of masks into BPTs, as it is a common practice in retrieval
benchmarks to provide the ground truth data in this form. This is the case of one of the
datasets considered througout this thesis, the ETHZ dataset, whose ground truth masks have
been mapped into nodes of the generated BPTs. Further experiments will always be referred
to the BPT mappings in order to minimize the influence of inaccurate partitions during the
assessment of the techniques presented in this thesis.
The following Chapter 4 explains how the manual segmentation of the object is used to
generate a hierarchical decomposition of it. The resulting hierarchy will be used in Parts II
and III for the automatic visual analysis of BPTs.
Chapter 4
Object Tree
In the instance search problem, the input data is the query region that describes the object of
interest for the user. The particularity of this type of queries is that the content corresponds
to a local segment of the image query. In the context of hierarchical partitions considered in
this work, a local segment of an image corresponds to a set of regions on a Binary Partition
Tree (BPT). As a consequence, the input data is not only a region but the hierarchy of regions
defined by the BPT nodes selected during the query. The user operation for selecting these
regions is called interactive segmentation and it has been explored in Chapter 3.
The query object might exactly correspond to one single node in the target BPT but,
there is no guarantee of that and, often, this will not be the case due to the split problem.
So, in general, whenever a user formulates the query, a set of BPT nodes will be selected. In
the present work, a further restriction will be imposed, as it is considered that all these BPT
nodes are adjacent. For this reason, the presented techniques have only been explored for the
case of connected components. Figure 4.1 shows a visual selection of a connected object that
it is mapped into three different subtrees in the target BPT.
Figure 4.1: Selection of sub-BPT roots.
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Figure 4.2: Object Tree.
The manually selected sub-BPT roots are the input data for the definition of the Object
Tree (OT), the proposed data model to handle the object query in the context of a hierarchy
of regions. The OT is generated throughout two stages that take into consideration both the
manual user interaction and the automatic segmentation algorithm used for BPT creation.
The result is a hierarchy of regions whose nodes represent the parts and sub-parts into which
the query is visually decomposed.
The proposed Object Tree framework is similar to the data model of Jaimes and Chang
[41] made in the framework of learning visual detectors as a multilevel problem, organized in a
Definition Hierarchy. Figure 4.3 shows the four levels into which the object was decomposed.
An object was modelled by a structured set of adjoining object-parts which, at the same time,
could be divided again into perceptual-areas. The main difference between object-parts and
perceptual-areas was that the first ones were related to a higher-level semantic interpretation
(eg. grass) while the latter referred to a low-level perceptual category (eg. green). The
Definition Hierarchy included an additional scene level above the object level that considered
a structured set of objects. This top level corresponded to the global scale of the complete
image. Users of this system were requested to manually create a definition hierarchy before
starting the annotation task that would generate a training dataset for a multi-level Visual
Object Detector.
The main difference between the Definition Hierarchy and the proposed Object Tree is
the fusion of the object-part and perceptual-part levels. In the OT solution, the region level
corresponds to the regions in the initial partition. These regions are automatically combined
to define BPT nodes, that would correspond to the perceptual-object-parts. In the OT frame-
work, the user does not need to define any hierarchy, only select the complete object. The
underlying BPT structure is exploited to define the perceptual-object-parts that, in our case,
are simply referred as Object Parts. These Object Parts may or may not have a semantic
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Figure 4.3: Definition Hierarchy proposed by Jaimes and Chang (2001).
meaning, a property that is irrelevant for the later analysis.
The construction of the Query Object is performed in two stages: one considering the
user-selected sub-BPT roots, and one taking into account the structure of BPT from the
query image.
In the first stage, the manually selected sub-BPT roots are sorted according to their size
and adjacency. The algorithm starts by finding the node associated to the largest region and
defines from it a leaf node for the OT. At this point, this single node also defines the OT root.
Afterwards, an iterative algorithm finds the largest of the remaining sub-BPT roots that is
connected to the OT root. When determined, a new node in the OT is created by merging the
previous root node and the new one. By doing so, a new root is defined as the union of regions
associated to the previous root and the new node. The algorithm is run repeatedly until no
more sub-BPT roots remain to be merged, or until a manually set threshold of maximum
amount of query parts is reached.
The second stage for the creation of the OT considers the underlying BPT defined over
the query image. The hierarchical structure of the selected sub-BPTs can be replicated on
the OT to determine more sub-parts for the query. Figure 4.4 describes how the three nodes
manually selected in green on the query BPT become the leaves of the OT during the first
stage of its creation and are later automatically expanded through the image BPT.
The mechanism by which the BPT is constructed may generate several small regions
which are not very relevant in visual terms, but whose consideration might have a significant
impact to the search algorithm in terms of required computation effort. The impact of these
tiny regions can be limited by introducing a minimum threshold for the size of one region to
be considered a part of the OT. Figure 4.5 shows a case where the filtering of four regions
from the query BPT results into a non-binary structure in the BOT. Notice that the pixels
associated to the discarded part are not ignored, as they are still present in every ancestor
node. This modification on the original algorithm might produce a hierarchical structure
which is not binary at all its levels. For this reason, the proposed structure is named as
Object Tree instead of Binary Object Tree.
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Figure 4.4: Second stage of BOT creation.
Figure 4.5: Query parts are discarded by their size.
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4.1 Summary
The user interaction described in Chapter 3 has been used in the Chapter as an input data
to construct a hierarchical representation of the query objects. Those objects that appear
split in several sub-trees of the BPT are reconfigured to build a novel Object Tree (OT). The
OT is built in two stages, a first one that iteratively merges the object parts to construct a
hierarchy of object parts, and a second one that just copies the decomposition proposed by
the BPT.
The hierarchical nature of the OT will exploited in Part II for a bottom-up computation
of the object features, as well as in Part III when formulating the instance search problem as
a matching of the OT representing the query object with each of the BPTs contained in the
target database.
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Part II
Feature Extraction

Summary of Part II
The second part of this thesis focuses on the features that describe each of the visual parts
introduced in Part I. These features represent the characteristics of the image and object parts,
a quantification that is automatically achieved through image processing algorithms. Each of
the generated feature vectors corresponds to an observation that will be later processed by a
pattern recognition system. This posterior analysis is left for the subsequent Part III.
Part II starts in Chapter 5 with an overview of the most common features used to represent
regions: color, texture, shape and localization. The MPEG-7 standard includes proposals of
visual descriptors that characterize each of these cues, solutions that have been adopted in this
work. The chapter introduces the concept of recursive features, which exploit the hierarchical
structure of a Partition Tree (PT) to efficiently extract the visual features following a bottom-
up approach. The chapter concludes with a first retrieval experiment that obtains one-part
objects with one single visual descriptor.
Chapter 6 presents how region-based descriptors are refined by mapping them into code-
books. In particular, this work proposes a soft-mapping of regions into a codebook, an
operation which can be interpreted as finding the coordinates of every region into a Parts
Space defined by a codebook. The hierarchical structure of the PT is exploited to propose
the Hierarchical Bag of Regions (HBoR) as a novel type of features that combine the multi-
scale properties of PTs with the quantized nature of codebooks. The experiments presented
evaluate different options for codebook creation as well as the advantages of the HBoR when
compared with a classic region-based mapping.
Based on the results obtained in Chapters 5 and 6, the final Chapter 7 in this part focuses
on how to combine the separate analysis obtained from every visual descriptor in a single
result. Both region- and codebook-based features are considered to evaluate a fusion strategy
based on the Weibull distribution. This strategy normalizes every similarity metric after
a mapping into a Weibull distribution. Experiments indicate that the proposed approach
succeeds into combining the information captured by every type of feature in a way that each
of them contribute to the final similarity measure.
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Chapter 5
Region Features
An image or part of an image can be characterized in multiple ways, each of them describing
its visual appearance considering different cues. Humans are capable of quantizing concepts
such as color, texture, shape or left with linguistic terms such as green, stripped, round or
above. Analogously, image processing algorithms can also quantize the attributes of a region
with a visual descriptor. Pattern recognition techniques use these visual features as the input
data to infer valuable information for the semantic interpretation of the content.
Visual descriptors can be computed over the whole container and/or over its segments.
In the first case, they are normally referred to global as its final value takes into account
pixels from the whole content. Global features provide a high-scale representation of the
complete image and have been widely adopted for scene analysis [109]. On the other hand,
local features are computed only over a portion or segment of the content, which requires
a previous definition of the segments of interest. Local descriptors offer a higher resolution
description of the content at the cost of an individual computation for each segment of interest.
In some cases, a type of visual descriptor can be computed both from the whole image or
from one of its parts.
As presented in Part I, the basic analysis units of this work are regions which have been
automatically defined through a segmentation process. Each of these regions presents certain
perceptual homogeneity, and each object part ideally presents this homogenity, too. This
quality is not present in other popular solutions such as arbitrary segmentation (eg. block-
based or spatial pyramid) where it is highly probable that those regions of support located at
the object contour will also contain pixels belonging to the background. A similar problem
appears in the elliptical regions of support for the popular SIFT and SURF descriptors, whose
feature vectors may also be influenced by pixels belonging to the background. It is true that
considering background pixels is a method for introducing context information in the data
analysis, an important additional information when dealing with local objects. In the previous
work by Carson et al [14] it was observed that local features performed better than global
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ones when retrieving images queried with distinctive objects, such as tigers, cheetahs and
zebras. In the other hand, other object queries with highly characteristic backgrounds (eg.
airplane) obtained higher precision when addressed with global histograms. In this later case,
the context contained the distinctive features that allowed a successful retrieval. However,
the aim of this work is both image retrieval and accurate object segmentation, as previously
introduced in Section 1.3.1. This second goal can only be achieved if background data are
separated from the object features, so that pixels can be individually classified as object or
background. This approach also allows the recognition of objects when they appear in new
contexts that do not introduce any prior about the presence or non-presence of the object.
The contextual information could be introduced at a higher and separate level, as proposed
in [60].
Visual features can be divided in two big families: generic and domain-specific. The
generic family offers solutions which can be used in a wide range of applications. On the
other hand, domain-specific descriptors have been developed and optimized for a certain
type of application, such as face [95] or text [52] extraction. Following the generic approach
considered when defining the image parts in Chapter 2, this work focuses in generic purpose
descriptors with a wide application.
This chapter studies the generic visual descriptors that can be computed in the frame-
work of the hierarchical partitions introduced in Chapter 2. The study introduces the generic
descriptors defined at the MPEG-7 standard in Section 5.1, which have been adopted all
through this thesis as visual features. Section 5.2 presents the concept of recursive descrip-
tors depending on their possibilities of efficient computation through a hierarchical partition.
Finally Section 5.3 presents the results of retrieval experiments performed by considering
three different visual descriptors extracted from the regions of a Binary Partition Trees.
5.1 MPEG-7 Descriptors
In 2001, MPEG-7 [11] made an effort to collect and standardize a set of visual descriptors
organized in four categories: color, 2D/3D shape, texture and motion. The standard also
defined a exchange data format (both XML and binary), opening the door to an interaction
of databases in terms of metadata. It must be noted that MPEG-7 only standardized the
formulation and data format for these descriptors. It was left to the scientific community the
research to find the best solutions for their computation and comparison, although default
techniques were proposed, too. The detailed algorithms for their computation can be found
in [12] [11] and references therein.
Previous works have applied MPEG-7 descriptors for image retrieval and classification.
Ojala et al [65] compared the MPEG-7 color descriptors at the global scale, concluding that
among them, those that also consider some sort of local spatial distribution information
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outperform those that do not. Molina et al [59] achieved their best image classification rates
when combining global and local descriptors.
This work has adopted a subset of MPEG-7 descriptors for two reasons. The first one is
their richness and completeness for representing still regions, which allows a good character-
ization of the visual segments defined in the PTs. Secondly, they are popular and accepted
in the scientific community, which facilitates repetitiveness of the reported experiments.
This section provides an overview of the main attributes considered by the MPEG-7
standard for still images and presents the three visual descriptors adopted in this thesis.
5.1.1 Attributes
The MPEG-7 proposes four different types of attributes in which the generic descriptors can
be grouped: color, texture, shape and localization.
Color descriptors are widely used because they are intuitive, simple and robust to view-
ing angle changes and rotations. They are based on the homogeneity of the pixel values
expressed in the components of a typically three-dimensional feature space. MPEG-7 speci-
fies four different descriptors for still images to satisfy a wide range of application domains.
The Dominant Colors Descriptor contains the mean and variances of up to the eight most
representative colors in a segment, the Scalable Color Descriptor contains a multiscale Haar
transform of the color histogram, the Color Structure Descriptor contains information of the
spatial distribution of colors and how compact they are distributed, and the Color Layout
Descriptor provides a compact representation of the color distribution based on a Discrete
Cosine Transform. While the two first are both valid for global or local scale, the two later
require some adaptation to be used in the local scale.
Texture features refer to some basic pixel primitives that are repeated in a connected
region. MPEG-7 has standardized three texture descriptors which are extracted from the
luminance component of the images. The Homogeneous Texture Descriptor describes the en-
ergy of a set of frequency channels, the Texture Browsing Descriptor characterizes regularity,
coarseness and directionality of the texture, and the Edge Histogram Descriptor contains a
set of histograms of five types of edges, one histogram for each of the blocks resulting from a
4x4 partition of the image. Both of them require some adaptation as they are designed to be
extracted from rectangular regions of support.
Shape Descriptors possess important semantic information, a proof of it is that humans
are capable of recognizing objects by just seeing its shape. However, all this semantic richness
can only be extracted with a prior good segmentation. For this reason, all shape descriptors
are local. MPEG-7 proposes two types of 2D shape descriptors: the Region-based Shape
Descriptor captures the distribution of pixels within a region, and the Contour-based Shape
Descriptor specifies the closed contour of an image segment. Both cases are designed to be
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exploited at the local scale.
Localization descriptors are local descriptors that provide information about the position
of the segment referred to the container’s origin of coordinates. These descriptors offer the
necessary data to compute the spatial relations between these segments and represent spatial
structures.
5.1.2 Descriptors
The MPEG-7 standard defines a collection of visual descriptors that cover the described
attributes. Each descriptor in the standard is accompanied with indications about how to
quantize every value contained in the feature vectors. This quantization step provides a
maximum resolution of a descriptor in a manner that can match the perceptual response of
the human visual system. This way, although two regions may not present exactly the same
visual properties, they may be considered identical in terms of human perception. All results
presented in this thesis have been generated taken into account this quantization step.
Among the broad offer of visual descriptors proposed in MPEG-7, this work has focused
in three local descriptors to represent the color, texture and shape of considered regions. This
choice allows a rich characterization of every region considering three complementary visual
cues. The selected descriptors are the Dominant Color Descriptor, Edge Histogram Descriptor
and Contour-based Shape Descriptor. This triplet covers the main cues that describe local
segments and keep the amount of features small to avoid unnecessary computation time.
The choice also considered the performance obtained in a preliminary evaluation in terms
of precision and computational time among the different options on the available software.
It must be highlighted that it is not the goal of this thesis to design nor evaluate better
visual features but to study how typical descriptors can be efficiently exploited together
with hierarchical region representations. This research approach is similar to the one that
has motivated the release of several datasets that, in addition to the images and annotations,
they also include the global and local features as well as the scores of a set of concept detectors
[86] [43].
Dominant Colors Descriptor (DCD)
The DCD is a compact color descriptor specially designed for similarity retrieval and brows-
ing. It can support up to eight colors but, unlike the predefined bins used in other histogram
techniques, these dominant colors are computed for each image. A clustering algorithm par-
titions the color space and selects a maximum of eight dominant colors. DCD describes, for
each cluster, the dominant color, the cluster percentage of pixels in the image and, option-
ally, the variance of the pixel values. Finally, a last parameter expresses the overall spatial
homogeneity of the dominant colors.
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Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD)
The EHD provides information about the spatial distribution of the edges in an image. The
image is split into 4x4 sub-images and an edge histogram for each sub-image is built. The
histograms are created by further subdividing the sub-images in around 1100 image-blocks
and assigning a label to each of them according to its edge orientation. Five categories are
defined: vertical, horizontal, 45 degrees, 135 degrees or non-directional. EHD also includes a
global and a semi-global edge histograms by accumulating the local histograms for the whole
image or for sub-blocks. As a result, a total of 5 global bins + 65 semi-global bins + 80
local bins are available for matching. Previous experiments have shown that EHD is useful
in the retrieval of natural images with nonuniform textures and clip art images, as well as for
sketch retrieval. MPEG-7 defined EHD only at the global scale, so the adaptation proposed
by Ventura [93] was adopted to represent the regions in the PT.
Contour-based Shape Descriptor (CSS)
Contour-based Shape Descriptor is suitable for those objects whose discriminative data is
contained at the shape of its silhouette. It is robust to non-rigid deformations, changes in
orientation, scaling, mirroring and perspective transformations. It is based on a Curvature
Scale-Space (CSS) representation of the contours. CSS decomposes the contour into con-
vex and concave sections and expresses how prominent they are, how long compared to the
full contour and their position. This is done in a multi-resolution approach, by applying a
smoothing process to the contour at different scales. The CSS curve is obtained by plotting
the convex to concave change points on the 2-D plane, with the normalized distance along
the contour on the X axis and the amount of smoothing on the Y axis.
5.2 Recursive Features
The computation of region descriptors can benefit from the hierarchical structure of a PT.
The relations of inclusion between children and parent nodes determine certain dependencies
between the visual features associated to each of these nodes. In the cases presented in
this section, the hierarchical structure is exploited for an efficient computation of the visual
descriptors. For some descriptors, the consuming process of individually processing the pixels
associated to every node can be substituted for a fast bottom-up propagation of the descriptor
values. In other words, the computation of the descriptors associated to a PT node is obtained
by recursively extracting the features from its children. In these cases, only the regions at
the PT leaves need to be processed from scratch, which represent almost half of the total
amount of regions. Moreover, leaf regions are usually smaller than other nodes in the PT,
which further reduces the computation effort.
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A visual feature x(r) belongs to this set of recursive features Xe if its value on a certain
region r can be computed from the features previously extracted from the set of region’s
children Cr:
x(r) ∈ Xe ⇔ x(r) = f
(
x(c1)...x(c|Cr|) : ci ∈ Cr)
)
(5.1)
Recursive features present a second property that makes them very interesting during
analysis. They contain information obtained from its descendants, a property that allows
considering the descriptor not only representing the PT node but all the sub-tree below. An
analysis algorithm following a top-down exploration through the PT could discard complete
sub-trees with this information. This strategy speeds up the analysis process as not every
single PT node needs to be considered.
5.2.1 Types of Recursion
The bottom-up propagation of the features from the children to its parent node in the PT
can rely on different operations. These are the most popular in the framework of region-based
expandable features:
Addition: The propagation is performed by directly summing the descriptors values, as
shown in Equation 5.2. The most popular example of this type of descriptor are his-
tograms, whether based on texture or on color. The computation of the region area is
also an example of such approach.
x(r) =
∑
c∈Cr
x(c) (5.2)
Weighted average: The propagation of the mean and variance descriptors are performed
by weighting and normalizing the children features according to their area in pixels.
Examples of this type of combination are the descriptors computed from the addition of
individual values associated to each pixel, for example color and localization. Equation
5.3 shows how the mean value can be computed in this context.
µx(r) =
1∑
c∈Cr
xarea(c)
∑
c∈Cr
xarea(c)µx(c) (5.3)
Max-Min In other cases the descriptor value corresponds to a certain maximum or minimum
value associated to a region. The resulting descriptor is easily computable by reapply-
ing the operation on each descriptor associated to the region’s children, as shown in
Equation 5.4. For example, the computation of the non-oriented bonding box of a PT
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node can benefit from such approach, where the maximum and minimum coordinates
of the region are propagated.
we(r) = MAX(we(C
r)) (5.4)
wmine (r) = MIN(we(C
r)) (5.5)
5.3 Evaluation of the Baseline Approach
The three MPEG-7 region descriptors presented in section 5.1.2 have been tested separately
with the ETHZ dataset. The reader is referred to the previous Section 1.3 to learn about
the configuration of the experiments and the presented metrics, a set up that is replicated in
every further Evaluation section reported in this thesis.
This first experiment aims at quantifying the richness of each descriptor to characterize
an object. Each of the instances in the test set has been used to define a query region, which
has been compared with every region in the BPTs of the test dataset. The ranked list has
been generated according to the similarity measure obtained for the best match between the
query region and one of the regions in the target BPT.
The image retrieval results are presented in Figure 5.1, while the local analysis (detection
and segmentation) is reflected in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 to indicate the detection and
segmentation performance of the descriptors. In the three figures, these graphs provide an
initial insight of the main challenges encountered in this work. Every figure contains, on the
left, the individual results for each category and, on the right, the averaged results obtained
by combining all possible queries. Notice that on the average results, those semantic classes
with more instances have a larger impact on the final value, as the averaging is not category-
based but query-based. In the retrieval case (Figure 5.1), and in order to establish a baseline
reference, it has been included the results obtained by a random retrieval (random).
An analysis of the three figures allows making some observations about the individual
performances of the descriptors. The first observation is that none of the descriptors clearly
outperforms the rest. While, in average, texture is the feature that provides the best results,
this is not true for all categories. So the first conclusion it that the performance of a descriptor
is dependent on the visual category that is being considered. This drives into a scenario
where the results obtained for each descriptor may need to be combined, an option that will
be addressed in Chapter 7.
Overall performance is also clearly dependant on the category. While in most cases the use
of one separate region-based descriptor outperforms the random result, this is not certain for
every case. Specially in the case of the Swans category, results are poor, with no significant
gain with respect to the random approach.
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Figure 5.1: Image retrieval with separate descriptors.
Detection and segmentation results in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 suggest a high dependency
of the quality of the segmentation performed at an earlier stage. Especially in the very
sensitive case of the Countour Shape descriptor, the Apple logo category presents significantly
better results in terms of detection and segmentation. This outstanding result of the shape
descriptor in this category is explained by two reasons. Firstly, the shape in a commercial
logo is rigid and designed to be easily identified by consumers, that is, it is not expected to be
mistaken by any other shape. In our experiments, this means that there are little chances to
find an apple-shaped region in an image that does not belong to the Apple logo category. The
second reason is that, in many of the instance objects, the logo is very homogenous in color,
which helps its segmentation into a single region. So, while in the other categories most of
the instances are defined by multiple disjoint sub-trees in the image BPT, these logos usually
appear represented by a single BPT node. This circumstance makes matching with the query
much more feasible than for more complex objects, whose parts may have split in several
subtrees of the target BPTs. These situations are not handled with the baseline approach
studied in this chapter, but are the main research topic of Part III.
As it can be seen in Figure 5.1, the texture descriptor obtains the best results for image
retrieval, and offers also competitive results for detection and segmentation if compared with
the color and shape ones. This descriptor is not entirely recursive because its computation
must be performed from scratch for every BPT node and cannot be computed bottom-up.
Nevertheless, its histogram nature makes its concept very similar to recursive as the bin values
obtained through a BPT branch tend to be incremental, even if approximately. This property
makes this descriptor more robust to object splits and, despite not providing the best results
in the local analysis of detection and segmentation, it tends to perform better than color and
shape, especially in those categories with more object splits.
The difference of performance of the texture descriptor between image retrieval and its
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Figure 5.2: Object detection with separate descriptors.
Figure 5.3: Object segmentation with separate descriptors.
local detection indicates that an important part of the obtained image hits might have been
referred to the background instead of to the object. In the best case of the Giraffe class, their
spotty pattern on the fur is the result of thousands of years on natural evolution that have
created this natural tool for camouflage. It is reasonable to think that, the same way this
pattern has confused their predators, it may have also confused the presented algorithm in
the reverse: considering the texture of trees and bushes as belonging to a giraffe.
5.4 Summary
This chapter has introduced the region-based visual features used in this work, which are
based on the visual descriptors proposed in the MPEG-7 standard. Visual descriptors that
represent the color, shape and texture of every region have been described to characterize
every node in the Partition Tree. This hierarchical PT structure can be exploited for a fast
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extraction of visual features through a bottom-up propagation process. This property is
desirable given that, in general, the computation of visual descriptors is high demanding in
terms of processing power. Finally this chapter has presented the first baseline experiments,
obtained by defining an object query with a single region and comparing the visual descriptors
of this region with those associated to every PT node in the target database. Results suggest
that there is no visual descriptor significantly better than the rest.
Chapter 6
Codebooks
Visual descriptors represent the visual attributes of the regions with a very high level of
accuracy. This level of detail is valuable when comparing regions from a visual perspective,
but this precision is usually much higher than the semantic interpretation humans assign
to visual cues. For example, while a typical 8-bits per component RGB space can discern
between more than sixteen million colours, most people would have more than enough with
one hundred linguistic terms to describe colors from a semantic perspective. This observation
inspires this chapter, that proposes expressing the visual descriptors associated to the regions
taking as a reference a reduced set of visual primitives.
In natural language, adjectives describe a set of visual features that are considered percep-
tually similar among themselves, but dissimilar enough from other sets labelled with different
adjectives. The selection of an appropriate adjective term to describe a visual property can be
understood as a quantization process performed by the human brain. In the pattern recog-
nition terminology, this process corresponds to a partition of the feature space so that an
observation is assigned to a natural language adjective. In the signal processing community,
this process is known as vector quantization and it is defined as a mapping from a high di-
mensional into a lower dimensional discrete space. The dimensionality reduction compresses
the input data, and this operation can be beneficial in terms of data storage and processing
requirements. However, any quantization process must also control the information loss so
that the result does not degrade the performance of the desired results.
A good quantization process is capable of finding a good compromise between information
loss and functionality with respect to the final application. For example, the digital gamma
correction in video defines smaller quantization intervals in darker values than in lighter
because the human visual system is more sensitive to the first than to the later. This way,
the obtained bits are more informative to the end user than if a uniform quantization had
been applied.
The proposal in this work does not directly apply the quantization on the numerical values
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of the visual descriptors, but it is inspired by a vector quantization approach that transforms
every feature vector in relation to an auxiliary dataset known as codebook. The codebook
contains a set of prototype regions chosen after a clustering process on a training dataset.
These prototype regions are the visual primitives that, if correctly chosen, will represent the
different sets of visual features that can be found in a certain problem.
These visual prototypes, or codewords if considered as composing elements in a codebook,
are similar to the perceptual-areas proposed by Jaimes and Chang [41] that were previously
introduced in Chapter 4. They were defined as a decomposition of the object parts into
low level perceptual categories. This work considers a closed set of these perceptual-areas
defined in a codebook so that they can be referred by a diversity of semantic objects or
their subparts. As an example, a green patch could be a codeword used to represent several
semantically diverse objects, such as grass, a traffic light, a frog...
The use of codebooks in the context of image retrieval has been broadly adopted in the
literature mostly associated to the Bag of Features (BoF) model by Sivic and Zissermann [80].
They proposed to extract SIFT descriptors from elliptical regions around interest points to
build a visual codebook through the K-means clustering algorithm [38]. This codebook allows
representing every image by extracting their SIFT descriptors and assigning each of them to
a prototype in the codebook. This vector quantization is synthesized in a histogram that
characterizes the contents of the image. Given that the resulting histogram does not keep any
information about the spatial relationship between the points, this approach is also referred
to as a bag of features model of the image, because all image parts (SIFT descriptors) are
considered as if they were kept in a bag, with any order. In fact posterior work has proposed
solutions for adding the spatial information to the model, for example, through a hierarchy
of part models [89] [62] or spatial pyramids [51] [8].
The concept of Bag of Features (BoF) literally refers to working with a set of unsorted
observations from the document that is being analysed. However, the enormous popularity of
the Bag of SIFT Features model proposed by Sivic and Zissermann [80] has often associated
this term with two additional properties: i) working with interest points, and ii) creating a
signature from the extracted features, such as a histogram [69]. Other authors [35] [60] [37],
though, have stuck to the literal meaning of the term and consider the Bag of... as a collection
of unstructured observations, with no further consideration on how they are further processed.
This second interpretation is applied in the current work, as the proposed techniques deal
with sets of regions that represent images and parts of images, exploring different possibilities
for their posterior analysis.
The Bag of Features model is inspired in the Bag of Words (BoW) model proposed by
the text retrieval community, a common model used for the classification and clustering
of text documents. In this community, it is common to represent documents with the Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) descriptor. This descriptor is also based on
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a feature vector referred to a trained vocabulary that contains all relevant and discriminative
words in the target dataset. Typically, this vocabulary does not contain semantically poor
terms, such as articles or prepositions, which are very frequent but little informative about
the contents of a text document. Every value in the TF-IDF feature vector corresponds to a
term in the vocabulary. The corresponding value combines the degree of occurrence of a term
in a document (TF) with the overall occurrence of the term in the dataset, the IDF. This way,
the most frequent terms in a document which are not frequent through the database obtain
highest values to characterize their relevance when characterizing the document. Given the
similar approaches between the text and visual domains, this principle was also ported to the
image retrieval case to improve the baseline results obtained with the classic bag of features
technique [42].
The use of codebooks is not exclusive for point-based image parts, but has also been
explored on region-based representations. Gokalp and Aksoy [35] used a codebook to generate
a Bag of Regions (BoR) representation of an image. Each considered region was assigned a
discrete label that related it to the most similar region type in the codebook.
Mylonas et al [60] used in their work a region-based codebook, which was referred as
visual dictionary (thesaurus). This codebook was built through a hierarchical clustering of
all the segmented regions in a training dataset. In this case, the centroids of the clusters were
referred as region types, an entity located between low-level descriptors and high-level semantic
concepts. The rest of feature vectors contained in a cluster were referred as synonyms, by
applying an analogy with the linguistic terminology. The analysis on new images is performed
by segmenting the image and computing the Euclidean distance between every region in the
partition and each region type. However, only the smallest distance is considered. Finally, a
model vector describes the complete image by concatenating the smallest distance found for
every visual type (codeword) among the regions in the image. The obtained model vector
is further combined with strategies to exploit the topological context between regions for
high-level concept detection.
Instead of defining a feature vector for the complete image, Socher and Fei-Fei [87] used
visual words to represent each of the regions defined by a segmentation. In particular, they
defined a separate codebook for each of the four visual descriptors considered: color, position,
texture and shape. Each region is represented by a visual word that contained a sequence
of assignments to the most similar codeword in each of the four codebooks. The sizes of the
codebooks varied depending on the type of visual descriptor. Their work included a study
about codebook creation, where they compared two options: creating a single codebook of
concatenated features or creating separate codebooks by clustering each feature separately.
The two options were assessed in terms of purity and frequency, and the results clearly
indicated that working with separate codebook gives much more flexibility.
A hybrid combination of regions and points of interest was proposed by Ravinovich et al
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[69], who work with a shortlist of image segmentations and characterize every resulting region
with a histogram of SIFT features. The same approach was adopted by Yanai and Barnard
[105], who refers to it as region-based bag-of-features representation.
An even richer combination of region- and point-based descriptors was proposed by Vieux
et al [94], who represented each region of an image segmentation with a set of three frequency
histograms. Two of these histograms were built from region-based descriptors (color and
texture) and the third one represented regions with the histogram of SURF features. The
three histograms were concatenated to build a feature vector for region classification.
This chapter is inspired by different aspects of the reported work, by trying to adopt
them in the context of a hierarchical image partition. In particular, the use of codebooks
[80] is adopted, but instead of using SIFT features they will be based on region ones, as in
[35]. However, instead of a hard assignment between every region and a codeword, a soft
quantization will be used, as in [35] [60]. Separate codebooks for every visual descriptor will
be considered, as suggested by [87]. Finally, a multi-scale approach like [89] [62] [51] [8] is
adopted, but based on a content-dependent segmentation represented by Partition Trees.
6.1 Hierarchical Bags of Regions
This section proposes a solution to exploit both the quantization nature of codebooks and
the hierarchical region structure of Partition Trees. The adopted approach allows that, in the
ideal case where the sub-parts of an object correspond to regions in the codebook, a region
that contains only the object sub-parts would be mapped to a distinctive area of the feature
space. If this requirement is satisfied, it will be feasible to define metrics that will compare
two regions depending on the sub-parts that compose them. This desirable feature space is
named the Parts Space.
A bidimensional Parts Space is depicted in Figure 6.1, where the two codewords correspond
to the two sub-parts of the anchorwoman object, a plausible assumption given the visual
dissimilarity between them. The two dimensions of this Parts Space are represented in every
axis, and the location of the shown regions depends on the best similarity between any of
their sub-parts and each of the two codewords. Some of the considered regions represent the
anchorwoman as a whole, some others sub-parts of the object, and a third type correspond
to parts of the background. In this space, those regions containing a head are represented by
a feature vector close to (1,0), while those containing a body with a complementary vector
(0,1). When considering regions that merge two classes of sub-parts, the resulting feature
vector in the Parts Space is approximately (1, 1). On the other hand, the region representing
background parts are coded with vectors close to (0,0). These four types of feature vectors
are located in different areas of the feature space, so they can be effectively discriminated
with simple and fast distance metrics, such as the Euclidean distance (Equation 6.1) or the
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Figure 6.1: Parts Space defined by the two sub-parts of an object.
cosine distance (Equation 6.2).
d(x, y) =
√√√√ N∑
i=0
(xi − yi)2 (6.1)
d(x, y) = ‖x‖‖y‖cosθ = x · y‖x‖‖y‖ (6.2)
.
The Parts Space is also valid to separate between those cases where object and background
parts have been merged in single region. These situations can be addressed by introducing
codewords that do not belong to the object but from the background annotations or, in a
multi-class problem, from other classes of objects. Figure 6.2 shows another Parts Space
where one codeword corresponds to the object and the other to the background. In this case,
the regions containing the object and parts of the background could also be discerned.
Each component in the feature vector is obtained by computing the descriptor-specific
distances between every observation and the codewords. During this step, any perceptual
interpretation of the descriptor values is performed, so the resulting feature vectors do not
require additional perceptual corrections.
The design of this proposed Parts Space requires the combination of two different ap-
proaches that are presented in the next two sections: a possibilistic quantization and a max
pooling of the region features through the Partition Tree.
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Figure 6.2: Parts Space defined by an object and a background part.
6.1.1 Possibilistic Quantization
The use of codebooks adopted in this thesis differs from the classical hard vector quantization
where every observation is assigned to a single codeword [22]. In this work, each component
of the feature vector corresponds to the degree of similarity between the observation and the
corresponding codeword. This type of solutions belongs to the soft quantization paradigm,
where the components of the vector take values between 0 and 1 [7] [3]. For example, a proba-
bilistic feature vector [3] would fall into the category of soft quantization, as each component
would indicate the probability of the observation of belonging to the same class as each of
the codeword. In the probabilistic case, it is required that all the values in the feature vector
sum to one.
In addition to the hard and probabilistic quantization, there exists a third option, the
possibilistic one [7]. This approach evaluates the possibility of every observation to belong to
the same class as each codeword. The main difference of working with possibilistic feature
vectors is that their components do not need to sum one. The possibilistic interpretation
of a feature vector composed of similarity measures suits better than a probabilistic one.
For example, in case that the observation were not similar to any of the codewords, it is
desirable that its associated feature vector was completely null. If a probabilistic approach
were adopted, the obtained similarity values would be originally very low, but the posterior
normalization stage may increase their value. This step would introduce a distortion on the
interpretation of the feature vector in the parts space. For example, in the 2D Parts Space
presented in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, all feature vectors would be projected in the line crossing
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Figure 6.3: Hard, probabilistic and possibilistic feature vectors. (Bezdek, 1995)
(1,0) and (0,1), that represents all cases whose vector components sum up to 1.
The hard, soft and possibilistic approaches are depicted in Figure 6.3, which contains a
scheme extracted from [7]. This example would correspond to a codebook of size three, one
codeword for each dimension in an Euclidean space. The hard quantization case would map
any observation to one of the three ei vectors located at the corners of the cube. These vectors
correspond to the three basis of a canonical Euclidean space of dimension 3, named Nh3. A
probabilistic analysis would describe each observation with a vector in the plane defined by the
three ei, which is the convex hull Nf3. For example, vector y belongs to this plane. Finally,
the space considered by a possibilistic solution corresponds to the whole unit cube Np3, and
vector x is an element in this space.
When applied to the visual descriptors in a PT, this possibility-based quantization will
produce a feature vector for every region, as shown in Figure 6.4. In this example, a codebook
of four regions has been used to represent the content of every considered image part. When
a PT node is very similar to a codeword, a maximum 1 value is obtained on the corresponding
vector component, while a 0 value represents the opposite.
The adoption of quantized feature vectors allows the introduction of certain indexing
solutions and allow the fast computation of similarity measures. However, the possibilistic
solution does not satisfy the requirements of a Parts Space because its vector components rep-
resent the region-to-codeword similarity instead of their inclusion. This missing requirement
can be solved by applying a max pooling approach, presented in the next section.
6.1.2 Max Pooling
Associating the feature vectors to the regions in the PT does not satisfy the requirements
expected by the Parts Space. If going back to the example in Figure 6.1, the head and body
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Figure 6.4: Feature vector for regions in a Partition Tree.
parts would be discriminatingly represented by (0,1) and (1,0) feature vectors, respectively.
On the other hand, when trying to map the region feature of the complete anchorwoman to
each of the two codewords, the result would place the full objects near to the (0,0), together
with the rest of the clutter parts. Instead of this situation, the Parts Space should represent
the anchorwoman with a vector close to (1, 1), so that they could be easily discriminated
from the clutter parts. Notice that the reasoning is valid for any type of quantization (hard,
probabilistic and possibilistic).
The proposed solution combines the possibilistic quantization with the hierarchical region-
based representation provided by the Partition Trees. The basic idea is to characterize PT
nodes not only with its associated region, but also with regions in the sub-tree it defines.
Analogously to how the bag of SIFT features considers images as an unstructured collection
of points, this solution proposes to consider every node of the PT as a bag of the regions in
its associated subtree. Given that this consideration is applied at every level of the PT, this
scheme has been named Hierarchical Bag of Regions (HBoR).
The computation of the HBoR features combines the possibilistic feature vectors of the
regions defined by the PT node, with a bottom-up MAX operation that it is iteratively applied
at every level. This strategy is known as pooling [9], as it combines the features associated to
nearby locations in a new feature that is expected to preserve the important information while
discarding irrelevant detail . There exist different methods for combining spatial features, but
according to Boureau et al [9], the max or average operations seem to suit most applications.
In the proposed soft-possibilistic approach, the MAX option has been chosen as it perfectly
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Figure 6.5: Possibilistic Features in Hierarchical Bag of Regions.
satisfies the requirements of the Parts Space.
Following the same example previously presented in Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5 combines the
similarity scores of every PT node with the ones from their children through a MAX operator.
For example, the node describing the head part is represented by a (1, 0, 0, 0) vector in the
region-based quantization of Figure 6.4. This vector presents null values at the third and
fourth components, which correspond to the hair and face codewords. Nevertheless, the
HBoR solution shown in Figure 6.5 codes this same region with (1, 0, 1, 1), which indicates
that these hair and face codewords are subparts of the the head region. This second approach
does satisfy the requirements expected in the Parts Space.
6.1.3 Split Resiliency
The proposed HBoR presents several qualities that make it suitable to deal with the object
split that could occur during the PT creation, as described in Section 2.4. HBoR features
satisfy two properties: (a) a recursive and fast computation during their extraction that
allows considering multiple regions which are not in the PT, and (b) an inclusive nature that
helps detecting objects even when they are not represented by a single PT node. These two
qualities are described and discussed in this section.
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Fast extraction (bottom-up)
The extraction of HBoR from a PT requires a previous computation of the visual descriptors
from the regions represented by the PT nodes, a condition that is reasonable in the retrieval
domain considered in this work. Once these data are available, the population of the PT with
HBoR features follows a bottom-up scheme that firstly computes the possibilistic feature
vector of every region to later combines it with the ones from their children through a MAX
operation.
In some cases, it may be interesting to consider combinations of PT nodes which are not
represented in the PT. These cases are common when trying to deal with object splits; this
is, over-segmented objects that have been merged with parts of the background during the
creation of the PT. A possible approach to deal with these situations is assessing combinations
of PT nodes which were not considered in the PT. Studying these new combinations requires
the extraction of their visual features.
Given that the amount of non-PT combinations to analyse may be considerably large,
being able to quickly extract their features is a very desirable property. Approximate versions
of HBoR can satisfy these requirement as they can be rapidly computed by fusing the HBoR
features of the composing PT nodes. This rough HBoR would ignore the region descriptors
of their union because their extraction would require a costly processing effort that would
make the analysis infeasible in terms of computation time. The main advantage of this rough
HBoR is precisely that their light computation allows assessing several unions of PT nodes
that could not be considered if their visual descriptors had to be extracted from scratch.
Figure 6.6 shows two possible configurations of the PT from the same image, where the
object is represented by one or two image parts. This example considers the same codebook
used in Figure 6.5, where the codewords correspond to the object semantic parts. In the split
situation (on the right), an approximate HBoR for the non-PT region is rapidly computed
by combining the image parts marked with a box. The resulting HBoR vector is in fact
identical to the non-split case (on the left) because the codebook is composed by sub-parts of
the object; that is, there exist no codeword representing the complete object. This example
shows how rough HBoR features seem a valid tool to deal with split situations with a minimal
effort in terms of feature extraction.
Efficient analysis (top-down)
HBoR features are good representatives of the image parts included in the sub-tree. The
inclusive nature, associated to the bag of paradigm, allows a rough analysis of the regions
contained in the sub-tree from the HBoR feature. If the codebook is representative enough,
its components can determine if the underlying tree contains the parts of the object which
is being recognized. For example, in Figure 6.5 the root node of the PT obtains the highest
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Figure 6.6: Identical HBoRs in (a) non-split object and (b) split object
score for every codeword. The feature vector indicates that the tree contains all the parts of
the object, but it does not provide any information about their location not even if they are
connected. This information would also be true if the object were split in several sub-trees, so
the decision about the inclusion of the object parts would be resilient to this type of problems.
Even if the feature vector at the root is not conclusive to determine that the object is in
the image, it is very conclusive to determine that the object is not included in the image. So,
a zero-valued feature vector at the root would indicate the analysis algorithm to discard the
rest of the nodes in the PT, saving a large amount of computation effort. Moreover, given the
hierarchical structure of the PT, this reasoning can be applied at every node, so full sub-trees
can be discarded when following a top-down analysis. This property can save an important
amount of processing effort as not every node in the PT needs to be assessed.
6.2 Codebook Creation
There exist several options for the definition of the Parts Space, basically dependent on how
the codebooks are generated. The first step before the creation of the codebook is to obtain
a representative dataset that will be processed to select what elements will be chosen as
prototypes in the codebook. The goal of this process is to identify which regions can be
selected without losing much representativeness in front of the non-quantized alternative.
This problem corresponds to the one targeted by the clustering algorithms, widely studied
by the pattern recognition community [1].
Automatic clustering algorithms provide solutions for this type of problems on two basic
perspectives: supervised or non-supervised. In the supervised case, the amount of clusters
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is predefined so the algorithm iteratively assigns elements of the training set to every cluster
to later re-estimate the configuration of the cluster until a certain convergence criterion is
reached. The K-means and Mean Shift algorithms are broadly adopted solutions among the
scientific community to deal with this problem. The main drawback of supervised methods
when building codebooks is the definition of its size. Choosing a too small value may produce
a codebook which is not representative enough of the visual richness of the dataset. On the
other hand, using a codebook which is too large will drive into unnecessary computation,
which will turn the solution as inefficient.
Unsupervised clustering could provide an answer to the limitations presented by the su-
pervised case, but they also pose some challenges, normally related to stability. In order to
focus the research on the best configuration for feature design, the construction of the code-
books has been based on the K-means supervised solution [38]. The exposed limitations have
been overcome by assessing the presented techniques for different codebook sizes, from very
small to very large.
6.2.1 Choice of Regions
Given a clustering algorithm and an annotated dataset, the next question is how regions
from the training dataset are to be used to build the codebook. The different options can
be grouped in two big families: those which build the codebook upon regions representing
foreground objects, and others which also take into account the regions that belong to the
background.
Foreground Solutions
Solutions that only consider annotated foreground regions of the training dataset can be
further divided into two options. The first one builds a specific codebook for every considered
semantic class, while a second one combines the regions associated to any class of annotated
object into a unified codebook.
Using specific-class codebooks is the equivalent of using specific visual descriptors in the
quantized domain. They will provide very precise information for the category whose image
parts are considered, but may not be very informative if tried to be used in other domains.
Their main advantage is the size of the generated codebook, which is the smallest among all
options. This property will drive to smaller feature vectors that will speed up the analysis and
require less storage resources. However, if the final application must deal with multiple object
classes, this approach may not be efficient because it will require extracting and processing
a different feature vector for each codebook defined on every class. Moreover, such design
would not allow sharing codewords between classes, even if they are very similar.
A more generic but somehow still controlled solution are the foreground codebooks. These
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Figure 6.7: Sub-PT roots.
are inter-class codebooks learned by considering all the foreground parts in the training
dataset. Their main advantage is that, by considering all object classes simultaneously, it
is possible to exploit the redundancy that one may encounter if a separate codebook was to
be generated for every class. In this scheme, a single codeword can effectively describe parts
of different object classes. Reusing codewords makes this option more efficient than using as
many class-specific codewords as semantic classes.
The usage of foreground annotations poses an additional question when determining which
regions to consider in the framework of a PT. A local annotation of an object corresponds
to a selection of one or several subtrees from the PT. The more visually heterogeneous is the
annotated object, the more chances that more subtrees will be needed to describe the complete
object. For example, Figure 6.7 shows and example where the four PT leaves that represent
the anchorwoman object correspond to two PT subtrees. The creation of the codebook may
consider the subtree roots, the leaves, or both, taking into account that the later case means
using every node in the subtree.
Our work assumes that the training dataset is complete enough to represent every possible
split of the considered objects. So, if the training set contains instances of the object split in
several parts, then the test set will also present splits of the same order. This solution reduces
the amount of image parts to consider during codebook creation, taking as a risk that if a
new type of split appears in the test set, the resulting subparts may not be discriminatingly
represented with the resulting codebook.
Foreground and Background Solutions
The second strategy in the choice of regions is to build a generic codebook by considering
both foreground and background regions from the training dataset. This is the most flexible
solution as no previous assumption is made about the semantic categories of interest. All
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regions in the dataset are considered, which normally drives into a very diverse codebook.
Working with generic codebooks allows re-usability and might even require less storage re-
sources when the amount of classes of interests increases. In fact, this is exactly the same
discussion related to generic or specific visual descriptors presented in Chapter 5.
In most situations, the portion of foreground regions represented by annotated objects
is a much smaller fraction in comparison to the background set. If a supervised clustering
method like K-means is used to create the codebook, it is also probable that the final portion
of foreground codewords will also be much smaller than the one coming from the background.
Given the higher relevance of the first ones, it may be advisable to adjust the codebook
creation to ensure their presence in the final codebook. A possible solution is to generate
separate codebooks from each set and later fuse them into a single codebook. In the presented
work, this approach has been applied in equal parts: one half of the codewords coming from
the foreground and the other half from the background.
Another common problem during codebook creation is the important computation re-
quirements that the clustering algorithm may require. This situation rapidly arises when
considering regions from the background, as in the case of generic codebooks. Assuming a
random data distribution among background regions, the computation effort can be leveraged
with a previous random subsampling of the background regions [64]. This strategy has also
been applied in the results presented in this work.
In the classic vector quantization, it is important for a codebook to contain codewords
belonging from both the foreground and the background. This way, the assignment of a
feature to a histogram bin somehow implies the labelling of the image part to a foreground
or background class. In the proposed solutions, the generic case satisfies this condition by
nature, as it includes background parts in its construction. The foreground option can be
equivalent if the visual diversity among categories is large. If this is the case, the object parts
from different classes can play the same role as the background parts, attracting those parts
that do not belong to the object. If the data distribution of the rest of object classes is similar
to the background case, this is, very diverse, the foreground option will also accomplish the
property in a more efficient way than the generic case.
6.3 Evaluation of Possibilistic Features
The proposal of possibilistic features has been compared with the region-based features results
reported in Section 5.3. The same ETHZ dataset and data partitions have been used under
different configurations according to the discussions presented in this chapter. Notice that in
this experiment it is necessary to work with a training dataset different from the one used for
testing. The training data is used to create the codebooks, so that the region features of the
test PTs can be mapped onto the codebooks created for each of the five trials. Results are
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Retrieval Detection Segmentation
Shape -5.5 % +3.64 % -1.48%
Color +1.02% +13.67% +13.71%
Texture -12.09% -13.92 % +1.54%
Table 6.1: Region features quantized on codebooks of 120 words compared to region features
comparable to the experiments in Section 5.3, as these ones were generated on the same test
data and partitions.
In these experiments, the K-means clustering algorithm has been adopted to build the
codebooks. Four sizes have been tested: 15, 30, 60 and 120 codewords, which correspond
with the four points in every plotted curve. Results are represented in graphs where the
performance measures are dependent of the codebook size (NWords). The zero-size case in
the retrieval graph corresponds to the random baseline results.
Each of the three visual descriptors has been tested separately, so Figure 6.8 presents the
results with the Contour Shape descriptor, Figure 6.9 with the Dominant Colors descriptor
and Figure 6.10 with the Edge Histogram. Four different graphs are shown: the image retrieval
labelled as (a), the object detection labelled as (b), the object segmentation as (c) and the
search time as (d). Each of these figures provides results considering a codebook based only
on foreground regions (frgd) or on all regions (generic); and also compares the performance
between the features computed with a soft-mapping on the region features (region) or on
the HBoR features (bor). The values have been obtained averaging the measures for every
instance in the test dataset, ignoring the object class they belong to.
These results provide answers with respect to the multiple configurations that can be
considered when working with codebooks:
Remark 1. Little accuracy loss due to the introduction of codebooks
The first question is what the impact is of changing the direct similarity assessment
between the visual descriptor, presented in Average graphs from Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, and
a comparison based on the feature vectors obtained by the soft-mapping on the codebooks,
which corresponds to the curves labelled with region in Figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10. Table 6.1
quantifies the changes in performance of the largest considered codebook with respect to the
non-quantized approach. Results show that there is little impact in the Shape case, that the
results of color slightly improve but that the performance with texture suffers a little decrease,
too. On average then, there is no significant loss due to the introduction of codebooks as long
as their size is large enough. This loss is expected as any quantization process like the one
applied during the codebook creation introduces a simplification with respect to the original
feature, even if the feature vector is created through a soft-mapping.
Remark 2. HBoR improves accuracy over region-based codebooks for shape and texture
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(a) Image Retrieval (b) Object Detection
(c) Object Segmentation (d) Search time
Figure 6.8: Performance with a codebook of the Contour Shape descriptor.
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(a) Image Retrieval (b) Object Detection
(c) Object Segmentation (d) Search time
Figure 6.9: Performance with a codebook of the Dominant Colors descriptor.
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(a) Image Retrieval (b) Object Detection
(c) Object Segmentation (d) Search time
Figure 6.10: Performance with a codebook of the Edge Histogram descriptor.
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Retrieval Detection Segmentation
Shape +16.20 % +22.92 % +5.33 %
Color 0 % +13.66 % +8.96 %
Texture +19.17 % +28.35 % +3.07 %
Table 6.2: HBoR features on codebooks of 120 words compared to region-based features
Once studied the impact of mapping region features onto a codebook, the next observation
focuses on the proposed Hierarchical Bag of Regions (HBoR) with respect to only using the
region feature vector. The curves in the graphs show that this approach is clearly beneficial
in the case of the shape (Figure 6.8) and texture (Figure 6.10 ), and it has hardly impact in
the case of color (Figure 6.9). This may be due to the replication of functionality between the
Dominant Colors descriptors and the HBoR: both represent the colors present in the subtree.
The main difference is that the Dominant Colors descriptor limits the amount of distinctive
colors to eight, while the HBoR have no bound.
Remark 3. HBoR improves accuracy over region-based descriptors
If HBoR features are compared with the non quantized, the problems with the shape and
texture descriptors reported in Table 6.1 disappear and the obtained results improve the initial
figures in every measure, as show in Table 6.2 . These results prove that the proposed scheme
is overcoming some of the problems analysed in this chapter, even when the considered objects
are not clearly described as the union of semantically distinctive parts, like the majority of
instances in the ETHZ dataset. This experiment also validates the fast bottom-up extraction
of HBoR features for combinations of PT nodes, as several of the considered query objects
do not correspond to any node in the PT, but a combination of them. This configuration
is tested because the extraction of visual descriptors is a computationally intense task with
a significant impact on usability when performed at query time, as it increases the time
response of the system. Given the satisfactory results obtained, this approach is considered
as validated and will be applied in future experiments.
Remark 4. Little gain when adding background parts to a multiclass codebook
The graphs also offer an interesting result in terms of what image parts, only foreground
or foreground plus background parts, are to be considered when building the codebooks.
According to the experiments, there is no significant impact in terms of retrieval and object
description. This is because the parts of one object class act as background parts for the
rest of categories. This result is important during the codebook creation because the larger
computation effort that requires considering background regions seems unnecessary in this
context. Given that most visual databases aim at solving multi-class problems, this result
suggests that constructing codebooks with regions associated to multi-class objects is enough
to obtain satisfactory codebooks.
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The presented experiments have not considered the case of specific-class codebooks. This
decision has been taken because in the large repository framework considered by this work
is intended to use a single codebook for all categories. This scenario requires an extensive
and representative amount of training data to use their image parts to create this multi-
category codebook. This adopted strategy aims at defining a vocabulary of multi-purpose
visual primitives that should be rich enough to represent a great diversity of visual concepts
in the repository.
6.4 Summary
This chapter has explored the use of codebooks in the context of Partition Trees. The initial
Section 6.1 has presented the Parts Space as a new feature space suitable for the application
of pattern recognition techniques to the problem of multi-part object detection and segmen-
tation. This Parts Space relies on the combination of two principles, the possibilistic vector
quantization presented in Section 6.1.1 and the application of a max pooling strategy on the
Partition Tree, as proposed in Section 6.1.2. These novel feature vectors are name Hierarchi-
cal Bag of Regions (HBOR) and represent the first main contribution of this thesis. Section
6.2 has discussed the different options when choosing which regions are to be considered to
construct the codebooks when local annotations of multiple object categories are available.
Finally, Section 6.3 has compared the impact of adopting a codebook-based solution when
compared with directly working with the region visual descriptors. The obtained results point
that the introduction of region-based codebooks hardly affects the performance despite its
quantization nature. Moreover, the HBoR clearly outperforms the other approaches thanks
to the hierarchical structure provided by the PT. Experiments also indicate that, in the case
of diversity of multiple object classes, effective codebook can be built by only considering the
regions associated to the foregorund object parts.
Chapter 7
Fusion of Visual Modalities
The diversity of visual attributes presented in Chapter 5 is a proof of the variability of
interpretations of visual information. This multiplicity of features must be handled at some
point of the analysis to provide a final result instead of a separate output for each different
feature. Every visual descriptor has normally associated one or several similarity metrics that
provide a core function to evaluate what is similar or dissimilar to a certain query or model
of an object. Previous work [6] has shown that combining different sources of information in
an appropriate way improves the performance of a retrieval system. However, deciding how
to combine the visual distances obtained from every descriptor is a challenging task. This
problem is not exclusive to the visual domain and it is also commonly formulated in any
pattern recognition context with different types of data sources.
Feature combination can be handled with two basic strategies [84]. The first one, named
early fusion, considers combining the multiple features into a single value and generate a
single similarity score with it. On the other hand, one can also obtain a similarity score for
each type of feature and combine the separate results into a final one. This second option is
normally referred as late fusion. Past work in the field of multimedia semantics has targeted
the issue of what option is the best, with results that basically state that the answer depends
on the visual class. Given the different similarity metrics associated of the visual descriptors
(color, texture and shape) considered in this thesis, the most appropriate scheme is the late
one.
In the two previous chapters, two types of features have been explored: those extracted
directly from the regions and a second type that results from a soft-mapping of the first
type onto codebooks. In both cases, the early fusion requires solving two problems. Firstly,
ensuring that the values for each result have the same interpretation for every feature. This
requirement is normally addressed by a normalization process. Secondly, the normalized val-
ues must be fused by a certain combination rule, such as a weighted sum, product, max/min,
etc. In the present work, the normalization problem has been the main issue of study, and
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the obtained results have been combined with common solutions. Previous work by Belkin
[6] pointed out that averaging is the best option in general, while another publication by Tax
[90] indicates that the product rule tends to provide the best performance when combining
classifier scores.
7.1 Fusion of Region Features
The metrics associated to every descriptor try to quantify visual similarity as a human would
from a perceptual point of view. Ideally, the numerical scale generated by the similarity
measure should match the mental scale for the similarity concept that would rule a human
perception. It is desirable that every similarity measure would use the same subjective scale,
so that a value obtained with one visual descriptor would correspond to the same subjective
interpretation if obtained with another visual descriptor. Unfortunately, this is not normally
the case, as every metric is defined by different authors and generally addressing different
purposes. As a result, in general, the obtained values are not comparable. This is also the
case for the MPEG-7 based descriptors considered in this work.
Figure 7.1 exemplifies a desirable solution of a normalization process, where a different α
distance associated to each of the considered MPEG-7 descriptors is mapped into a β value
whose subjective interpretation in term of similarity is harmonized. In addition, the zero
(identical) and mean (different) points are also forced for coherence with the original distance
metric. The notion of ”different” is associated to the mean (µ) of the distance because
empirical problems have shown that the notion of ”completely different” is already satisfied
at this value (and probably earlier).
One method of solving the diversity of criteria would be to design a standardized and broad
set of experiments with several users who would subjectively evaluate the visual similarity
between a collection of shape, color and texture patterns. This solution is demanding in
terms of setting up the experiments and obtaining a representative amount of users. A
second possibility is the application of a statistical analysis on a dataset annotated from a
semantic point of view. This type of data is publicly available and, with the appropriate
processing, is already a valuable source of information even from the perceptual point of
view. This second option has been adopted in this work because, in multimedia databases,
semantic annotations can be naturally obtained during the normal workflow of the system.
Whether through perceptual or semantic annotations, the outcome of the process is a set of
parameters that normalize the similarity metric associated to every visual descriptor.
Normalization algorithms of region-based features typically learn their parameters after
analysing a representative set of similarity values. There are two basic configurations de-
pending on the reference of such similarity value. The first option is to compute the mutual
similarities among a collection of elements, the second configuration is to choose a single ele-
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Figure 7.1: Expected behaviour of a normalization process
ment as a common reference and calculate the distance between all elements and this one. The
first configuration is the one available in a supervised learning framework, where a training
dataset is processed to adjust the system for future unobserved inputs. The second situation
is the traditional one in a retrieval system, where a query becomes the reference from which
every element in the database is compared to. The generated ranked list plays a similar role
to the training set of the first case, with the particularity that each of its elements has also
been assigned a position in the ranked list.
7.1.1 Linear normalization
All considered normalization solutions start by transforming a distance value d into a score
x that takes values between [0, 1]. Comparisons between identical elements correspond to a
0 minimum distance, but the maximum possible distance can vary depending on the visual
descriptor. This variability can be harmonized by learning the maximum possible distance
dmax from the training dataset and using it to obtain the score x, as shown in Equation 7.1.
x = 1− d
dmax
(7.1)
It has been argued that the presence of outliers might seriously damage the performance
of such normalization procedure, and that better results would be obtained using a Gaussian
normalization [72]. Equation 7.2 uses the mean (µx) and standard deviation (σx) of the sim-
ilarities to map the 99% of them into the range of [0, 1]. This normalization is complemented
by mapping all outliers to the extreme values. This proposal is very similar to the z-scores,
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where instead of dividing by 3σx, the divisor is defined as σx.
x¯ =
1
2
(
1 +
x− µx
3σx
)
(7.2)
The normalization of the MPEG-7 distances used in this thesis has started with a linear
transformation inspired by both equations 7.1 and 7.2. A linear normalization based on the
mean of distances (µ) has been adopted because, after a visual exploration of the MPEG-7
distances, it has been considered that all distances over the mean must be equally interpreted
as different. As a result, Equation 7.3 has mapped the 99% of distances into the [0, 1] range,
while the remaining outliers are assigned to the extreme values.
x = 1− d
µ
(7.3)
Distributions of linearly normalized scores
The mapping of distances into a range of [0, 1] similarity scores facilitates the comparison
between different visual descriptors. An experiment has been run on the ETHZ dataset to
generate a set of representative scores. Each instance in the training dataset has been used
to define a query, which has been assessed with the rest of the PTs in the training dataset.
The score obtained from each comparison corresponds to the best match between the query
region and one of the 99 regions in the PT. The process has been repeated for each of the
three considered visual descriptors: color, texture and shape.
Figure 7.2 shows the three pairs of resulting histograms in three rows, one associated to
each visual descriptor. The left column corresponds to the scores of those retrieved regions
considered relevant for the query, and the right column the scores when the retrieved region
was considered irrelevant. A retrieved region was labelled as relevant if, when compared to
the ground truth object segmentation, its bounding box satisfies the Pascal Criterion and its
segmentation mask achieves a Jaccard Index of at least 0.7. These two metrics have been
previously defined in Section 1.3.3. The plotted data corresponds to the training dataset of
one of the five cross-validation trials considered in all presented experiments. Details on the
data partition can be found in Section 1.3.4.
The obtained figures clearly show that every visual descriptor presents different distribu-
tion shapes. In some cases there are peak values at the highest and lowest bin, which basically
indicates the behaviour of a distance metric that collapses all distances over/below a certain
threshold in the same value.
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Figure 7.2: Histograms of the relevant (left) and non-relevant (righ) scores.
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7.1.2 SVM normalization
A first tested approach for score normalization addresses the situation as a classification
problem. If it is possible to draw a sample of similarity scores that successfully capture the
concept of similar and another set of scores that represent a non similar, the labelled set of
scores can be used to train a classifier that will estimate the degree of normalized similarity
of a new score.
The challenge of this approach remains into the choice of the which similarity scores are
to be labelled as similar and non similar. The histograms depicted in Figure 7.2 correspond
to the scores for relevant and non-relevant hits which, although correlated, do not allow a
precise labelling in terms of similarity given the visual diversity of the considered objects.
The adopted solution is inspired on previous proposals of pseudo-relevance feedback [104],
where the top elements of an obtained ranked list are considered relevant for the query, while
the last one are labelled as non relevant. The pseudo-relevance feedback approach uses these
labels to train a classifier that recalculates the relevance scores of the hits. In our problem,
the concept of relevance is substituted by the similarity one, so the first hits are labelled
similar and the last ones non similar. In our experiments, the top and last 5 hits of every
ranked list were used to train an SVM classifier. The output of such classifier, one for each
visual descriptor, corresponds to the normalized value valid for fusion.
7.1.3 Weibull normalization
Recent research by Scheirer et al. [78] bases the feature normalization on the Extreme Value
Theory (EVT). This theory provides an alternative to the Central Limit Theorem as, instead
of focusing on the median values, its interest relies on the extreme values of a distribution.
This approach matches the classical visual retrieval problem, since the first hits in the ranked
list can be associated to the extreme values of a distribution. EVT states that their related
scores will follow a Weibull distribution, a curve that is determined by two parameters k and
λ and defined by the probability density function (pdf) in Equation 7.4.
f(x) =
k
λ
(x
λ
)(k−1)
e−(
x
λ)
k
(7.4)
According to the EVT, the best similarity scores obtained for any descriptor will follow a
Weibull distribution. If this assumption is accepted, these values can be normalized through
the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the Weibull distribution, shown in Equation
7.5. Considering the non-normalized score as the input x, this curve will map any value to a
comparable range [0, 1]. Scheirer names these type of normalized scores as w-scores.
x¯ = F (x) = 1− e−( xλ)
k
(7.5)
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In the instance search problem studied in this thesis, the similarity scores correspond
to the most similar node in the PT with respect to the region so, in other words, it is the
best result after an intra-image region retrieval task. The scores obtained with the rest of
nodes from the target PT are discarded, so this scenario clearly sets the problem into the
high extreme of the data distribution that would be obtained if all scores were analysed.
Considering only the best scores of each intra-image search supports the assumption that the
Extreme Value Theory is applicable on them.
Scheirer observed that, given a query, it is common to obtain a much larger amount
of samples that do not match the query (irrelevant) than those that do match the query
(relevant). Moreover, the score distributions for match and non-match hits will probably be
different. So they proposed to focus on the non-match hits, learn their Weibull parameters
and use the CDF of these non-match dataset to normalize all scores. This consideration
completely applies to the histograms in Figure 7.2, that show how non-relevant distributions,
on the right, are less noisy than the relevant ones because many more samples were obtained
in these experiments with the ETHZ dataset.
Once the histograms of the non-relevant scores have been visualized, the next step is
trying to estimate the parameters of the Weibull distribution that fit to the measured data.
Given the mathematical framework for normalization, its application requires finding the
parameters of the Weibull distribution that match its Probability Density Function (PDF)
to the obtained histograms. The applied solution was based on the Least Squares algorithm,
which allows the estimation of the parameters of a line. The Weibull CDF does not present a
linear behaviour, so it is necessary to transform it according to Equations 7.6 to convert the
expression into a linear form.
F (x) = 1− e−( xλ)
k
ln (1− F (x)) = − (xλ)k
ln (ln (1− F (x))) = −k ln (xλ)
ln (ln (1− F (x))) = −k ln(x)− ln(λ)
(7.6)
The resulting formula can be identified with a linear equation where estimating a and b
is equivalent to estimating the Weibull parameters, as shown in Equation 7.7.
ln (ln (1− F (x))) = −k ln(x)− ln(λ) ≡ y = a+ bx
k = b
λ = e−
a
k
(7.7)
The estimation of parameters a and b corresponds to fitting a line to the points generated
by every observation. This type of problem is called linear regression and has a simple and
closed solution applying a least squares estimation [46]. The solution minimizes the square
error accumulated between each observation yi and its linearly estimated value obtained by
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Trial µˆ kˆ λˆ
Dominant Colors 1.047 1.951 1.090
Shape CSS 0.502 1.989 0.656
Edge Histogram 9.524 2.433 0.501
Table 7.1: Estimated parameters for normalizing similarities (trial 1)
combining xi with estimated parameters aˆ and bˆ.
A closed form for the estimation of the two linear parameters a and b is presented in
Equations 7.8, where N corresponds to the total amount of considered observations.
bˆ =
N∑
i=1
xiyi− 1N
(
N∑
i=1
xi
N∑
i=1
yi
)
N∑
i=1
x2i− 1N
(
N∑
i=1
xi
)2
aˆ = 1N
N∑
i=1
xi − bˆN
N∑
i=1
yi = y¯ − bˆx¯
(7.8)
The estimation of the Weibull parameters has been tested on the same collection of data
used for comparing the histograms of relevant and non-relevant hits. A first analysis of the
obtained parameters can be performed based on the estimated values shown in Table 7.1.
This table clearly shows how the mean distance µˆ differs among descriptors. This value has
been used for a first normalization of the distances, according to Equation 7.3. The estimated
Weibull parameters kˆ and λˆ also differ among descriptors, as already observed.
Figure 7.3 compares the actual histogram of non-relevant matches with the Weibul PDF
plotted with the parameters from Table 7.1. All the plotted data corresponds to one of the
cross validation trials considered in the experiments with the ETHZ dataset. The obtained
curves fit the envelope of the histogram with different accuracy. While the cases for shape
and texture successfully follow the histogram, the color curves present different behaviour
in terms of convexity/concavity. A similar comparison is depicted in the graphs of Figure
7.4, where the actual and synthesized CDFs have been drawn. As these graphs have been
generated with the same data used in Figure 7.3, also the main divergence between the two
type
Despite the mediocre results for the color case, the Weibull fitting was adopted as an
strategy for normalization as it provides solid statistical grounds, adjusts well to the shape
and texture scores and previous works [78] [48] have reported about its successful application.
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Figure 7.3: Real histogram (red) and estimated Weibul PDF (blue)
Figure 7.4: Actual and Weibull synthesized CDFs
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Max Min Product
z-scores 24.06% 32.33% 2.85 %
SVM 16.34% 20.68% 11.95%
w-scores 14.84% 29.87% 5.74%
Table 7.2: Gain with average fusion in the image retrieval experiment
7.1.4 Evaluation of early fusion techniques on region-based descriptors
The experiments previously presented in Section 5.3 were repeated, considering now three
different fusion techniques: the modified z-scores from Equation 7.2, the probability scores
obtained with an SVM classifier presented in Section 7.1.2 and the w-scores introduced in
Section 7.1.3.
The experiments results of the experiments are presented in Figures 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7, both
by individual categories as well as averaged values among all the considered instances.
Remark 1. Average is the best fusion rule
All graphs showing the aggregated results (on the right) and most categories in all tasks
present their best results for the average fusion rule. Table 7.2 shows the gain of the average
fusion with respect to the other considered options for the task of image retrieval. The table
indicates that averaging normalized scores is the best rule for fusion, independently from the
normalization technique. In addition, the second best option is the product, followed by the
max rule. These conclusions agree with the ones achieved in [6] and [90].
Remark 2. z-scores and w-scores outperform any other configuration
A second observation is that the z-scores and w-scores fusions generate the best results
among the considered solutions. Table 7.3 presents the results obtained for each task, together
with the values previously obtained in Section 5.3 for separate descriptors. In general, the
results for the z-scores are slightly better than those for w-scores when considering non-
quantized descriptors.
7.2 Fusion of Visual Words
In the context of codebooks introduced in Chapter 6, the assessment of the similarity between
two regions is achieved by the comparison of their quantized feature vectors through a distance
metric, such as the Euclidean distance (Equation 6.1) or the cosine distance (Equation 6.2).
In the framework the possibilistic quantization presented in 6.1.1, the contents of the feature
vectors correspond to the similarity scores between the represented regions and the codewords.
The introduction of different types of visual descriptors poses for the codebooks case the same
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(a) Z-scores by category (b) Z-scores (averaged)
(c) SVM by category (d) SVM (averaged)
(e) W-scores by category (f) W-scores (averaged)
Figure 7.5: Image Retrieval by fusing normalized scores.
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(a) Z-scores by category (b) Z-scores (averaged)
(c) SVM by category (d) SVM (averaged)
(e) W-scores by category (f) W-scores (averaged)
Figure 7.6: Object Detection by fusing normalized scores.
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(a) Z-scores by category (b) Z-scores (averaged)
(c) SVM by category (d) SVM (averaged)
(e) W-scores by category (f) W-scores (averaged)
Figure 7.7: Object Segmentation by fusing normalized scores.
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Retrieval Detection Segmentation
Color 0.295 0.183 0.540
Shape 0.284 0.192 0.607
Texture 0.339 0.194 0.586
z-scores 0.397 0.389 0.710
SVM 0.356 0.294 0.680
w-scores 0.387 0.345 0.694
Table 7.3: Single feature and fusion by average for region-based descriptors
heterogeneity problems in terms of scaling and interpretation as in the region-based features
discussed in the previous Section 7.1.
A first step for dealing with this heterogeneity is normalizing the similarity scores in the
word descriptors. By doing that, the similarity assessments obtained with different visual
descriptors become numerically comparable. However, an open issue remains related to the
moment when these normalized scores are to be fused. The use of codebooks allows two
solutions to this question, which are presented in Section 7.2.1 and compared in Section 7.2.2.
7.2.1 Fusion strategies
The usage of multiple visual descriptors when dealing with codebooks can be addressed with
two different schemes: (a) create a single codebook based on an early fusion of the normalized
scores or, (b) create a separate codebook for each visual descriptor and fuse the distances
obtained on each of them.
Early fusion of normalized scores
The first solution creates a single codebook that combines all considered descriptors. This
codebook is built with a clustering algorithm that computes the distance between elements
with normalized distances. That is, every step in the algorithm that compares two candidate
codewords computes the normalized scores for each considered descriptor and fuse them to
obtain a similarity measure. This scheme generates a single codebook, so that each observation
is represented with a single feature vector. This components of the visual words are the
normalized and fused scores between the region’s descriptors and the ones of each codeword.
Building a single codebook drives to very precise codewords, as they concentrate all types
of information of the codewords: color, texture and shape. If considering an analogy with
natural language, this would mean using words like red-dotted-circle or blue-stripped-square.
Figure 7.8 shows an example of a codebook built by combining the color, texture and shape
features.
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Figure 7.8: A single codebook with fused features.
Figure 7.9: A codebook for every considered visual feature.
Late fusion of distances
The second solution requires building a codebook for each considered visual descriptor; this
is: one codebook for color, one for texture and one for shape. This solution reduces the
precision of every codeword but is much more flexible in terms of possible combinations. This
is exactly the strategy adopted by natural language, where color, texture and shape adjectives
can be freely combined. Figure 7.9 shows three different codebooks, each of them obtained
by applying the same clustering algorithm on a single visual feature.
Working with different codebooks will produce a set of feature vectors associated to every
considered region, one for each codebook. The computation of the similarity distance between
two regions will in this case generate as many distance values as codebooks. Given that the
contents of the word descriptors are already normalized, it can be assumed that each of the
distance values will also be normalized and comparable. This allows the fusion of distances
into a single one, again by applying one fusion rule (average, product, max...).
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7.2.2 Evaluation of fusion schemes for codebooks
The presented strategies for the early fusion of features in the context of codebooks have been
tested with the same experiments conducted in Section 6.3. In that section, the region and
HBoR features were compared, as well as the impact of using a codebook built exclusively on
foreground regions with respect to another one that would consider also the background. The
combination of these two variables together with the working with a single fused codebook
or three separate ones generate the eight plots contained in each of the graphs of Figure 7.10
(fusion with z-scores) and Figure 7.11 (fusion with w-scores). The only considered fusion rule
was the average given its superior performance in Section 7.1.4.
Remark 5. W-scores outperform z-scores when considering HBoR
The values of the image retrieval experiments associated to the HBoR features when fusing
w-scores (Figure 7.11) are around 30% better than the ones achieved with z-scores. This
different behaviour with HBoR features does not occur with region-based features, neither
when considering codebooks nor when directly using region-based descriptors. This gain must
be due to the different curves used for normalization, a line for z-scores and a Weibull curve
for w-scores. In the Weibull case, the concave behaviour of the CDF curve penalizes the non-
normalized values on the lower range (see Figure 7.4). This shape requires a non-normalized
value to be over a certain minimum level to have a relevant impact after normalization, a
requirement that is more relaxed for the linear case of z-scores. Given that the HBoR features
are based on a max pooling, setting a higher standard of quality provides more reliable values
during their bottom-up propagation through the PT.
The remaining of this thesis focuses solely on normalization solutions with w-scores. This
decision has been taken based on these results together with the theoretical grounds presented
in Section 7.1.3.
Remark 6. Working with separate codebooks tends to provide higher accuracy
The main issue analysed in this Section is comparing the option of working with separate
codebooks (no fused in the graphs) with the one of working with a single codebook (fused in
the graphs). In terms of accuracy, the clearest differences appear in the (a) Image Retrieval
and (b) Object Detection graphs. For example, the best performance is obtained when code-
books made of foreground regions from the objects (frgd in the graphs) and are exploited
by HBoR features (bor in the graphs). This configuration corresponds to the blue triangle
(frgd-nofused bor), whose plot is for all codebook sizes over its corresponding pair frgd-fused
bor), painted with the blue square.
In all four combinations of frgd / generic and bor / region, the lines for separate code-
books are above the ones for fused codebooks. However, this observation is not conclusive
regarding which of the two options is better: the NWords in the X-axis refer to the size of
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(a) Image Retrieval (b) Object Detection
(c) Object Segmentation (d) Search time
Figure 7.10: Fusion of multiple visual words with z-scores.
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(a) Image Retrieval (b) Object Detection
(c) Object Segmentation (d) Search time
Figure 7.11: Fusion of multiple visual words with w-scores.
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3x5 vs 15 3x10 vs 30 3x20 vs 60
HBoR Region-based HBoR Region-based HBoR Region-based
Foreground 3.05 % -3.78 % 0.27 % 2.78 % 4.88 % 8.10 %
Generic -7.41% 7.75 % 1.87 % -1.78 % 0.00 % 1.41 %
Table 7.4: Relative gain in MAP of separate codebooks compared to a w-fused codebook
3x5 vs 15 3x10 vs 30 3x20 vs 60
HBoR Region-based HBoR Region-based HBoR Region-based
Foreground -14.34 % -13.99 % -10.05 % -11.86 % -2.93 % -9.27 %
Generic -10.95 % -10.18 % 8.98 % 4.48 % 12.45 % 2.43 %
Table 7.5: Relative gain in search time of separate codebooks compared to a w-fused codebook
every considered codebook and, in these experiments, the nofused options use three different
codebooks, one for every visual descriptor. So, given an Nwords value, the total amount of
codewords for the nofused case triplicates the plotted value. This is not the case of the fused
case, which uses a single codebook.
The comparison between the two options must consider the same amount of codewords, so
that the nofused configuration of N codewords must be compared with the fused solution of
3N codewords. Table 7.4 includes the gain in MAP when considering the three combinations
of codebook sizes where the separate codebooks are compared to the w-fused solution. The
obtained values indicate a slighter preference for the nonfused solution because most config-
urations show positive gains. However, in 3 of the 12 cases the performance decreased, and
in a fourth one the result was identical.
The results of the experiments have also been analysed in terms of search time. Table 7.5
presents the gain obtained by working with three separate codebooks instead of a single and
fused one with w-scores. This table is not conclusive either about the preference for one or
another configuration. In 8 of the 12 configurations the fused solution performs faster, but
in the remaining 4 the separate codebooks show a better result. Given the obtained figures,
it is not possible to conclude if one of the configurations is better than the other in terms of
search time. In fact, this outcome seems reasonable as the search time is basically dependent
on the computation effort, which is equivalent in both cases.
7.3 Summary
This chapter concludes Part II, dedicated to the feature vectors associated to every node in the
PT. In this final chapter the region-based visual descriptors introduced and separately tested
in Chapter 5 have been combined with a late fusion strategy. Three different normalization
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techniques have been tested (z-scores, SVM and w-scores) combined with four different rules
for fusion (average, max, min and product). The average fusion rule has provided the best
results in each of the three normalization strategies, generating performance values better
than the ones obtained in Chapter 5 for separate descriptors.
In the second part of this chapter, normalized distances have been applied on visual
words with two different configurations: using a single codebook of fused visual descriptors
or working with three separate codebook, one for each visual descriptor. The experiments
have shown little difference between the two options, but have validated the hierarchical bag
of subtrees features proposed in Chapter 6, as the best results have been reached under this
configuration.
The three considered normalization strategies (z-scores, SVM and w-scores) were tested
both for non-quantized features and visual words. For non-quantized features, z-scores slightly
outperformed w-scores, both of them providing far better results than a fusion based on an
SVM classifier. In the case of visual words, though, w-scores clearly provided better values.
Given that the HBoR visual words are the novel topic proposed in this thesis, w-scores have
been adopted for normalization in the remaining of the thesis. This technique is based on
normalizing the similarity metrics by fitting the similarity measure to a Weibull Cumulative
Distribution Function. This curve is estimated by learning the Weibull parameters from a
training dataset.
This chapter concludes the study of cases where the query is composed by a single part,
that is, a single node in the Object Tree. The next Part III in the document will use the best
configurations found in the present Part part:FeaturesExtraction to address more complex
pattern recognition problems. In particular, a Chapter 8 will consider queries formulated as
an Object Tree with multiple subparts, and a Chapter 9 will propose a modelling of an object
from a set of such Object Trees belonging to the same class.
Part III
Pattern Recognition

Summary of Part III
This third part of the thesis applies the image representation introduced in Part I and the
features proposed in Part II to a part-based analysis of the images. The next two chapters are
inspired by the fact that several objects are not represented by a single node in the Partition
Trees (PTs), but by multiple. This situation is addressed by adopting pattern recognition
techniques that consider combinations of PT nodes. In both cases the hierarchical structure
of the PT is exploited to design an efficient solution.
This part is structured in two chapters that cover the two main retrieval scenarios de-
scribed in Chapter 1: query by example and query by concept. The query by example problem
considers that a single exemplar of the object describes the user query, while a query com-
posed of multiple instance is considered a query by concept and requires a previous analysis
of the query to abstract the patterns it describes.
Chapter 8 formulates the pattern recognition problem as a matching between the parts of
a query object and the image parts contained in the target dataset. Two types of solutions
are proposed: a first one assumes that the hierarchical decomposition of the object is also
replicated in the target dataset, while a second approach only requires the most basic sub-parts
of the object to be represented in the target PT. Both schemes are sequentially applied, using
the best results of the first one as a baseline to efficiently limit the amount of combinations
to be considered by the second one.
Chapter 9 considers queries composed of several examples. The proposed solution tries
to abstract the multiple-instance query by learning a model out of it, a model which will
be evaluated on each target PT during the search process. A part-based solution is also
adopted, this time considering a model that initially identifies which nodes from the target
PT correspond to parts of the object and, in a later stage, combines the detected parts to
build the complete object. Analogously to the query by example case, this query by concept
solution also proposes strategies for an efficient analysis of the PTs.
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Chapter 8
Partition Tree Matching
The previous Part II has focused on the definition of region-based visual features on hierar-
chical partition and their application to the instance search problem. The queries considered
in the reported experiments were defined by collapsing all object parts into a single region.
The instance search problem was solved by comparing the visual features extracted from this
region with those associated to the regions in the target dataset. This type of queries will be
referred as atomic queries because they are defined on a single part that cannot be further
decomposed. In the context of the Object Tree (OT) introduced in Chapter 4, atomic queries
are those that only consider the OT root node. The present chapter will take one step further
and exploit the hierarchy represented by the OT to define the Query Tree (QT), a new data
structure to support composite queries. A Query Tree replicates the topology of the OT
and adds a weight to each node. The replication can be total or partial, depending on the
maximum amount of QT nodes considered for the matching.
There exist two problems when using atomic queries. The first one is that the match
is only based on the visual descriptors associated to the query region and the target PT
nodes. Region features can richly characterize an image segment but, in many cases, they
lack structural information about how this region is internally composed. For example, this is
the case of the CSS Shape and Dominant Colors descriptors considered in this work. Partition
Trees (PTs), already used for image segmentation in Part I and feature extraction in Part II,
provide a hierarchical decomposition that can be also exploited during matching. This chapter
proposes a reformulation of the matching process, considering it no longer as a region-to-region
matching but as a subtree-to-subtree problem between a QT and a portion of the target PT, as
presented in Figure 8.1. The comparison between partition hierarchies requires the definition
of a metric capable of assessing their similarity. Section 8.2 presents a solution that weights
the importance of every QT node depending on their occupation and decomposition level.
A second limitation inherent to any atomic query is that a good match is only possible
when the object is represented by a single node in the target PT. As previously seen in Section
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Figure 8.1: Subtree matching between the Object Tree defined by the query and a target PT
2.4, this requirement is not satisfied in several cases, as many objects are split into several
subtrees. When the split occurs in the query image, the user interaction solves it by selecting
the subtree roots that will be fused to build the QT. This interactive segmentation has been
presented in Chapter 3. However, if the object split occurs in the target PTs, no good match
will be possible because they will not be structured under a single subtree, even if the object
parts are represented in the target PT. The solution to this situation requires breaking the
hierarchical structure defined during the creation of the PT. Section 8.3 presents an algorithm
to drive this type of analysis while avoiding an explosive and unmanageable amount of possible
combinations.
8.1 Related Work
The problem of matching the parts of a query image/object to the parts of a target database
has been broadly studied in previous works. There exist solutions that focus on interest
points or on regions, and some drive a hierarchical approach while other consider flat visual
representations.
Cohen, Vinet, Sander (1989)
The first reference found to the addressed problem is a work from 1989 by Cohen et al in
[20]. Their goal was to segment a pair of images in stereo vision, considering that the mutual
information would help in both cases. The input data to their system were a set of region
hierarchies of the stereoscopic images, among which the algorithm had to choose one for each
image and select the best scale. In this case, though, the coarsest level of the hierarchies
does not correspond to the complete image, but to some intermediate scale. The problem
addressed in this thesis is also the matching of two hierarchies, but instead of considering
the matches between two PTs that represent complete images, one of the two hierarchies
corresponds to the query object.
The adopted matching scheme follows a top-down approach with a minimum similarity
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threshold to accept a matching. The algorithm works with two sets of candidate regions for
each of the two images, L and R. These sets are initialized with the root nodes from all
considered hierarchies. In each iteration, the similarity between all the regions in L and all
the regions in R is assessed. There is a restriction about what regions can be matched to based
in the location, as in stereo images the location of the potential matchings can be roughly
predicted. Then, all those matchings with a similarity score above the threshold are matched
and removed from the L and R sets. The iteration ends by adding all descendants from the
regions in L and R to their respective region sets. This incremental addition of regions to the
set does not guarantee that the best matching for the region is found, as a sub-optimal pair
found in a prior iteration would already remove a region before considering all possibilities.
The authors justify this incremental addition and gradual removal of matched regions to avoid
a combinatorial explosion. In this thesis, all combinations are considered, which represents
a higher computation effort. However, we only consider one PT per image, instead of the
multiple hierarchies that are contemplated by Cohen et al.
Smith and Chang (1996)
The VisualSEEk by Smith and Chang [82] addressed the problem of matching multiple regions
by jointly considering their visual content and spatial location. The query can be automati-
cally determined by detecting the salient regions in the query image, or manually defined by
the user, whether drawing a sketch or selecting the regions of interest.
Their work defines two type of parameters: intrinsic and extrinsic. The intrinsic param-
eters refer to the individual features a associated to every region (color, size and location),
while the extrinsic parameters are extracted from combinations of regions (relative spatial
location) or retrieved images after a search based on the intrinsic parameters. The intrinsic
parameters are indexed to be able to rapidly obtain a short list of image candidates for a
query. The indexing of the intrinsic features is possible because they are not dependent from
the query. The search process is divided in two stages: a first and quick one where image
candidates are retrieved from the intrinsic parameters of the query regions, and a second one
that assesses the extrinsic parameters, whose evaluation implies a higher complexity. The
solution presented in this thesis does not consider any indexing strategy as it focuses in the
intra-image search, so this analysis in two stages would not be applicable under the current
configuration. In fact, the hierarchical structure of the PT combined with the HBoR features
can be considered a tree-based index that already combines the visual and spatial location of
the regions.
Smith and Chang also proposed color sets as a quantization of the color space. This is
a type of possibilistic quantization but only considering binary values; that is, a region can
just contain or not contain one of the quantized colors, there is no in-between. However,
a region can be associated to several colors in the set. This quantization is also used to
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extract the salient regions of the query images, define the bins in the color histograms of the
regions and design an indexing algorithm for fast retrieval. This quantization of the color
space to later define a histogram is very similar to the word signatures popularized by Sivic
and Zisserman for interest points [80]. This thesis has also considered a quantized solution
when working with codebooks, but instead of a arbitrary partition of the HSV color space,
as adopted in VisualSEEk, we have adopted the common solution of learning the codewords
after a clustering process.
VisualSEEk adopted a late fusion strategy in terms of visual descriptors, so a query with
a single region runs an individual search for each considered feature. The amount of top hits
to be considered is a parameter to be defined by the user, a value that may differ for each
visual descriptor. The obtained ranked lists are combined with an intersection to obtain a
set of common images. Finally, a global distance metric is computed for each retrieved image
to generate the final ranked list. This final distance fuses the similarity values obtained for
color, position, area and spatial extent, being this last feature a rough estimation of the shape
based on the dimensions of the bounding box.
The case of multiple regions in the query is handled similarly to the multiple features
problem: a separate search for every region is run and only the images with candidates for
all query regions are kept. The relative location of the regions is assessed with 2-D strings
[17], a descriptor that represents the ordering of the regions when they are projected on the
X and Y axis. Only those images whose 2-D strings match the one associated to the query
are included in the final ranked list. The score associated to each candidate image is obtained
with a weighted sum of the match for every query part. The use of 2D strings allows a
fast evaluation of the relative location of the regions, and it is robust to scale variations. It
is not invariant to rotation though, and for this reason the authors proposed working with
an additional 2D string rotated 45 degrees. This approach to multiple query regions allows
working with non-connected parts of the query, a situation that is not contemplated in this
thesis.
Li, Wang and Wiederhold (2000)
The Integrated Region Matching (IRM) system proposed by Li, Wang and Widerhold [54] also
focuses on developing a similarity measure to compare images from its composing regions.
The images are segmented with a K-means algorithm, so the amount of regions per image
must be previously set. However the authors report that experimental results are insensitive
to the amount of regions.
The algorithm explores every region in each of the two images compared and matches them
to one or multiple regions from the other image. A matching is defined when the similarity
score between the region features is below a certain threshold. Finally, the overall similarity
distance between the two images is obtained as a weighted sum of the individual distances
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associated to all the created matchings. The considered weights, named significance credits,
indicate the importance of the matching for determining the similarity between images. These
significance credits of the matchings are estimated with an iterative algorithm that assigns
higher values to those matchings with smaller distances. The iterative nature ensures that
the summation of the weights is equal for every pair of compared images.
Moreover, each region is also assigned a significance that complements the significances
of the matchings. The significance of the region is based on the relative area of the region
compared to the whole image. This way, the algorithm prioritizes larger regions. This crite-
rion, named by the authors as area percentage scheme, is also adapted in this chapter of the
thesis. Li et al also propose a weighting strategy that considers the location of the regions to
slightly down-weight those regions located around the boundaries of the image.
Wang, Rui and Sun (2003)
The IRM scheme inspired Wang et al [102] to propose another solution to compare two images
according to the regions they contain. They proposed the Constrained-based Region Matching
(CRM), which enriches the IRM solution by introducing the spatial relations between the
regions. In their paper, the term constrain refers to a feature.
The authors adapt the intrinsic and extrinsic terminology used by Smith and Chang to
first-order and second-order constraints, using the ordinal to refer to the number of regions
involved. So, in this case, only binary relations were considered. The first-order constraints
(features) used were color, shape and position, while the second-order constraints evaluated
the relative orientation, inclusion and sizes of the two regions being compared.
The main contribution of the paper was a new method to estimate the weights in the IRM
formulation. This method that includes the relational features under a novel probabilistic
formulation. This formulation considers the normalized similarity scores as good estimators
of the probability of the two matched regions to be ”similar”. This interpretation allows
a reformulation of the expression that estimated the weight of a match. Instead of purely
depending on the visual appearance of the regions, it also considers the relations they establish
with the rest of the regions in their respective images, being the impact of such relation also
weighted by the visual similarity between the regions they are matched to.
Lowe (2004)
The well-known work by Lowe on SIFT descriptors [56] also includes an algorithm for keypoint
matching. This algorithm was tested by comparing each test image with a training dataset
of objects. The targeted problem did not consider any local segmentation, so both the query
and the labels from the training dataset were defined at a global scale.
A first contribution from the author was a mechanism to identify those keypoints from
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the test image that had no match, that is, that correspond to the background or that were
not generated in the training images. The author discarded using a threshold on the sim-
ilarity score because some keypoints were considered more discriminative than others. So
the adopted solution defined a threshold on the ratio of the closest neighbor to that of the
second-closest neighbor. If the ratio was small, the match was considered significant, but if it
was large it would be flagged as irrelevant and discarded. Lowe’s approach was presented in a
context of image categorization with a training dataset of 32 images, where the second-closest
neighbor is forced to belong to a different class from the first. However, in a large dataset
this criterion may not apply, as not all images will be labelled and it is more probable that
the second-closest neighbor will indeed be very similar to the keypoint.
The experiments reported by Lowe considered that reliable matches were possible with as
few as 3 points. The clustering of points to define a single object was achieved through the
Hough transform. Additionally, there still exist a final step that verified that the geometric
distribution of the clustered points was coherent with the matched points in the training
dataset. The overall strategy differs from the one that will be proposed in this chapter, where
the matching of the object parts is guided by the PT. Instead of an individual matching of
points that are later analysed for consistency, the matching solution proposed in this thesis
only considers combinations of parts in the target images that can satisfy the hierarchical
structure defined by the query. One drawback of our approach with respect to Lowe’s is the
inability to deal with object occlusions, especially if the occluding object splits the object of
interest in non-adjacent regions.
Lazebnik (2006)
The addressed problem of matching a hierarchical structure is similar to the one addressed
by the techniques based on the Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) introduced by Lazebnik
et al [51]. This is an extension of the Bag of Features (BoF) model [80] already presented
in Chapter 6. The SPM approach places a sequence of grids at different spatial resolutions
0, ..., L, such that the grid at level l has 2l rectangular cells along each of the two spatial
dimensions. The grids of two images are matched by counting the amount of matches at
every level of resolution l. Two points are said to match if they fall in the same cell of the
grid. The final match distance is computed as a sum of the amount of matches that occur
at every level, but weighting each of them depending on the level. Matches in smaller cells
have larger weights associated as their matches are considered more significant. The SPM
is in fact a two-dimensional extension of the Pyramid Match Kernel proposed by Grauman
and Darrell [36]. The BoF histograms computed for each grid can also be used to define a
vector representation of the image by concatenating them, each histogram after the other.
The obtained feature vectors can be used for image classification, for example using SVMs
[51] [108] or random forests [8]. Our work also work with a hierarchical matching based on
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Figure 8.2: The distance problem for basic query OT.
the visual features at each level, but the hierarchy considered in this thesis is adapted to the
content. Partition Trees define variable amounts of decomposition levels and determine the
area of support of each level according to an initial partition of the image. This region-based
approach allows using the highly informative shape descriptors. However, the diversity of
topologies of PTs increases the complexity of the matching algorithm.
8.2 Matching Distance
The assessment of a matching between a QT and a set of the image parts represented in
the target PT requires a distance to evaluate the visual similarity of the assignment. The
metric proposed in this section will be introduced by considering a simple QT of three nodes
Q0, Q1, Q2, where Q0 is the union of Q1 and Q2. Throughout this chapter, the numbering
between parent and children in the QT will always assign lower IDs to those regions which
are larger. So, for example, in Figure 8.2 the region associated to Q1 is larger than its sibling
Q2 and, of course, their union Q0 is larger than each of its two children.
It seems reasonable to quantify each of the individual matchings with the same criterion
applied in the atomic case, that is, the region or codebook-visual distances presented in Part
II. The main question arises when considering all these distances together with the topology.
This work proposes a solution that considers both the relative size of the query parts as well
as their structure in the QT. The two properties are expressed through a coefficient αi, which
combines the relative area between the part Qi and its parent, as well its decomposition
in further parts. Equation 8.1 presents the proposed formulation to compute αi, where the
notation has been simplified by referring to part Qi with its index i. The expression computes
the area ratio between the part Qi and its parent, Pi, and divides the resulting quantity with
the amount of children Ci, if any.
αi =
1
max(1, |Ci|)
xarea(i)
xarea(P i)
(8.1)
The α coefficients associated to every query part allow the definition another set of ωi
coefficients. These are the responsible to scale the distances which are individually obtained
by comparing a part in the query with a part in the target image. The complete matching is
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quantified with a simple linear combination of the match distances di scaled by the associated
ωi:
d =
|Q|∑
i=0
ωidi (8.2)
The relationship between the ωi coefficients of the linear form and the computed αi is
presented in Equation 8.3. The expression states that ωi corresponds to the product between
the αi associated to the part Qi and all the rest of αj coefficients associated to its ancestors
which, in turn, correspond to the ω factor associated to the parent node, P i. This way, the
obtained weigh ωi corresponds to the weight of its ancestors multiplied by the relative size of
the part Qi with respect to its parent P
i.
ωi = αi
∏
j∈Ai
αj = αiωP i (8.3)
This definition of the ωi satisfies that their sum throughout a QT will always equal 1.0,
as expressed in Equation 8.4. This property allows obtaining similarity metrics which are
independent of the amount of nodes. Moreover, it also keeps the [0, 1] range of values required
to the similarity metrics.
|Q|∑
i=0
ωi = 1 (8.4)
Example: One level decomposition
The generic expressions introduced in Equations 8.2 and 8.3 are particularized in a simple
example to facilitate their comprehension. If taking into account the one-level decomposition
example represented in Figure 8.2, the proposed solution will assign half of the final weight
to the matching of Q0, whose relative importance in terms of area is of 50%. The other half
depends on Q1 and Q2, on a proportion equal to their relative area.
α0 =
1
2
1
1
=
1
2
⇒ ω0 = α0 = 1
2
α1 =
1
1
xarea(Q1)
xarea(Q0)
=
xarea(Q1)
xarea(Q0)
⇒ ω1 = α1α0 = α1ω0 = xarea(Q1)
xarea(Q0)
1
2
α2 =
1
1
xarea(Q2)
xarea(Q0)
=
xarea(Q2)
xarea(Q0)
⇒ ω2 = α2α0 = α2ω0 = xarea(Q2)
xarea(Q0)
1
2
The obtained coefficients can now be applied to the expression defined in Equation 8.2 for
the considered QT. The formula linearly combines the three region distances di with weights
ωi.
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d = ω0d0 + ω1d1 + ω2d2 =
= α0(d0 + α1d1 + α2d2) =
= α0d0 + α0α1d1 + α0α2d2
If considering the simple case where the two siblings Q1 and Q2 are equally large, the final
expression for the computation of the distance corresponds to:
d =
1
2
(
d0 +
1
2
d1 +
1
2
d2
)
=
1
2
d0 +
1
4
d1 +
1
4
d2
Example: Two levels decomposition
The proposed expression also applies to QTs decomposed into multiple levels. This example
consider the case where the Q2 part is further decomposed into Q3 and Q4, as in the example
contained in Figure 8.1. Now the αi and ωi coefficients are computed as follows:
α0 =
1
2
1
1
=
1
2
⇒ ω0 = α0 = 1
2
α1 =
1
2
xarea(Q1)
xarea(Q0)
⇒ ω1 = α1α0 = α1ω0 = 1
2
xarea(Q1)
xarea(Q0)
1
2
α2 =
1
2
xarea(Q2)
xarea(Q0)
⇒ ω2 = α2α0 = α2ω0 = 1
2
xarea(Q2)
xarea(Q0)
1
2
α3 =
1
1
xarea(Q3)
xarea(Q2)
⇒ ω3 = α3α2α0 = α3ω2 = xarea(Q3)
xarea(Q2)
1
2
xarea(Q2)
xarea(Q0)
1
2
α4 =
1
1
xarea(Q4)
xarea(Q2)
⇒ ω4 = α4α2α0 = α4ω2 = xarea(Q4)
xarea(Q2)
1
2
xarea(Q2)
xarea(Q0)
1
2
The expansion of the total distance d as a linear combination validates the development
in Equation 8.2:
d = ω0d0 + ω1d1 + ω2d2 + ω3d3 + ω4d4 =
= α0d0 + α0α1d1 + α0α2d2 + α0α2α3d3 + α0α2α4d4 =
= α0(d0 + α1d1 + α2(d2 + α3d3 + α4d4))
As previously considered in the case of one level of decomposition, the expression can be
evaluated if every split defines children of equal size:
d =
1
2
(
d0 +
1
2
d1 +
1
2
(
d2 +
1
2
d3 +
1
2
d4
))
=
1
2
d0 +
1
4
d1 +
1
8
d2 +
1
16
d3 +
1
16
d4
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Figure 8.3: Atomic query.
8.3 QT-BPT Correspondence
This section proposes an algorithm to efficiently consider the possible matches between the
QT and a target BPT. The technique is presented in three cases of increasing complexity:
• Atomic query: The basic case of a QT with a single node is addressed to show its
equivalence with a classical region-based retrieval problem.
• Top-down QT Matching: The target BPT is explored to find the best correspondence
of its nodes with the hierarchical decomposition defined in the QT.
• Bottom-Up QT Matching: The bottom-up strategy does not require the topology in
the QT to be respected in the target BPT at the expense of a more demanding compu-
tational effort.
8.3.1 Atomic Query
The simplest case that can be addressed is a QT composed by a single node, the basic
configuration that has been adopted during the experiments in Part II. In this situation,
there exist no sub-parts for the query, so the matching problem only requires comparing the
QT node with every single node in the target BPT. The order in which the BPT nodes are
assessed is irrelevant, though its implementation is more simple if a top-down approach is
taken. Figure 8.3 shows an example where one node in the query BPT is selected to define
a single node QT. The region associated to the node in green is compared to every node in
the target BPT, in cyan, and the match with the smallest distance is considered as the best
match. In this configuration, the hierarchical decomposition of the non-leaves nodes in the
query BPT is ignored.
The classical query by example problem at the global scale is also contemplated by the
proposed framework when considering that the query BPT is composed by a single node
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Figure 8.4: Global scale query.
representing the complete image. The same reasoning can be applied to the target BPTs,
considering only matchings to their root node. Figure 8.4 displays this situation.
8.3.2 Top-down QT Matching
The top-down variant of the matching algorithm searches for the best correspondence between
the QT in a subtree of the target BPT. This matching strategy assumes that the hierarchy of
parts represented in the QT is kept in the target BPT. However, the proposed algorithm does
not require the QT to be exactly replicated as a subtree in the target BPT, only the relative
relationships of inclusion must be satisfied. The presented solution is resilient to both the
insertion of intermediate nodes in the target BPT which are not in the QT, as well as the
collapsing of different QT nodes into a single node in the target BPT.
The adopted top-down approach also allows an efficient matching strategy of the QT
nodes by jointly exploiting the hierarchies of both QT and BPT. Instead of finding separate
candidates for each QT node and later considering combinations among them, the matching
of a QT node reduces the search space for its descendants.
A additional strategy for efficiency is proposed based on the distance metric introduced
in Section 8.2. The proposed expression allows discarding many combinations even with a
partial matching, avoiding this way having to deal with an explosive amount of combinations.
Matching algorithm with Hierarchical Reduction of the Search Space
The correspondence algorithm starts by matching the QT root, Q0, with a BPT node. Then,
the largest of Q0’s children, Q1, is compared with every node in the subtree defined by the
Q0 anchor match. For every assignment to Q1, the next stage will consider Q1’s children
and, if any, the same top-down scheme will be applied. Later, the same recursive algorithm
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Figure 8.5: Top-down match.
will try to find matches for Q1 sibling, if any. If this is the case, the matches for Q2 must
define a connected region with the considered Q1 match. Figure 8.5 shows an example where
a QT of three nodes has been matched to three nodes of a target BPT. Node Q0 was matched
first, then Q1 and finally Q2. The rational behind this algorithm is discussed in the following
paragraphs.
The application of the matching algorithm defines a top-down exploration of the QT that
processes the largest children first. The search space of BPT nodes considered for matching
every QT node does not need to be the full BPT, but a portion of it. The previous matches
with the parent and sibling (if any) of the QT node can efficiently restrict the search.
Given a non-root QT node to match, the first condition that a candidate BPT node must
accomplish is to respect the inclusion relationship towards the matching of the QT node’s
parent. This requirement reduces the search space to the BPT subtree defined by the parent’s
match. This condition automatically guarantees the replication of the QT hierarchy on the
matched BPT nodes.
In addition to the inclusion relation, the algorithm also forces a second adjacency re-
quirement when trying to match the second of a pair of siblings. This requirement applies
because this thesis only considers connected objects and, given the binary nature of the QT,
the two parts will always be adjacent. This second restriction reduces even more the search
space and, combined with the subtree limitation, offers a fast and efficient algorithm when
compared with a blind and independent matching for every QT node. On the other hand,
the assessment of the connectivity requires the computation of a Region Adjacency Graph
(RAG) on the leaves of the BPT, an information that can be easily bottom-up propagated
throughout the BPT. The computation of the RAG is light and worthy if compared with the
amount of combinations that are discarded thanks to the adjacency information it provides.
Resiliency to collapses in the topology
Notice that, in the example of Figure 8.5, the matched BPT nodes do not present the same
topology as the QT in terms of parent-children, but they do respect the same relationships
in terms of ancestor-descendants. These common misalignments are a result of a subsegmen-
tation on the query BPT or oversegmentation on the target BPT. Their existence justifies
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Figure 8.6: QT nodes collapse in a single BPT leaf.
Figure 8.7: Permutations through sub-BPTs.
that the matching of a QT child is not only assessed on the children of its parent’s match,
but also on all its descendants. The presented solution is robust against these cases, because
despite assuming that the QT hierarchy is present in the target BPT, it does not expect to
necessarily satisfy the same parent-children topology.
On the other hand, it is also possible that different levels of decomposition in the QT
would appear collapsed in the target BPT. For this reason, several QT nodes of the same
branch can be matched to the same BPT node. In any case though, this collapse cannot break
the hierarchy defined in the QT. That is, given a QT-BPT match, all QT node’s descendants
must be matched to the same BPT node or one of its descendants, but never to an ancestor
on the BPT. The collapse situation is especially usual when reaching the leaves of the target
BPT. In these situations, all descendant QT nodes are matched to the same BPT leaf, as
exemplified in Figure 8.6. It is necessary to find a match to every node in the QT, even if
dissimilar, in order to be able to compute the total matching distance, defined in Equation
8.2.
Every time a QT node is matched to a BPT node, the two possible permutations for
matching the QT node’s children must be assessed. The example in Figure 8.7 shows the two
possible sub-trees that can be matched to Q1 and Q2 after having assigned Q0 to a node in
a BPT.
Dynamic Threshold Update
The goal of the intra-image search is to find the best possible QT-BPT match, and only the
best one. The rest of sub-optimal combinations are useless when solving the instance search
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Figure 8.8: Efficiency in matching.
problem through image retrieval. This particularity of the requirements can be exploited
in conjunction with the matching distance defined in Section 8.2. The computation of the
distance defined in Equation 8.2 does not require a complete match to be partially evaluated.
That is, every time a new QT node is matched, a new term can be added to the sum.
Consider that a first complete QT-BPT match has obtained a matching distance of dmin.
In this situation, any combination that generates a distance d larger than dmin will be sub-
optimal with respect to the best solution obtained so far. Therefore, such combination can be
discarded. As the accumulated distance can be sequentially computed after every matched
node, the refusal of a combination can be decided even when the QT-BPT match is partial.
For example, in Figure 8.8, there is no need to search for a match for Q2 if the correspondences
assigned to Q0 and Q1 already produce a total distance d higher than the minimum distance
dmin found so far among all previous combinations.
Whenever a new full match generates a distance d smaller than the current dmin, this
threshold is updated. This way, early good matches will rapidly set a low dmin, which will
in turn reduce the amount of combinations to consider. Notice that the order of the matches
promotes computing first the distances associated to those parts with higher ωi, because
it prioritizes the higher nodes in the QT first and, in the next level, the larger of the two
children. This scheme facilitates that the terms whose contribution is more important to the
distance function will be added first. This way, the chances of an early refusal of suboptimal
combinations will increase.
This dynamic threshold update allows discarding a large amount of combinations, while
ensuring that the optimal match is not among the discarded ones. This strategy is the
main contribution of the top-down approach and it is tightly related to the definition of the
similarity distance presented in Section 8.2.
8.3.3 Bottom-Up QT Matching
The top-down matching is an efficient technique as it uses the topologies of the QT and
the target BPTs to limit the amount of combinations that are to be considered. However,
it is based on a very strong assumption: the region hierarchy represented by the QT must
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Figure 8.9: Bottom-Up matching.
be respected in the target BPT. In other words, not only the query parts must be present
in the target BPT, but also be part of the same subtree. If this assumption is satisfied,
the top-down matching is optimal as it considers all possibilities to find the best match.
Unfortunately, the semantic gap between the perceptual criteria used for building the BPT
and the actual semantic objects contained in the image makes this assumption untrue in many
cases, as previously discussed in Section 2.4.
These assumptions are relaxed in this complementary approach that performs a bottom-
up matching of the QT nodes. In this second case the only assumption is that the QT leaves
are present in the BPT. It is no longer necessary that these parts appear under the same
subtree, so it is robust to object splits in the BPT. This property is achieved by considering
parts of the target image that are not present in its BPT. For example, Figure 8.9 shows a
situation where Q0 is matched to a region that does not belong to the target BPT, although
its subparts do.
Matching algorithm
Opposite to the top-down case, the bottom-up algorithm starts looking for matches for the
QT leaves. The upper QT nodes are assessed on adjacent pairs from their children matches,
as long as their combination can improve the best distance found so far. This algorithm is
designed to be executed after a top-down matching, which is much faster and will determine
an initial threshold dmin.
Given the basic structure of a one-level QT shown in Figure 8.9, the algorithm starts by
identifying the largest leaf and launches an atomic query with it, Q1 in this simple example.
As a result, a ranked list of all those regions whose distance to the Q1 part is below dmin
is built. Similarly to Q1, an atomic query through the target BPT is launched with Q2.
However, the maximum distance d2 that can be accepted not only depends on the best global
distance found so far, dmin, but also on the best match found for its sibling, dmin1 . Every
potential match to Q2 must satisfy that its associated distance d2 combined and weighted
with its sibling’s best distance dmin1 will not exceed the global threshold d
min. This situation
is illustrated in Figure 8.10.
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Figure 8.10: Bottom-Up matching of QT children.
Figure 8.11: Bottom-Up matching of a QT root.
The candidate BPT nodes to be matched to Q0 must come from the union of two candi-
dates from the Q1 and Q2 lists, one from each list. Figure 8.11 shows a scheme where the two
ranked lists for Q1 and Q2 are combined to generate candidates Q0. Only those combinations
whose distance is below the threshold dmin will be added to the ranked list associated to
Q0. Not all pairs must be considered: only those combinations which are not self-included,
adjacent and that do not belong to the same subtree, as these were already considered in
the top-down case. The unions of these pairs of candidates do not belong to the target BPT
so, at this point, the potential object splits may be merged and considered as object parts.
Finally, a ranked list of candidate matches to Q0 is built, a ranked list that will only include
those merges capable of improving the minimum matching distance dmin found so far.
The collapse case is also handled in the bottom-up scenario when the same region is a
candidate for multiple QT nodes. Figure 8.12 shows two examples of concentration. In the
one-level decomposition on the left, the matches of Q1 and Q2 on the same BPT node will
inevitably drive to a match of Q0 on the same node. In the two-level decomposition example
on the right, the two sets of QT leaves point to the same pair of BPT nodes. When these
two pairs merge, they define the same region, in pink. When considering the matches for the
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Figure 8.12: Collapse cases in Bottom-Up matching.
Figure 8.13: Multiple-level matching.
superior QT nodes, they also inevitably collapse in the same candidate region.
The one-level decomposition presented can be easily expanded to more complex topologies.
In the general case of multiple levels in the QT, the candidate list linked to the parent is treated
the same way as the children. In the example of Figure 8.13, this situation refers to using the
candidates for matching Q2 together with those assigned to Q1 to generate new candidates
to match Q0.
The main problem of the bottom-up approach is its potential to generate a large amount
of hypothesis that could make the problem untreatable in terms of computation. The expo-
nential growth of candidates while climbing the QT could compromise the usability of the
system. Considering only those cases that can improve dmin is already a technique to avoid
these situations. However, and especially in those QTs with many decomposition levels, it
may not be enough because the computed di are weighted with the correspondent ωi, which
could be a very small figure. A possible solution to this situation is to limit the amount of
considered candidates to every QT node, by keeping only the best K matches. The impact
of this parameter K will be studied in Section 8.4.2.
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8.4 Evaluation of QT-BPT Matching
The presented solutions for QT-BPT matching have been evaluated on the anchorwoman
dataset, which contains 11 instances of a frontal view of an anchor woman in a collection of
243 keyframes extracted from a news video asset. The experiments were designed taking into
account the best configurations found in the previous Part II.
The ETHZ dataset used in Part II has been replaced in this Part III because the an-
chorwoman object presents distinguishable parts that repeatedly appear in the annotated
instances. On the contrary, the objects in the ETHZ present a high level of visual diversity
that make them less appropriate to evaluate the part-based analysis presented in this part.
However, the different instances of the anchorwoman contained in the dataset do represent the
diversity in the creation of the BPT. The same object appears on different topologies, many
of them split in multiple sub-trees. These type of situations are precisely the ones addressed
by the proposed solutions, so the dataset was considered appropriate to study the impact
of the different parameters that govern the matching algorithm. However, Section 8.4.3 has
been added with the same experiments run on the anchorwoman dataset when applied on
the ETHZ dataset. The results obtained show the non-suitability of the QT-BPT matching
algorithm for non-composite objects.
This study of the QT-BPT matching has focused on the two parameters that regulate the
amount of combinations to consider: the maximum amount of query parts and the maximum
amount of candidates for every QT node during the bottom-up matching. These two type tests
have also brought additional information about the performance of the object decomposition
of the objects in QTs as well as further experiment with the HBoR features presented in
Section 6.1.
8.4.1 Query Parts
The first experiment has studied the impact of the amount of query parts in the overall
performance. The five trials of the cross-validation scheme have been run on a configuration
with no codebooks and with codebooks of different sizes, so that every graph corresponds to
a different amount of codewords. Figures 8.14 8.15, 8.16, 8.17 and 8.18 include the results
for no codebooks and codebooks of size 2, 4, 8 and 12, respectively. The horizontal axis
represents the amount of query parts while the vertical one corresponds to the retrieval,
detection, segmentation and search time measures. The codebooks have been generated
following the generic option, that is, including as many regions from the foreground as from
the background. Different codebooks have been considered for every feature, as this is the
best option according to the results in Part II. Moreover, the codebook experiments have
evaluated the gain obtained with the bottom-up matching when applied after the top-down
solution, a configuration which is referred as full matching. In this case, the bottom-up
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matching considered a maximum of 20 candidates per QT node. This maximum value of 20
candidates was chosen as an upper bound according to the experiments on the amount of
candidates per part reported in Section 8.4.2. Finally, the impact of the top-down matching
with the region descriptors or with the HBoR is also assessed, a comparison that complements
the results obtained in the previous Part II.
Remark 1. Splitting the query in the appropriate amount of parts improves accuracy
The first observation that can be drawn from the graphs is that splitting the query into
parts is beneficial because, in all configurations, the atomic results (1 query part) are im-
proved. This gain though is not unbounded as the results stabilize around the three to five
query parts. These figures were expected because the anchorwoman object presents three
distinctive visual parts: hair, face and body. These three parts appear split in many of the
annotated instances, though in some other cases the hair and face parts appear merged in
a head part. These basic parts correspond to the leaves in the QT which, in turn, define a
total of three to five QT parts. Results indicate that splitting the query in parts is a good
strategy. However, using too many parts reduces the performance, both in quality and, espe-
cially, in search time. The exponential growth in search time is due to the increasing amount
of combinations that must be considered as more query parts are added to the search.
Remark 2. The bqt-full case for region-based features is not considered due to its high com-
putation requirements
Region-based features are considered both with their native distances, in Figure 8.14, or
as quantized visual words, in the plots labelled as region bqt-topdown of Figures 8.15 to 8.18.
Both configurations have only considered the top-down matching case because this solution
does not require the extraction of new visual features from the candidate merges, as it would
require an hypothetical region bqt-full mode during the bottom-up stage. The extraction
of region-based descriptors is a very consuming task because they must be computed from
scratch. On the other hand, the fast bottom-up expansion used for HBoR features makes
them convenient for assessing merges during the bottom-up approach. For this reason, the
comparison between to top down (bqt-topdown) and the full solution (bqt-full) is only assessed
on the HBoR features (bor).
Remark 3. The quantization of region-based descriptors decreases retrieval performance but
improves search time
The graph in Figure 8.19 shows the loss in the image retrieval and gains in search times
when comparing different codebook sizes with the results obtained by using only region de-
scriptors in the best configuration, the one that decomposes the query in 3 parts. The first
difference between using or not using codebooks is the search time, much faster with the
simple cosine distance of the codebooks than with the specific distances. On the other hand,
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Figure 8.14: Performance dependent on query parts for region-based distances.
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(a) Image Retrieval (b) Object Detection
(c) Object Segmentation (d) Search time
Figure 8.15: Performance dependent on query parts for a codebooks of size 2.
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Figure 8.16: Performance dependent on query parts for a codebooks of size 4.
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(a) Image Retrieval (b) Object Detection
(c) Object Segmentation (d) Search time
Figure 8.17: Performance dependent on query parts for a codebooks of size 8.
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Figure 8.18: Performance dependent on query parts for a codebooks of size 12.
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Figure 8.19: Gains and losses of region-based codebooks compared to the no codebook mode.
the results with codebooks are worse in terms of image retrieval. There exist a compromise
then between these two factors if only region descriptors are considered.
Remark 4. Bottom-up matching with HBoR is the best configuration in all aspects
The graph contained in Figure 8.20 compares the image retrieval results for the best
configuration of 3 query parts with different codebook sizes. The drawn lines correspond
to the matching algorithm that only uses the top-down exploration with the one that also
considers the bottom-up. Both cases are based on HBoR features. The plots clearly shows
that applying the bottom-up matching strategy significantly increases the performance. Its
robustness against object splits in the target BPT is clearly beneficial and can increase the
retrieval MAP in more than a 100 %. Similar results are obtained for different amounts of
query parts.
As expected, results improve in parallel with the size of the codebooks. The more code-
words in them, the more precise are the feature vectors. For this reason, the best results
are obtained with the largest codebook considered. Results also indicate that the impact in
computation time of the codebook size is far away from the one on the amount of query parts.
In terms of computation time, the usage of HBoR features and the limitation of 20 can-
didates per region allow full and top-down times almost identical if compared to the region-
based case. For this reason, the red top-down curve does not appear in the (d) graphs, as it
is covered by the cyan one corresponding to the full solution.
Remark 5. HBoR also outperform region-based features with the ”anchorwoman” dataset
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Figure 8.20: Top-down vs full QT-BPT matching with HBoR features.
If focusing on the top-down matching, region and HBoR features can be compared again,
as previously studied in Part II. The HBoR features outperform the region-based ones. How-
ever, when codebooks are small, region-based features are slightly more reliable in terms of
segmentation. This is because they are much more precise than the HBoR ones, which some-
how make a raw approximation as they only consider the included parts, but not how they
are structured. In terms of search time, the extraction of the region-based features from the
query parts not included in the QT is the responsible of its difference with respect to the
HBoR case.
8.4.2 Parts Candidates
The results obtained during the analysis of the object split in query parts have indicated
that the bottom-up approach is a feasible strategy to overcome the object split problems in
the target BPTs. This algorithm considers candidate regions that are not represented on the
BPT. Despite the dynamic threshold update restriction, the amount of combinations that can
be generated is explosive. The proposed method to control this proliferation of hypothesis
is limiting the amount of candidates to every query part. This section studies the impact of
this parameter in the anchorwoman dataset.
This experiment considers the full matching configuration, that is, the top-down and
posterior bottom-up. The limitation on the amount of part candidates applies only in the
bottom-up case, as the top-down is alred self-limited when considers regions in the sub-trees.
Only the HBoR features have been considered because, as previously discussed, region-based
features are not feasible in the bottom-up strategy. This time, the size of the codebook has
been fixed to 14 and the amount of query parts to 5, because these values achieved best results
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in the previous section. The results are shown in the four graphs of Figure 8.21, where the
horizontal axis corresponds to the amount of candidates considered for every QT part. The
three lines shown represent three different configurations for codebook creation: using only
foreground parts (fused and non-fused) or also background parts.
Remark 6. Most cases are already solved with only five candidates per part
The graphs in Figure 8.21 indicate that most of the gain is obtained during the first five
candidates, but that afterwards the improvement is minimum and could even slightly decrease
the performance. This means that normally the best merges from a local perspective are
already the best merges for the global match. It is not necessary to consider a large amount
of candidates to get close to the best result. Notice that, due to the limiting nature of these
ranked lists, the optimal result cannot be guaranteed in the bottom-up case. However, these
empirical results suggest that the best solution may be found in most of the cases.
Remark 7. Search time does not grow exponentially with the amount of part candidates
The search time curves offer an almost flat behaviour, although the more query part candi-
dates, the more computational effort was expected. This flatness may be due to the minimum
distance threshold set during the previous top-down matching. This value is already a limi-
tation to avoid the explosive growth of combinations, especially in the considered five parts
case. The ωi weights associated to the QT leaves are large enough to discard combinations
when multiplied with high di distances. The growing tendency would be more visible with
more query parts, as the smaller ones would be associated to ωi too small to allow a filtering
by threshold. In these cases, the limitation by amount of parts would be more relevant.
8.4.3 Non-composite objects
The experiments reported on amount of query parts have been repeated by considering the
ETHZ dataset used in Part II. Only the best case of 120 codewords and 5 candidates per
part have been considered as they already offer a valuable insight of the impact of QT-BPT
matching techniques for this dataset.
Remark 8. Little impact of query parts for non-composite objects
Figure 8.22 shows the obtained plots, which basically draw a flat line that indicates inde-
pendence from the amount of query parts. These results state that there is no gain in this
dataset when considering objects as a combination of parts. This is because, even if assuming
that the BPT provides a correct segmentation in terms of object contours, it is very difficult
that the decomposition in parts will be repeated between instances. The objects included in
the ETHZ dataset were basically chosen for sharing a distinctive shape, but not to present
any discriminative pattern in terms of parts.
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Figure 8.21: Performance dependent on the amount of candidates for every QT node.
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Remark 9. Splitting atomic objects unnecessary introduces diversity of parts
The only exception to the neutral behaviour is in the detection plot b), where the single-
part case outperforms the cases where the query is split in parts. This behaviour probably
corresponds to the single-part objects (eg. white Apple logo), whose decomposition is nega-
tive because a non-composite object is forced to be treated as composite. The enforcement of
object parts will inevitable decrease performance, because such decomposition will be signifi-
cantly diverse between different instances and will introduce a pattern which is not repeated.
This case indicates that the amount of parts should be object dependent to avoid introducing
artificial parts.
This independent behaviour from the amount of query parts supports the decision adopted
in this Part III to replace the challenging ETHZ dataset for the simpler but more appropriate
anchorwoman dataset.
8.5 Summary
This chapter has addressed the query by example problem, where an instance of the object
defines a query for image retrieval. The adopted solution represents the query object as
a hierarchy, the Query Tree (QT), so that the search algorithm corresponds to solving a
correspondence problem between the QT and each BPT in the target dataset.
The quality of each considered matching is assessed by a newly proposed metric that
assigns weights to each part in the QT according to their relative sizes. This distance is
computed after every matching of a QT node to BPT node. This sequential increase allows
an early reject of those correspondences that cannot improve the best match found so far.
The proposed algorithm has two distinctive stages. The first one follows a top-down
approach in such a way that every QT node match reduces the search space for its descendants
among the target sub-BPT. The second stage is a bottom-up strategy that handles the object
splits in the target BPT at the expense of a most computational effort, as it will consider
regions which were not defined during the construction of the target BPT. This situation can
be handled by using light-computational features, such as the HBoR introduced in Chapter
6, as well as a dynamic update of the similarity distance that sets a threshold for every new
matching.
The proposed technique has been tested on a dataset that contains several instances of
a composite and single-view object, an anchorwoman. The experiments showed that decom-
posing the query object in parts improves the retrieval performance at the expense of an
exponential growth in search time. A second set of tests showed that it is not necessary to
consider a large amount of candidates to match every query part in the bottom-up approach.
In the considered dataset, working a maximum of five candidates achieved similar results to
considering up to twenty.
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Figure 8.22: Performance for non-composite object classes.
Chapter 9
Part-based Object Model
The solutions considered so far in this thesis have addressed the problem of, given a single
query object, finding the best matches among the images in the target dataset. This chapter
addresses a new task where the query is not a single instance of an object but multiple ones.
This situation is normally referred as query by concept, as the collection of query instances
aims at modelling the object as a semantic class instead of an individual.
A first solution for this scenario would be formulating an individual query for every in-
stance and applying a late fusion on the obtained ranked lists. This approach presents two
drawbacks though. The first one is that, in terms of computation, performing as many in-
dividual searches as query instances linearly increases the response time with the amount of
exemplars. Secondly, treating each query instance separately prevents from identifying the
common patterns among them, which is precisely what may best define the object class.
The approach followed in this chapter is based on analysing the multiple query instances
before the search to try to extract their common patterns. The result of this study will be
a model of the object, which is to be compared with each image in the target dataset. This
model assumes the same role that the query instance played in the previous Chapter 8. This
problem is also referred in the literature as Multiple-Instance Learning [106] [107], defined
as a variation of supervised learning where the task is to learn a concept given positive and
negative bags of instances.
The solution proposed is also based on Partition Trees (PTs). However, as previously
exposed in Section 2.4, assuming that the target PTs will contain good segmentations of
an object among its nodes is a very restrictive requirement. Similarly to the matching case
presented in Chapter 8, the object will not be considered as a whole but as a composition of
parts.
The basic assumption in this chapter is that the common pattern among the query in-
stances can be found among their visual parts. The adopted solution processes objects as sets
of parts and tries to identify which parts appear repeatedly in the provided query exemplars.
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Figure 9.1: Model Training and Detection stages.
This repetition indicates the presence of a pattern and, when detected, it is added to the
model.
It must be noticed that, although this chapter studies the presented technique applied to
instance search, the algorithm basically provides a probability score that is used to generate
the ranked list. This same framework can be used to solve an object detection and catego-
rization problem, as argued in [61]. The adaptation only requires a decision threshold to be
compared with the confidence score provided by the classifier. For example, in the case of
the object class anchorwoman depicted in Figure 9.1, a set of annotated objects are manually
segmented to train a model. This model is used to detect new instances of the anchorwoman
object class in the target images.
The chapter is organised as follows: Section 9.1 discusses previous works based on image
parts in the field of object detection and categorization. Our contributions begin in Section
9.2, that presents how user annotations are treated to determine the parts of the objects and
how these annotations are processed to train a model for each part. Section 9.3 explains
how the model of the complete object is built through a late fusion of the detected parts.
Section 9.4 presents a post-filtering stage to give semantic coherence to the detections within
an image. Finally Section 9.5 describes the evaluation of the presented techniques, where the
model-based results are compared with the single-query strategy introduced in Chapter 8.
9.1 Related work
Jaimes and Chang (2001)
The detection of objects from its parts has received the attention of several works in the last
decade. The most similar one to ours is the Visual Apprentice by Jaimes and Chang [41].
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They claimed that successfully content-based retrieval systems should be based on generic
techniques that would allow users to construct their own models. Their object model was
built according to a definition hierarchy, a structure that represents objects at four scales and
that was already introduced in Chapter 4. In their system, users were asked to manually define
a hierarchy for each new concept and annotate a training dataset by individually assigning
image parts to every node in the definition hierarchy. This approach presents the drawback
that the user must explicitly define the decomposition of the object in parts, a direction that
was also explored during this thesis [32]. However, this option was abandoned due to the high
level of user interaction it required. Instead, a more simple object model was proposed with
only two levels, object-part and object, where the user only needs to annotate the complete
object. The composition of the object-parts level is automatically learned during training.
The Visual Apprentice worked with video objects whose training samples were generated
by interactively segmenting and labelling a video frame. The manually generated labels
were expanded in time by applying a region tracker, which allowed the characterization of
objects also in terms of motion. Those regions that were not labelled were used as negative
observations when training the classifiers of the object parts. This strategy is known as the
closed-world assumption [10] and is also adopted in this thesis. Every node in the annotated
hierarchies was processed to extract their features. Generic visual descriptors (color, shape,
texture, area, location and motion) were extracted from each image part, but a different type
of feature was computed for those elements in the hierarchy with a structure underneath. In
these cases, the feature vector was built from an Attributed Relational Graph (ARG) [91],
a type of graph whose nodes represent elements and arcs represent the spatial relationships
between elements (above/below, right of / left of, near/far, adjacent, inside/contains). The
classification of new images/videos followed the bottom-up order of the hierarchy defined by
the user, which started by detecting instances for the lowest level of the hierarchy on their
own. Afterwards, the groups of adjacent sub-parts were considered to define an instance of
the upper part. The process was iteratively repeated until the complete object is created. Our
work shares the bottom-up construction of objects by mapping the sub-parts into a feature
vector. However, the requirements in terms of spatial relationships are simpler, as we only
consider the adjacency between the detected parts.
Ravinovich, Vedaldi, Galleguillos, Wiewiora and Belongie (2007)
Ravinovich et al [69] use a region-based representation of the image to detect objects, putting
special care in the semantic context of the detections. Their solution is based on a training set
of images annotated at the global scale, allowing an image to contain several labels describing
the objects it contains. Every region in the test image is analysed to estimate the probability of
belonging to an image of each class, that is, there are as many probability values associated
to every region as object classes. The probability for the best labelling is estimated by
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comparing the similarity to the best match with the one obtained with the second best
labelling. The higher the difference between the two distances, the higher the probability of
a correct labelling. The probabilities for the rest of classes are considered equal and adjusted
so that the sum of probabilities adds to one. This uniformity seems a very restrictive solution
because it is treating the same way all non-top categories. For example, if a region is very
similar to the training regions from different categories, only the top option will be treated
as preferable. Our proposal does not apply this hard decision at this point and a region can
be a part candidate to several object classes. In fact, our solution allows a region to belong
to several candidate objects. It is not until a late contextual filtering on the detected objects
that a final decision about the categorization of a region is taken.
Ravinovich’s solution works with regions coming from different segmentations of the same
image, as previously presented in Section 2.1. This scenario inevitably generates regions that
overlap. The proposal of the authors to manage the situation is splitted in two parts. Firstly
only those regions with the same label as the complete image are considered. All overlaps are
resolved and only the k segments with a highest probability are considered in future steps.
Secondly, those segments with labels different from the label associated to the whole image
are also filtered to remove any overlap and again only the k remaining regions are further
analysed. The authors do not clarify how the overlaps are solved and what is the reason for
only considering the k most confident labels. The overlapping could be solved by prioritizing
the region with the highest confidence and, probably reducing the among of considered regions
to k is a solution to reduce computation time. However, applying hard decisions relying on
the predicted label for the complete image or relying on the k best estimations may discard
hypotheses with high confidence. In our solution the hypotheses are discarded based on a
minimum probability threshold, that avoids losing highly confident labels and, on the other
hand, can remove low confidence hypotheses that may be considered if applying the criterion
of the k top elements.
Moreover, the probabilities obtained for every region are weighted according to the amount
of interest points they contain. The authors justify this solution as a measure of reliability
of the predicted label. However, this operation is also biasing the object categorization in
favour of those objects that present textures with high frequencies. Our work also prioritizes
regions when selecting anchor points to construct the objects. However, this selection is based
only on the estimated probabilities of the labelling, a criterion that will evenly treat objects
with high and low spatial frequencies. In the previous Section 8.2 addressing the matching
problem, the parts of the query object were also prioritized based on the reliability of their
matching, but the criterion was based on their sizes, as expressed in Equation 8.1.
Finally, the labels obtained for every region are filtered by introducing contextual infor-
mation using a Conditional Random Field (CRF). By doing this, the authors completely
separate the initial categorization of segments with the addition of the contextual informa-
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tion. This allows them to work with simpler CRFs, a type of graphical model that requires
an important computation effort to be learned. The context is introduced in terms of a co-
occurrence matrix, whose elements count the amount of images on the training set where two
labels co-occur. So, in this solution, no spatial information between the objects is considered
as no local annotations are available, the context only refers to the co-occurence of labels
within the image. This global approach prevents from identifying if too many instances of
the same object class are detected within the same image, as multiple detections would be
anyway annotated with a single label for the whole image.
Gu, Lim, Arbelaez and Malik (2009)
Gu et al [37] face the object detection and segmentation problem also with a Partition Tree
(PT), which they name region tree. However, the hierarchical structure of the tree is discarded
after segmentation, and the obtained set of regions is further analysed structureless following
the bag of regions paradigm. In our work, as presented in Section 6.1, the PT is not only
used to create the bag of regions, but also to define the Hierarchical Bag of Regions (HBoR)
features, as in in the Spatial Pyramid solution [51]. Each region of the bag is described by
subdividing its bounding box into a 4x4 grid of cells. Every cell is analysed to extract four
types of descriptors based on contours, edges, colours and textures. The description of the
regions is generated by computing four histograms with the cell features, one for every type
of visual descriptor.
In their work they use a previous technique from Frome et al [28] that estimates the
significance of each region in the training set with respect to its associated object class.
A class-dependent weight is learned for each region by minimizing a region-based distance
between images from the same class but trying to maximize this same distance for images
belonging to different classes. These weights allow the definition of a distance for each training
image which, in turn, is used to estimate a probability value. These distances consider the
complete image, so it is not required for users to generate local annotations. On the other
hand, the algorithm may assign high weights to regions belonging to the background and,
so, basing the object detections on the context. This approach may benefit from the context
for the detection of objects, but at the cost of providing a solution which is not so robust to
context changes.
The detection of objects begins with a voting process which, given a test image and an
object category, generates hypothesis of bounding boxes that may include an instance of the
object. These hypotheses are generated by comparing every region of every image in the
training set of the object class with every region in the test image. Every possible match is
quantified with a voting score that combines the weight learned from the region in the training
image and the perceptual similarity with the considered region in the test image. Only the
bounding boxes of those matches with a certain minimum voting score are considered in
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future stages of the algorithm. Comparing every region in the training dataset with every
region in the test image is a costly process that compromises scalability, as the response time
of the system will linearly increase with the amount of training samples. For this reason,
our solution is based on a single model from the training dataset that synthesizes the object
patterns. Moreover, our proposal exploits the hierarchical structure of the PT to avoid the
exploration of every possible region in the target image.
The bounding boxes of the matched regions are compared to estimate the translation
and scaling transformations from the region in the training object to the region in the test
image. The transformation parameters are applied on the bounding box of the complete
object to obtain a candidate bounding box for the object in the test image. Afterwards, all
bounding boxes in a same test image are clustered to fuse the different hypotheses suggested
by the individual part matchings. This way, the location of the matching regions in the test
image provides an anchor point for a bounding box to contain the complete object. Notice
that, at this stage, the initial segmentation is discarded in favour of a bounding box. This is
another difference from our solution, that always works with the regions defined in the initial
Partition Tree. This way, during analysis, the computing effort required for extracting new
visual features is minimal, as previously exposed in Section 6.1.3.
The next stage is the verification, where every candidate bounding box is compared again
with every training image. The probability score is computed for every comparison and all
values are averaged into a single verification score. The reason for this averaging is not clear
in [37], given that the ETHZ dataset considered by the authors (described in Section 1.3.2)
contains instances with a high visual variability inside the same object class. So, even if the
candidate bounding box is exactly identical to one of the objects in the training set, if it is
not similar to many of the rest the obtained verification score will be low. The final detection
score is obtained by fusing the voting and verification score with product.
Finally, a third phase is responsible of the segmentation of the detected object. This
stage recovers the Partition Tree (region tree) to propagate foreground and background labels
through the hierarchy of regions [4]. An estimation of the object mask is generated for every
matching between the training image and a region in the test image. These masks are weighted
according to the detection score associated and combined all together on the test image. The
result is a confidence map that shows the predicted locations of the object instances. This map
allows the plot of accurate precision-recall curves depending on the minimum score required
to classify a pixel as foreground (object) or background.
Vieux, Benois-Pineau, Domenger and Braquelaire (2011)
Vieux et al [94] also solve the object detection problem through a bottom-up approach that
initially labels regions to later build composite objects. They work with local annotations
at the pixel level that are mapped onto the regions generated by four different segmentation
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algorithms. The training dataset only considers those regions with at least 80% of their area
overlapping the same label in the ground truth segmentation.
The obtained annotation is used to train a Support Vevctor Machine (SVM) classifier [92]
for each pair of considered classes to provide a discrete output. This result is later mapped
into a posterior class probability through a sigmoid function whose parameters are learned for
each pair of classes [68]. The resulting set of probabilities, one for each possible pair of object
classes, are combined according to [103] to obtain the set of multi-class probabilities associated
to every region. This multi-class approach at this stage presents similar limitations to the ones
associated to the probabilistic feature vectors discussed in Section 6.1.1. If two object classes
are visually similar, their associated probability weights will always be distributed and, by
doing so, the labelling score decreases. Nevertheless, an independent probability estimation
for each class based only on foreground and background labels, as proposed in our work, could
avoid these effects.
After the multi-class labelling of every region, the next step introduces the contextual
information through the Relaxation Labelling proposed by Rosenfeld et al [70]. This is an
iterative algorithm based on two parameters. Firstly, the neighborhood between segments,
which is quantified with the length of the shared boundaries. Secondly, the learned co-
occurrence of adjacent segment labels.
Notice that the neighborhood of a region is only defined within a segmentation, while this
technique considers multiple segmentations generated by different algorithms. The authors
proposed to fuse the labelling by creating a new high resolution partition of the image that
will incorporate all boundaries generated in the considered segmentations. The multi-class
probabilities obtained from each segmentation are combined with a max, average or product
fusion to decide the final label.
In their conclusions, the authors precisely point at multi-scale image partitions as future
steps in their work, like the PT adopted in this thesis.
9.2 Extraction of Parts
Our solution for the detection of objects follows a bottom-up approach that begins with the
exploration of the PT to try to discern which nodes might represent a part of the object.
This section focuses on this initial labelling of PT nodes, while Section 9.3 studies how the
detected parts can be combined to build the complete object.
Before trying to model the different parts of an object class, it is necessary to determine
in which parts can an object be split. For this reason, this section is divided in two: the
definition of parts is addressed in Section 9.2.1, while the modelling and detection of each of
them is discussed in Section 9.2.2.
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Figure 9.2: Local Annotations of the object of interest.
9.2.1 Parts Definition
The variability in the amount of parts between different objects can be great. While some
object classes are very homogeneous in terms of visual features and can always be represented
with a single and invariant node in the PT, others may always require multiple PT nodes
which could at the same time greatly differ between instances of the same object class. The
model we propose handles this variability by learning the amount of different parts into which
an instance of a certain object class can be decomposed.
This strategy naturally handles multiview variability, as each view of an object can be
modelled with its own set of parts. Afterwards, during detection, the full representation of the
object may require only a subset of all modelled parts, just the necessary to fully represent a
view. The modelled parts do not need to be specific for a particular view, they can be shared
by models of different views.
The presented technique requires a training set of objects annotated as one or several
nodes of the PT. The framework is both valid for local and global scales, corresponding the
later case to an annotation linked to the root of the PT. Figure 9.2 provides an example
of local annotation of the semantic class anchorwoman. Whether in a local or global case,
one must decide which nodes of the PT are to be considered as parts of the object. Given
the hierarchical nature of the PT, several scales are available, each of them associated to a
different decomposition of the object. The proposed solution considers that, if the training set
is representative enough, it is reasonable to assume that the object splits in the training set
will similarly occur on the test data. For this reason, our solution considers the roots of the
sub-BPTs that represent the object as the appropriate scale for the decomposition of objects
into parts. This solution is consistent with the Object Trees (OTs) introduced in Chapter 4.
Once decided the spatial scale of the parts, the next question that arises is how many
parts are necessary to model an object. The answer would be very simple if all OTs from the
training set presented the same amount and type of sub-BPT roots but, in general, this is not
the case. The same object from the same view may appear split in a different amount of sub-
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Figure 9.3: Clustering of the object parts.
BPTs from different images due to the variability inherent to the segmentation. Moreover,
the same object may be represented by different parts depending on the point of view (eg.
front - back), or the same object class may itself be represented by dissimilar visual instances.
To sum up, it cannot be assumed that all the instances of an object class will be composed
by neither the same amount nor type of sub-BPTs roots.
Determining the amount of parts is basically an unsupervised clustering problem. The
goal is to group those parts which are visually similar, an analogous problem to the one
addressed during codebook creation. The difference now is that, instead of using a supervised
algorithm where the amount of clusters (codebook size) is predefined, the amount of object
parts is unknown and needs to be estimated during the clustering process. If results are
satisfactory, a cluster for every object part will be created, as shown in Figure 9.3. This
Figure represents an ideal output of such clustering process, where three types of object parts
have been successfully identified.
Quality Threshold Clustering
In our work, the unsupervised clustering problem has been solved with the the Quality Thresh-
old algorithm proposed by Heyer [39]. This technique imposes a minimum quality threshold
between their members. In our context, the quality measure corresponds to the visual simi-
larity between all the image parts in a cluster.
This algorithm requires two configuration parameters. Firstly, the quality threshold T
that defines the maximum distance between the center of a cluster and any of its members.
The second parameter is the minimum amount of necessary items Nmin to form a cluster.
This value allows discarding those image parts that only appear in few training samples and,
for this reason, they cannot be considered representative enough of the object class.
The Quality Threshold algorithm assesses the mutual distance between all observations
and identifies which of them defines the center of a circular area that includes the highest
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amount of other observations. If this value satisfies Nmin, then the cluster is created and all
included observations are removed from the data set. The process is iteratively repeated until
no cluster can be found so that it accomplishes the two T and Nmin requirements.
The Quality Threshold algorithm has the advantage that only those clusters with a min-
imum amount of predefined members will be considered, providing a minimum quality that
guarantees representativeness. On the other hand, all possible combinations must be con-
sidered, so all mutual distances between observations must be calculated. This approach is
very demanding in terms of computation so, in the case of a large amount of samples, it is
advisable to apply a pre-filtering to reduce the computation effort. [39]
9.2.2 Local Hierarchical Analysis
The detection of parts in a hierarchical structure such as the Partition Tree can be efficiently
performed by exploiting the HBoR features presented in Section 6.1. The proposed algorithm
follows a top-down exploration of a test Partition Tree and, at each node, evaluates two
different conditions: whether the subtree defined by the node contains the modelled part and
whether the region represented by the PT node is itself an instance of the part.
The decision regarding the inclusion or detection of a part is based on a binary Support
Vector Machine classifier implemented in the libSVM library [16]. This tool provides a pre-
diction and confidence score for a test observation according to a model learnt from a set of
labelled observations in a training set. As presented in Section 7.2, the PT nodes may be rep-
resented by a single feature vector resulting from a previous fusion of the visual descriptors,
but it may also be related to multiple feature vectors, one for each considered visual descrip-
tor. While in the first case only one classifier will be learnt, the second situation requires
some sort of fusion strategy. If this is the case, the late fusion solution has been adopted,
which basically trains a classifier for every visual descriptor and uses the resulting predictions
to build a new fused feature vector. This feature vector is the input to an additional classifier
responsible to generate a single and final prediction value. This strategy has been reported
in [84] to perform slightly better than early fusion, which corresponds to creating a fused
vector of features by concatenating the vectors for every visual descriptor. The parameters
that tune the SVM classifiers have been estimated with a grid search, as suggested in [40].
Efficient Top-down Exploration through the PT
The search for object parts among the PT nodes follows a top down exploration of the tree
that starts from the root. Nevertheless, not all nodes need to be individually analysed. We
propose an efficient exploration by using classifiers capable of discerning whether a subtree
includes a part of the object. These classifiers are based on recursive features, which were
presented in 5.2. This type of visual descriptors naturally contain information about the
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Figure 9.4: Training labels and HBoR feature vectors for the inclusion classifier.
regions under a PT node. For example, the HBoR features introduced in 6.1 satisfy this
property and are adopted in the experiments presented in this chapter.
The efficient top-down exploration of the PT requires a dedicated inclusion classifier for
each type of object part that has been identified, so a different training dataset must be
built for each of them. The positive labels correspond to all PT nodes that include one
or more instances of the modelled part among its children. On the other hand, negative
observations may have two different origins: (a) the children of the nodes that represent a
part, which correspond to splits of this part, and (b) the siblings of the nodes representing a
part, as long as they do not include any other instance of the same type of part. This scheme
generates a set of training samples that contains observations from near the frontier between
the included/non-included classes. Figure 9.4 shows and example of positive and negative
labelling in the case that the part head is modelled. Positive observations are colored in green
and the negative ones in red. The HBoR feature vectors have been added to exemplify the
application of these feature vectors. In this case, the classifier should be able to learn that
the inclusion of the head part is related to the first component of the feature vector.
The efficiency during the top-down exploration of the test PT is achieved by applying the
inclusion classifier at every node. The prediction of this classifier determines if the subtree
must be further explored. Figure 9.5 represents the application of the trained classifier in the
same PT. In this case, the nodes in white represent the regions that will not even be assessed
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Figure 9.5: Top-down exploration with the HBoR-based inclusion classifier.
to represent the head part as they will have been previously discarded by a negative prediction
(in red) on one of their ancestors. The brightness of the green represents the confidence of a
subtree to contain a part, so the green nodes draw a path from the root to the actual head.
The decision about which subtrees to explore will in the end depend on a minimum
threshold evaluated on the probability scores generated by the classifier. This threshold
balances the recall of the results and the computational time.
Part Detection
During the top-down exploration of the PT, every visited node is also considered to be itself
an instance of the object part. A different detection classifier is trained to perform this
task. Like in the inclusion case, this classifier will provide a confidence score that must be
compared with a threshold to decide about the presence of the part. This threshold value
defines a compromise between the precision and recall of the results.
Similarly to the case of the inclusion classifier, it is necessary to determine which nodes
from the annotated training set are to be used as observations for the binary classifier. For the
positive case, the actual regions representing the part are the ones selected. In the negative
case, given the variability of the non-part regions, the observations have been obtained from
a random sampling among the rest of PT nodes. This random sampling contains as many
observations as the positive training set to create a balanced amount of observations for both
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Figure 9.6: Parts detection used on region-based possibilistic features.
classes.
The detection classifier can be based on a different set of features from the ones used
by the inclusion classifier. For example, while the contour of a region is very informative
for recognizing a part, it provides little information about the contours of its sub-parts. In
our work, the HBoR features used by the inclusion classifier are substituted in the detection
classifier for the possibilistic vectors introduced in Section 6.1.1; that is, without the max
pooling operation through the PT. This way, it is easier to discern between the actual nodes
that represent a part from its ancestors. This situation is exemplified by the HBoR features
depicted in Figure 9.5. They describe with the same vector the region representing the head
as well as its parent, so they cannot be used to decide which of the two nodes actually
corresponds to the head part. On the other hand, Figure 9.6 shows the same PT with region-
based possibilistic features. In this case the feature vectors clearly allow the discrimination
between the region that represents the head and the rest of nodes in the exploration path.
9.3 Late Fusion of Parts
Once the parts of the object have been determined and a classifier for each of them trained,
the next step is learning which combinations of these parts define an object. The proposed
technique is based on training another classifier that will learn the configuration of parts that
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completely represent an object. This additional classifier plays the same role as the fusion
classifier in the late fusion scheme described in Section 9.2.2. Now, instead of combining the
probability scores obtained for each feature, it fuses the probability scores obtained for each
part in the combination. This solution is complemented by requiring all composing parts to
define a connected object.
This section describes the two basic stages of a supervised learning problem, a first one
focused on the training stage and a second one describing the detection of the complete object.
9.3.1 Training
Every instance of the object contained in the training set is defined by one or multiple parts.
During the parts definition stage presented in Section 9.2.1, each of these parts is assigned
a unique label that identifies its type. With this information, it is possible to represent a
combination of detected parts in a feature vector of fixed size, a requirement to train an SVM
classifier.
The size of the feature vector is initially unknown, as different instances of the same object
might present different amounts of parts due to variable topologies, splits/merges in the train
Partition Trees or different views. In order to adapt the multiple configurations to a feature
vector of finite length, the algorithm firstly counts the maximum amount of occurrences of
each type of part in the training set. By obtaining this value, the parts of the model can
be learned by assigning one position in the feature vector to each type of object part and
occurrence index. For example, the object face might be decomposed in three types of visual
parts: skin, mouth and eye. The three parts in the example have a semantic interpretation
which is not necessary in general, but it has been adopted to facilitate the clarity of the text.
An ideal segmentation of a face would create an image part of skin and mouth, but two parts
for the eye class. Given the double occurrence of the eye class, the model will be composed
of four parts, even if only three different types of parts were detected in the object.
Once the size is determined, each component in the feature vector must be assigned to a
type of part and occurrence index. The order in which the types of parts are assigned within
the feature vector is irrelevant, but a certain sorting criterion must be applied for coherence
between training and testing. In our implementation, the blocks of part types are sorted
according to the amount of samples in the clusters that defined the parts. So, in the face
example, if all the training instances contained the four parts, the first two components of
the vector would be assigned to the two occurrences of the eye class, as its defining cluster
would contain twice the amount of elements of the skin and mouth clusters.
Within a block describing a type of part with multiple occurrences, the probability scores
are added in decreasing order. Following the face example, this means that if the training
set contains a face with two eyes which are recognized by the eye detector with a confidence
score of 0.9 and 0.8 respectively, the two initial components of the training vector for the full
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Figure 9.7: Positive training samples represent valid combinations of parts.
object will contain these two values, with this same decreasing sorting. The feature vector
will be completed with the detection scores for the considered skin and mouth parts.
The example shown in Figure 9.7 presents a case where two instances are used to define the
anchorwoman object with two different combinations of four different types of parts. Object
instance i is composed of two image parts, one labelled as Part 1 and another one labelled
as Part 2. Object instance j is represented by three image parts, labelled as Part 2, Part
3 and Part 4. Each of the two instances is coded with a feature vector whose components
correspond to the detection score of the parts. Given the toy nature of the example in this
case the detection score for each part is whether maximum (1) or minimum (0).
The training of the binary classifier that recognizes the full object also requires negative
samples to model the invalid combinations of parts. These samples are synthetically generated
by introducing a distortion on the feature vectors that represent the positive observations.
They are built by swapping the non-zero values of these vectors. If no other combination in
the positive training set presents the same configuration of zeros, then the distorted sample is
added to the test set with a negative label. Figure 9.8 represents an example of this generation
by using the two positive samples depicted in Figure 9.7. The generated negative samples
correspond to combinations of parts that do not represent the full object. The underlined
zero indicates the value that has been toggled at every stage.
9.3.2 Test
The detection of the object is a step posterior to the detection of its parts. That is, the
individual extraction of parts is performed in a first stage. Then, combinations with the
detected parts are assessed to define a complete object.
The detection of the object is based on the pattern described by its parts-based model.
The composition algorithm sequentially considers every part in the model and builds combi-
nations of detected object parts according to this sequence. The algorithm also considers the
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Figure 9.8: Negative training samples generated from two positive ones.
possibility of not matching any detected part to one of the model parts.
Not all combinations of detected parts are assessed, because the combined parts must
be adjacent and non-overlapping. These two requirements significantly reduce the amount
of possibilities which are to be assessed, at the expense of adding the information about
the adjacency of regions to the inclusion relationships represented in the PT. The adjacency
information is coded in a Region Adjacency Graph (RAG) of the PT leaves. Maintaining
these data for the initial partition is enough as the adjacency information of any non-leave
node in the PT can be easily extracted from the RAG of its underlying leaves.
The assignment of detected parts to components of the model allows building a test feature
vector that contains the detection scores of every matched part, as done during the training
stage. The feature vector is fed into the binary classifier, which produces a confidence score
for the combination of parts to represent the complete object.
Analogously to the individual detection of parts, a threshold value is required as a param-
eter to decide which combinations are to be considered valid object detections.
9.4 Contextual Filtering
The previous Section 9.3 has presented how the analysis of the object parts can be used to
learn detectors capable of combining these parts. The analysis so far is totally based on the
visual features extracted on the PT nodes and the adjacency of the regions, but still lacks
considering the detections in the context of an image framework that must present certain
semantic consistency as a whole. In order to avoid over-detection and non acceptable results
from a semantic point of view, some basic constraints have been introduced. These will reduce
the amount of detections according to certain predefined or learned rules.
9.4.1 Parts overlapping
During the composition of object parts presented in Section 9.3.2, the detection of the object
is based on valid combinations of adjacent parts. However, this approach does not take into
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Figure 9.9: One image part cannot belong to multiple objects of the same class.
account that, in general, one object part can only belong to one object. It is possible that
when a combination of parts completely defines an object, removing one or a few of its parts
will still generate a confidence score over the detection threshold. If not handled appropriately,
these situations may generate multiple detections of objects that would share some of their
parts. In order to avoid this problem, when a part is shared among different objects, only the
combination with the highest detection score is considered. The rest of cases are discarded.
Notice that this rule applies also in the case that the image part is assigned to different classes
of objects. However, this constrain should be adapted to ever application domain, because
often images represent objects or concepts that include other objects and concepts.
9.4.2 Maximum Occurrence
A final filtering stage is performed in terms of occurrence. Given the local nature of the
annotation used for training, it is also possible to learn the maximum amount of occurrences
of an object class in an image. The implemented detectors include a final filtering layer that
discards all those occurrences over the limit. The decision about what instances are to be
discarded is based on the detection score, keeping the detections with the highest values.
9.5 Evaluation of the Model-based Object Retrieval
The model-based techniques for the detection and segmentation of local objects have been
tested on the same anchorwoman dataset considered in the previous section 8.4. In this Chap-
ter, though, instead of running a different search with every training instance and averaging
the results, the training set has been used to build a part-based model of the object. The
only considered features are the HBoR, as they have provided the best results in all previous
experiments, reported in Chapters 7 and 8.
There are three parameters that affect the results. The first one is the size of the codebook,
a variation that has already been studied in Sections 7.2.2 and 8.4. The diversity in codebook
size is presented by plotting a different graph for each codebook size. Figures 9.10, 9.11, 9.12
and 9.13 contain the MAP, detection rate, Jaccard Index and search time for the same four
codebook sizes reported in Section 8.4 (2, 4, 8 and 12 coderegions).
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2 codewords 4 codewords 8 codewords 12 codewords
CBminNum 2 58.31 % 10.45% 44.19 % 26.25%
CBMinNum 3 64.43% 27.46% 40.16 % 20.30%
CBMinNum 4 27.70% 26.68% 10.08 % -6.22%
Table 9.1: Gain in MAP of a parts-based model compared to the best configuration for
matching
The parameters represented in the graphs control the Quality Threshold algorithm re-
sponsible of the definition of the object parts. These two values corresponds to the radius
of a cluster and the minimum amount of regions necessary in a cluster to define an part.
The radius of the cluster is plotted in the X-axis of the resulting graphs, while the minimum
amount of necessary elements (CBminNum) is represented by drawing different lines.
Remark 1. Some combinations of Quality Threshold parameters cannot be satisfied with the
considered training data
The amount of points plotted in the graphs for each configuration differs depending on
the CBminNum parameter. The missing points correspond to combinations of unsupervised
clustering parameters that could not be satisfied with the provided training data. For example,
in Figure 9.10 (a), the clustering algorithm cannot create any cluster with 3 parts with a radius
of 0.65, but can do it if the radius is 0.7 or higher. If 4 parts are required to define the cluster,
then the radius must be increased to 0.8. These problems are normal because the training
dataset contains only 5-6 instances of the object, so it is reasonable that the requirement of
finding 3-4 regions in the same cluster may not be satisfied for the smallest radius.
Remark 2. Best performance in retrieval with the appropriate parameters for unsupervised
clustering
The values with the part-based model have been compared with the previously achieved in
Section 8.4. Those were generated by averaging the results obtained by using each instance
in the training set as a separate query. Table 9.1 shows the gains or losses obtained by
comparing the best configuration with the part-based model against the best configuration
for object matching, which corresponds to the top-down and bottom-up exploration using
HBoR features and a maximum of 5 parts per query.
The values in the table indicate that some configurations for the Quality Threshold cluster-
ing significantly succeed in improving the results for all considered codebook sizes, especially
by requiring only 2 or 3 regions to form a cluster. These configurations correspond to the
radius that provides the best results, which corresponds to the 0.7 or 0.75 values. These
maxima suggest that this range of parameters are appropriate to successfully identify the
types of object parts with the Quality Threshold algorithm.
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(a) Image Retrieval (b) Object Detection
(c) Object Segmentation (d) Search time
Figure 9.10: Performance dependent on clustering parameters for a codebook of size 2.
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(a) Image Retrieval (b) Object Detection
(c) Object Segmentation (d) Search time
Figure 9.11: Performance dependent on clustering parameters for a codebook of size 4.
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(a) Image Retrieval (b) Object Detection
(c) Object Segmentation (d) Search time
Figure 9.12: Performance dependent on clustering parameters for a codebook of size 8.
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(a) Image Retrieval (b) Object Detection
(c) Object Segmentation (d) Search time
Figure 9.13: Performance dependent on clustering parameters for a codebook of size 12.
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Figure 9.14: Search time vs codebook size for matching or model-based retrieval.
However, some other Quality Threshold configurations decrease the performance, espe-
cially for high radius values. This loss is because the clusters that define the object parts
are too large and include regions that are too dissimilar among themselves, as much as the
dissimilarity between the regions considered as non-parts. As a result, the binary classifiers
responsible to discern between part and non-part are trained with two sets of samples with an
equal dispersion. In this scenario, the classifier fails into discerning between the two classes.
Remark 3. Search time does not increase with the considered codebook sizes
Figure 9.14 compares the search time between the best configuration for matching (5
parts, BQT full and HBoR) and the best configuration for part-based model (CBminNum2
and radius of 0.7). The values in the X-axis correspond to the size of the codebooks. Results
suggest that the search time does not necessarily grow with codebook size for the model-based
search, while it increases linearly when considering the matching solution. The result for the
model-based solution may seem surprising because, the larger the codebook, the longer the
feature vectors, so a higher computation effort should be expected. Nevertheless, as larger
codebooks also offer more precise feature vectors, which will result on a better performance
of both the inclusion and detection classifiers: the inclusion classifier can be more selective
and discard more sub-trees during the analysis, while the detection classifier will reduce the
amount of false positives during the early detection of parts, which will reduce the amount
of combinations to consider in the later fusion. These gains compensate the increase of
computation effort introduced by using longer feature vectors.
The stable behaviour in the search time of the model-based solution presents a penalty
during the training period, as the creation of the models also consumes computational re-
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Figure 9.15: Search time vs codebook size for matching or model-based retrieval.
sources. This process, though, is typically performed before query time, so it is not critical for
this retrieval application. The impact of the codebook size with the training time is plotted
in Figure 9.15. In this case the required time increases linearly with the codebook size, as
expected.
9.6 Summary
This chapter has described a model of objects suitable for the analysis of Partition Trees
(PTs). This modelling is abstracted from a collection of exemplars represented with Object
Trees (OTs). The instances within the same object class can present different degrees of diver-
sity of different nature: appearance, view or segmentation. The proposed solution addresses
these problems with a part-based model.
The parts that define the object are learned by processing a training set of OTs with an
unsupervised clustering algorithm, the Quality Threshold (QT). This algorithm automatically
determines the amount of parts for the model and naturally handles the diversity within the
object class. The samples assigned to each cluster are used to train two types of binary
classifiers, a first one to determine if a sub-PT includes a part, and a second one to assess
if a PT node represents a part itself. This duality of classifiers allows an efficient top-down
exploration of PT to detect those nodes which are candidates to contain parts of the object.
Those candidate parts which are adjacent are combined at a later stage, being each com-
bination represented by a feature vector that is used to train another classifier. This classifier
performs a late fusion of the parts and generates a score to assess the probability of the
combination to represent the complete object. All detected objects are further filtered to
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guarantee a coherent result within every image.
The same Anchorwoman dataset used in Chapter 8 was adopted to compare the differences
between the Query by Example and Query by Concept (model-based) strategies. Results
indicate that the model-based solution can successfully deal with the diversity of PTs present
in the Anchorwoman dataset as long as the unsupervised clustering can successfully determine
the parts of the object. As expected, the performance of the model-based solution is better
than averaging the individual results from the Query by Example solution, both in retrieval
accuracy and search time.
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Part IV
Conclusions
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Contributions
This thesis had as a starting point the previous work in the multi-scale and region-based
representation of images with Binary Partition Trees (BPTs) by Salembier and Garrido [76].
In their work they already highlighted the potentials of BPTs in the field of image analysis,
potentials that have been exploited and further studied in this thesis according to the state
of the art on computer vision. It has not been the goal of this thesis to improve the quality
of the hierarchical image partitions, but to exploit their opportunities and try to overcome
some of their limitations. The reader is referred to the work by Pont-Tuset and Marques on
the different strategies for BPT creation and quality assessment [96].
This thesis has re-afirmed that BPTs are valid tools for the semantic analysis of images
at the local scale, as they can successfully estimate the location and contours of the semantic
objects, or their parts. However, the semantic gap between the regions defined in the BPT
and the object represented in the images poses several challenges. The main one is that
composite objects may appear split in different subtrees, instead of being represented by a
single node. This observation has driven us to a part-based analysis of both the images, with
the BPT, and the objects, with the proposed Object Tree.
A first application of the BPT has been precisely the interactive segmentation to assist
users into manually defining Object Trees. User generated labels and actions on the hierar-
chical structure of the BPT allow the development of intuitive mechanisms for interactive
segmentation. This thesis has proposed and implemented strategies to define a query object
in the instance search problem, or generate several local instances to train an object detector.
The adoption of a region-based approach inevitably poses a challenge when describing
and analysing their visual properties. The visual properties of regions can be quantized from
different points of view, typically with color, shape and texture. This diversity arises several
questions about how to combine them. The adopted approach is based on a previous work by
Scheirer [78], where the similarity distances of each considered visual descriptor are fitted to
a Weibull distribution. This solution, based on the Extreme Value Theorem (EVT), provides
a solid ground whose benefits have been confirmed by the reported experiments.
The quantized nature of point-based features such as SIFT or SURF has inspired the
design of the Hierarchical Bag of Regions (HBoR), a new type of region-based features referred
to codebooks. The first particularity of the HBoRs is that, instead of a hard mapping of the
regions into a single codeword, a possibilistic approach has been adopted, which keeps the
similarity between the represented region and every codeword. Moreover, the hierarchical
structure of the BPT has been exploited to perform a bottom-up max pooling of the quantized
features, which allows the description of every BPT node according to its sub-parts. These
two techniques allow the definition of a Parts Space, a new feature space where every BPT
node is located according to the similarity of its sub-parts to the codewords. This strategy
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allows that, if the codewords are representative enough, the BPTs nodes that contain all the
parts of an object will occupy a distinctive area in the feature space. The experimental results
have shown that these HBoR features outperform the simpler region-based ones when tested
with the challenging ETHZ dataset.
The hierarchical structure of regions has also been exploited in the correspondence problem
posed by matching a Query Tree (QT) with a sub-tree in a BPT. This problem arises when
trying to find an instance of an object in a target image. If assuming that the hierarchy of
regions defined in the QT will also be kept in the target BPT, the problem is solved with
a fast top-down approach that iteratively matches nodes of the QT on the target BPT and
searches among their subtrees the rest of QT nodes below. However, this assumption is not
satisfied in those cases where the object is split among different subtrees. In these situations,
a bottom-up strategy has been proposed that is much more costly as it considers regions that
are not defined in the target BPT. This solution can only be applied with features that can
be very rapidly computed, such as the HBoR. Both the top-down and bottom-up algorithms
have been designed with special care to avoid an explosive amount of combinations.
Finally, this thesis has also addressed the problem of how to create a part-based model of a
hierarchical object. The main problem in this case is the great diversity between the different
visual instances of the same object class. Firstly, different instances may present completely
different appearances despite belonging to the same class. Secondly, a single instance can
generate different representations depending on the point of view of the image acquisition.
Thirdly, the segmentation algorithm can build a variety of BPTs with different topologies
and initial partitions. These three problems have been addressed by assuming that all these
variabilities must be represented in the training dataset, which must be rich enough to cope
with all of them. Then, following the part-based approach of the thesis, the model is built
by firstly identifying that composing parts of the model and later training a detector for each
part. The detection of individual parts is performed with an efficient top-down exploration of
the target BPT, that is based in another inclusion classifier capable of discarding subtrees by
just analysing their root. Finally, an additional classifier is trained to perform a late fusion
of the parts, inspired by the late fusion approach broadly applied for feature fusion. The
experimental results have shown that it is important to correctly determine the composing
parts of the model, whose amount is to be dependent on every object class. The result is a
very versatile model that could also be used for multiview detections at both local and global
scales, as the parts associated to each different views would be naturally handled by the late
fusion of parts.
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Future work
The presented work has tried to cover a broad range of aspects related to the exploitation of
BPTs for object analysis. One of the main conclusions of this thesis is that the potential of
this structure can be further exploited, so this work must be considered still open and under
progress.
A first opportunity for future work is in the field of Human-Computer Interaction. This
thesis has implemented and exploited different solutions to exploit the structure, but has
not focused on their comparison and evaluation. The next step should focus on a research
with users, for example, according to the guidelines proposed in [58]. Moreover, interaction
possibilities should not limit to mouse devices but be extended to newer interfaces, such as
touch screens, cameras capturing gestures or brain-computer interfaces.
The codebooks used in this thesis have adopted the basic approach of a K-means su-
pervised clustering for a predefined size. This solution is somehow contradictory with the
unsupervised clustering applied for the definition of object parts because the problem is very
similar. Creating codebooks whose size would adapt to the dataset would probably save some
codewords without any loss in performance. Additionally, the current solution considers
equally all regions for the clustering, no matter their frequency of appearance in the dataset.
Another possible improvement would be the removal of highly repetitive and uninformative
codewords, the so called stop words, as already suggested in [80]. The same way, the remain-
ing codewords could be weighted according to their entropy, as the TF-IDF descriptors for
text which were already adapted for point-based features in [42].
In terms of image representation, the adopted solution has always considered a single
PT for every image. This type of structure is very restrictive because during its creation is
limited to only one the number of merges for each region. A bad decision at this stage is the
responsible of the object splits. The whole system could be much more reliable by relaxing this
condition and considering multiple hierarchies, as suggested in [20]. The merging decision may
not only rely on the best neighbour but consider all those adjacent regions with a similarity
under a certain threshold. This would break the tree structure but would still keep a hierarchy
which is the only requirement for the HBoR features. Moreover, this solution would discard
many of the regions at the highest part of the PTs, which normally merge different semantic
entities.
At the feature level, it is exciting to imagine the potential of combining region- and point-
based descriptors. This thesis has ported some of the most popular techniques from the
point-based features to the region-based world, but it is still a fully region-based approach. It
seems reasonable to expect that the accurate and hierarchical segmentations provided by the
PTs and the highly informative point-based features could co-operate to obtain more precise
analysis.
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The use of the SVM discriminative classifiers could also be explored by considering the
perceptual distances proposed by the MPEG-7 standard. The presented experiments were
always based on the Radial Basis Function (RBF) as a kernel because the feature vectors
were already quantized with the aid of the codebooks. However, this stage may be skipped
by directly representing regions with their visual descriptors and using the specific-distances
as kernels for SVM. It would also be interesting to evaluate the performance of this non-
quantized configuration.
At the parts level, it is the will of the author to study and analyse the existing solutions
of probabilistic graphical models to better estimate the right configurations of parts. The
consideration of richer relationships (both spatial and appearance-based) should allow more
precise models and, probably, even more efficient methods to assess the combinations between
parts.
The presented object retrieval experiments have succeeded in indicating what design
strategies worked best and, this way, directing the research at every stage. Part II has
used the challenging ETHZ dataset to select the HBoR features with separate codebooks
and Weibull-based fusion as the best configuration in terms of features, Part III has focused
on a simple case of single-view composite object to determine the most promising solution
among all the presented ones. However, the best configuration should still be compared with
other techniques to evaluate their impact in the state of the art. This thesis does not provide
comparative results on public evaluation benchmarks, but it is the author’s will to fulfil this
stage in the near future and publish the results for the scientific community to evaluate.
Although this thesis has limited its scope to visual queries, the multi-instance visual
search problem can also be exploited in the context of text-based queries. Once a model of a
certain concept is built from a set of instances, assigning a textual label to the model allows
its reuse on future text-based queries. In these frameworks, it has been proposed [111] the
pre-processing the target database with the models of a closed set of concepts to generate
automatic labels weighted with the obtained probability scores. This architecture allows the
creation of new concept detectors on top of the closed set of models, using their probability
scores as components of a new feature vector [45]. This approach has also motivated the public
release of detectors entitled to be used as a basic component of more complex detectors [86]
[43].
Finally, the most exciting research line from the author’s perspective is exploiting the
annotations at the global scale to extract local objects [15]. The solution to these problems
should detect the similar image parts in the positively annotated images which do not appear
in the negatively annotated images. The advantage of this approach is that the annotation
requires much less user interaction and, in many cases, these annotations can be easily ob-
tained from online resources . Previous works [107] [69] [37] already exists using several images
representations, so it would be interesting evaluation the proposed hierarchical techniques on
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similar benchmarks.
Final words
This thesis basically confirms the opportunities of the BPT in the field of visual retrieval. The
work has been performed during the early 2000’s, a moment in history extremely influenced by
the popularity of multimedia capturing devices and interconnectivity between people thanks
to the advances in the information technologies. At the beginning of this work digital cameras
and Internet access were only available by a minority, while in 2012 the popularity of mobile
devices equipped with high-definition cameras and Internet connectivity is almost universal
in the developed world, especially among youngsters.
This growing trend defines a connected society of cameras and other types of sensors that
offers an enormous amount of opportunities, but also poses thousands of new questions. I
expect in the forthcoming years a great debate on privacy issues because soon the maturity of
the automatic analysis technologies will technically allow anybody to know almost everything
of what is happening and what has happened in the world. Some may argue that this
situation is undesirable and that the research of these topics should be cancelled. History
has shown that this is inevitable and that advances will happen. However, the usage of these
technologies will indeed require an extensive research. Not from a technical perspective, but
from a humanistic one. I fully believe that the inter-connectivity between people and free
circulation of information are the great antidotes to eradicate many of the current human
dramas, such as wars, hate or poverty. In my opinion, many of them are based on the
deliberate hiding and distortion of information, commonly known as lies. On the other hand,
I also believe that a strong social network is one of the key ingredients for happinness and that
technology can assist in better human connectivity. Automatic analysis of multimedia data
is one more piece for a better communication between persons, but its success is inevitably
linked on the usage humans will make of it.
I have both enjoyed and hated this thesis for the personal price it supposes a research at
this level. At all time, though, it has been my will to contribute with this work to a little bit
better world with the skills I consider myself more talented. This part of my contribution to
society reaches to an end here, I wish I succeeded in making it enriching and valuable for the
reader. Thank you.
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Annexes

Chapter 10
System Architecture
10.1 Introduction
The growing amount of audiovisual digital data is following the path of a first type of informa-
tion whose generation and distribution has dramatically increased in the last decades: text.
Thanks to the universalization of Internet access, the amount of text information available
has exponentially grown and has become the prime knowledge repository nowadays. All these
data are in most cases retrieved thanks to text-based search engines which are capable of fast
and precise indexing and retrieval. These search engines were initially accessible through web
browsers but have increased their range of interfaces thanks to flexible APIs that allow their
integration with any other application. From this persepective, search engines can be under-
stood as one of the first types of web services, an online tool that processes distributed data
and provides information to all clients that request it. The externalization of tasks from the
local machines is a growing trend in software engineering and is normally referred as cloud
computing. Software, data and hardware are moved away from the user computer, which
becomes a terminal to a distributed online system.
Visual data are following the path openened by text documents and are also being indexed
in the cloud [47]. Online image and video repositories offer flexible APIs to third-part appli-
cations that access and process them as if they were stored locally. Among these applications,
content-based indexing systems are trying to become as successful and useful as their text-
based cousins, bringing their workflow and architectures to the cloud. This paper presents
UPSeek, a cloud computing solution that contemplates the whole life cycle of a Content-Based
Image Retrieval (CBIR) system. From the content ingest to the results exploration, including
the training of models or the queries by example. The presented system uses regions as the
basic analysis unit, which are defined on a multi-resolution partition tree. The system has
been developed according to the requirements of two industrial partners from the broadcast
television. Their growing archives, already on explotation, require software solutions that can
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be easily integrated with their established workflow. In this scenario, the access to the image
processing tools as web services is a flexible and modular solution that allows the integration
of new indexing tools without any traumatic change on their databases.
10.2 Interfaces
The UPSeek system is a type of cloud computing application that follows the Software as
a Service (SaaS) paradigm. In this type of software deployment, the provider allows the
customer to run the software without owning it, neither the binaries nor the source code.
The service is the object of the contract and, when available online, it is referred as a web
service. In this case, the service provides tools for managing an image database with content-
based indexing and retrieval functionalities.
UPSeek consist on a set of five different pieces of software, two of them running on a
server where the content is stored and the other three running in the client machines. The
communication between them is established through state of the art protocols (SOAP and
REST), broadly used on the web. All elements in the architecture have been implemented
in Java, but the underlying image processing algorithms were developed in C/C++. The
whole system is based on the MPEG-7 standard [11] to guarantee its inter-operatibility with
third-part tools.
10.2.1 Applications Server
The core of the system is an applications server that is responsible for the execution of the
image processing algorithms. This server handles the incoming requests and input parame-
ters, run the analysis engines and, when their execution is over, returns the results. At the
moment, this application server includes a segmentation tool, a features extractor, a query by
example search engine, a text detector and a trainer-detector pair based on region features.
In most cases, these image processing algorithms have not been developed considering a web
architecture, so they lack connectivity outside the server where they are to be run. For this
reason, the applications server implemented in Java can be understood as a wrapper that
provides these connectivity features
The developed software has followed a modular architecture for its flexibility. Two projects
have been built, one for the preanalysis process and another for the analysis one. The preanal-
ysis software generates and MPEG-7/XML description of the image. The analysis software
takes these input data and accesses the encyclopedia of models to find any instances. All
XML documents are manipulated through the ANSI-C XML C Parser and toolkit of Gnome
[libxml2]. A more detailed description is included in Annex B.
The proposed architecture is coherent with the implemented according to the proposed
described for the detection algorithm. It is important to highlight that the most costly
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operations, concentrated in the preanalysis, are only performed when data are added to
the database. This differentation allows MMDBMS to work in query and update mode
[Avrithis03]. In query mode, the system serves its users by using the semantic indexes and the
stored perceptual image descriptions. In update mode, the system generates the perceptual
image descriptions and generates indexes for future use in query mode.
Figure 10.1 and Figure 10.2 show the software architecture in implemented for the per-
ceptual and semantic analysis processes.
Figure 10.1: Software architecture for the perceptual analysis.
10.2.2 Repository: Fedora Commons
Images are stored in a Fedora Commons repository [50], an open-source web service that
manages the storage and online access to the content. The Fedora Commons working unit
is an object and each object can have a specific type. In the UPSeek case, two types of ob-
jects are defined, the image type representing a single image and a video type. Each object
is identified by its PID (Persistent ID), no matter the modality of the data it represents.
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Figure 10.2: Software architecture for the semantic analysis.
Relationships between different obects in the repository is established through a generic Re-
source Description Framework (RDF), an XML-based language which is broadly used by the
semantic community. For example, when UPSeek manages a set of keyframes extracted from
a video asset, each of them is ingested in the repository as a single object, but a video object
is also created to link all of them as a belonging to a common source.
Every object can have several representations, some of them dynamically produced in
the server instead of ingested from the exterior. Each of these representation is called a
datastream. Image processing algorithms similar to the ones handled by the applications
server are used to generate datastreams. In this case, the JMS messaging implemented in
Fedora Commons is the responsible to execute the image processing software. This method
allows the scheduling of a sequence of operations without blocking the activity of the client
that is sending the set of images being ingested. The chosen strategy is to generate perceptual
information (eg. thumbnail, segmentation, features...) at ingest time so that, when a more
semantic analysis is requested by the user, these data is already available to reduce the
response time.
The datastreams defined for the image type objects for this Fedora Commons installation
are the following:
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• DC: A Dublin Core document containing textual metadata about the image.
• RELS-EXT: Semantic description of the object in RDF/XML. If the image is part of a
larger set, it provides the PID of the associated video object.
• image: The original image initially ingested. All analysis have in this datastream their
origin.
• thumbnail: A light version of the image generated for visualization purposes. When
clients want to visualize a large amount of images, it is not advisable to send their
full resolution version due to the high amount of data that it is to be transmitted and
managed by the client. In order to save bandwidth and memory resources, thumbnails
are advisable.
• partition: The region-based representation requires an initial segmentation of each im-
age.
• image-partition An image showing the regions in the initial partition by painting them
with their mean color. Used only for debugging purposes.
• bpt: A Binary Partition Tree (BPT) [76], a hierarchical region-based structure built by
iteratively merging the two most similar neighbouring regions from the initial partition.
Coded in MPEG-7/XML.
• feature-image: Global features computed on the complete image. The list of features
corresponds to MPEG-7 visual descriptors defined on the whole image.
• feature-region: Local features computed for each region described at the BPT. The list
of features includes most MPEG-7 visual descriptors extendend with other features.
• annotation: Manual and/or automatic annotation of the image describing the repre-
sented semantic classes and providing a confidence value for each instance. The semantic
representation refers to an external ontology where semantic classes are defined.
Fedora Commons already includes a web-based user interface that can be used for search-
ing and checking the datastreams and metadata associated to each object. Two search engines
are available. Firstly, a textual one based on the Dublin Core metadata and, secondly, a se-
mantic one to query the information contained in the RDF descriptions. When an objected
is found, the available datastreams are shown and metadata fields can be checked on the web
browser.
Finally, Fedora Commons implements a security layer based on username and password.
This features provides privacy in the stored data, a requirement in certain domains, such as
propietary-protected content or security aplications. If active, all clients must provide the
authentication data in every transaction.
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10.2.3 Ingester: UPLoad
At the beginning of their life cycle, images are considered to be available at the client side
after an acquisition or data transfer. The first step in any operation provided by UPSeek
is ingesting the images to the Fedora Commons repository. This step requires a human-
computer interaction so a graphical and user friendly interface is introduced, as shown in
Figure 10.3. The goal of UPLoad is assisting the user into browsing the content in the local
file system and selection what images or image directories are to be sent to the server.
Figure 10.3: UPLoad user interface.
Users can explore their filesystem through a tree-view of the directory structure. When
a directory is chosen, thumbnails of the contained images appear in the main panel so that
the user can check the contents of the directory and select which of them are to be uploaded.
If the selected directory contains a very large amount of images, the generation of automatic
thumbnails is disabled to avoid memory overload, but the user can still generate individual
thumbnails by clicking on them.
10.2.4 Annotator: GAT
A common feature in most CBIR systems is the possibility of training the system models
through the manual annotation of a part of its content. In the present system, most of the
analysis is both performed at the image or region level, so its manual annotation tool must
also be able to work at both scales. This is the goal of GAT (Graphical Annotation Tool) [32],
a client application that can annotate sets of images at the global level as well as sets of regions
to generate local-scale annotations. With this interface the user can create or load a semantic
ontology coded in MPEG-7/XML or OWL and define instances of semantic classes to images
or regions. When working at the global scale, the user selects a directory in the file system or
a collection of images on the remote repository and visualize their thumbnails to select those
ones that contain the concept being annotated. If a local annotation is necessary, a double
click on the thumbnail zooms in the complete image and the user is prompted to select regions
by navigating through the BPT. If navigating through the file system, the BPT may not be
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locally available nor the segmentation tool that generates it. In this case, the image is sent
to applications server so that it generates the BPT and returns it to GAT. Figure 10.4 shows
the selection of a region in the BPT to generate an instance of the semantic class “face”. This
tool is described in detail in Chapter 11.
Figure 10.4: GAT user interface.
10.2.5 Searcher: GOS
A classic application of CBIR systems is the retrieval of images that are similar to a query
image or that contain a region similar to a query region. The definition of such queries
requires a user interface capable of selecting the query image or region. The query may
also contain additional parameters such as which visual descriptors are to be considered, the
dataset that defines the search space or the similarity measures to be used. The Graphical
Object Searcher (GOS) is the client tool proposed in this system that, analogously to GAT,
allows the formulation of global or local queries.
The user interface collects the query parameters, sends them to the applications server
and, after the search is performed, displays the thumbnails of the results. The query image
can be read from the local file system or retrieved from the repository. In the first case, the
image is firstly ingested so that the BPT and the visual features are computed on the server.
The graphic interface is shown in Figure 10.5, where the query parameters are specified on
the left par of the screen and results are explored in the large panel located on its right.
10.2.6 Searchers: Digimatge v.1 and v.2
The visual search system has been combined with a textual search engine provided by CCMA,
the Catalan public broadcaster. The starting point for the system integration was Digition,
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Figure 10.5: GOS user interface.
the Multimedia Asset Manager (MAM) previously developed by the CCMA. This search
system was based only on matching query keywords and the textual metadata manually
generated by the documentalists. Digimatge is a new search system that adds two new
services to the ones previously offered by Digition: an external tag suggestion for text-based
queries and a ranking of retrieved keyframes based on image similarity.
Multimodal search
Semantic information is normally expressed under the form of text descriptors and it is the
most used modality in search engines. Users can directly formulate their queries by entering
keywords or full sentences to the system, and the generated query descriptors are compared
to the text or semantic descriptors previously associated to the asset. The text-to-text video
search tends to provide good results as humans can be very precise when using text to
express semantics. Nevertheless, this approach requires associating textual metadata for the
multimedia content. A first option is the manual annotation of the content, a very consuming
task in terms of human interaction. As an alternative, descriptors can also be automatically
parsed from the image filenames or contextual text, or be generated through signal processing
techniques like OCR-based solutions [55] or semantic classifiers [42].
A second family of retrieval systems are based only on visual descriptors, as the one pre-
sented in this thesis. The automatic nature of the process allows batch processing of large
amounts of content to generate perceptual descriptions that do not require any human inter-
action. This solution, though, presents two drawbacks when compared to text annotation.
Firstly, the correlation between perceptual descriptors and semantic concepts is not as close as
in the textual case and, secondly, the final user needs to become familiar with a new interface
to formulate queries in terms of perceptual descriptors instead of text. In these case, queries
are no longer formulated through text but whether by directly providing a quantified value
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of the descriptor or by giving the system some sort of visual content from which the query
descriptors can be extracted, such as an example or a sketch [27] [100] [49] .
Although the visual-based similarity provides reasonable good results from a semantic
point of view, many systems that exploit these technologies also rely on textual descriptors,
providing hybrid search solutions that combine both. Fast indexing and retrieval algorithms
are more mature in the text mode than in the visual, so many designs use text queries to
retrieve a first set of results which are later refined by a second search based on visual de-
scriptors. This third family of retrieval systems are the natural evolution of the two previous,
introducing multimodality to the search experience. Figure 10.6 shows an example of a com-
bined text and visual query, in which the semantic class of the object dog is expressed through
text, but the color of its hair is represented by a choice in a palette. Commercial examples
like Google Similar Images, Pixolu or Xcavator have applied this strategy.
Figure 10.6: Visual and textural query.
Integration with a Tag Suggester
The search process begins with the input of a textual query in a box located at the upper left
side of the graphic interface. While typing the query, an autocompletion combobox appears
suggesting terms from a thesaurus maintained by the documentalists. This tool speeds up
the typing process as well as decreases the probability of spelling errors. The words in the
thesaurus are preferably used by documentalists, but during asset metadata may contain
many more words are used. For this reason, the user can also freely enter keywords that are
not included in the thesaurus.
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Once the textual query is introduced, the search is executed and results are displayed in
the graphic interface shown in Figure 10.7. The upper part of the screen shows a table with
the numeric ID of the retrieved video assets as well as their title. The lower half contains the
ten first keyframes of each retrieved video object. A double-click on any row in the results
table repaints both upper and lower parts of the interface with more data about the selected
video object: the results table is replaced by a all textual metadata associated to the asset,
while in the lower part a new tab is created to show all keyframes from the selected asset.
Figure 10.7: Digimatge v.1.
A tag suggestion service [29] is also executed at query time to retrieve similar terms to
the entered keyword. This service is based on a statistic analysis of words in the metadata
database and shows its results in a word cloud. By doing so, the system is proposing new
query terms aimed at assisting the user when its search idea is vague or fuzzy.
In addition, a new visual search service is available by double clicking on any thumbnail.
When activated, an image similarity search is run between the selected keyframe and the rest
of the keyframes of the retrieved assets. The process can be understood as a reranking of the
keyframes extracted from the asset, which in many cases contains several clips from different
semantic nature, as it is the case of those assets that represent a TV news program. The
results are displayed in a new tab, where any click on a keyframe will show the asset summary
on the upper part of the interface.
10.3 Web services
The elements of the system presented in Section 10.2 interact to build a complete CBIR
system. The user actions performed at the client side trigger image analysis processes run
on the server. In the present section, each of the six web services are analyzed in detail to
describe the complete workflow. They are the following: the ingest of images, the access to
visual features, the text detector, the query by text and the manual annotation and train of
classifiers.
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10.3.1 Image ingest
The image ingest web service is provided by the Fedora Commons repository and two image
processing tools accessed via JMS messaging. The client application, UPLoad, calls it after
the selection of an image or a directory on the client file system. If an image is selected by
clicking on its thumbnails, a digital object of the image type is created. If, on the other hand,
a directory is selected, not only an image object is created for each of the images contained,
but also a video object is built. UPLoad indicates Fedora Commons the relationship between
the images and the video object, establishing the semantic relation between them that is
coded in the RDF semantic descriptions of both objects.
Due to the region-based nature of the UPSeek system, all images in the repository are
segmented and their features extracted at ingest time. This processing involves the execution
of two different pieces of software via JMS messaging. The first algorithm creates a thumbnail,
an initial partition and a BPT of the image. The second one extracts the visual descriptors
at the global (image) and local (region) scale using, in the later case, the BPT and partition
previosuly generated. Figure 10.8 shows the datastreams generated after the ingest of the
image. All datastreams are added as representations of the digital object initially created by
UPLoad.
Figure 10.8: Datastreams generated at ingest time.
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10.3.2 Visual descriptors
The access to the visual descriptors generated at ingest time defines the first family of web
services offered by UPSeek. The computed features are already valuable for some applications
as they provide low-level representations of the images valid for visualization interfaces. For
example, the MPEG-7 dominant color descriptor is used by an industry partner in the broad-
casting industry to implement a fast browsing of their archive based on color. In this case,
the partner metadata fields are stored and indexed in the DC document in order to translate
their queries to Fedora Commons PID. The response of the visual descriptor web services is
an MPEG-7/XML document that has been created by reading the requested descriptor from
the feature-image datastream.
10.3.3 Query by Example
The query by example web service must process the queries formulated at GOS to retrieve
rank list of images from the Fedora Commons repository. This list is built according to the
similarity the images in the search space when compared to the query. The web service
considers that the query image is already ingested in the repository and, if it was not because
it was read from the client file system, GOS can ingest it on the server so that its regions
and/or visual features are computed.
The web service allows the user to limit the search space to a subset of video objects. In
this case, the query will determine what video objects are to be assesed and, through the RDF
relations, the images to be considered are located. Other filtering criteria could be applied
based on a previous query on the Dublin Core metadata indexed by the system. This strategy
can significantly speed up the retrieval time but requires a previous knowledge of where to
look for. A possible method for a search space filtering is a query by text, a practise applied
by Digimatge [33], a third-party interface that runs this web service on a subset of the video
objects.
The web service generates an MPEG-7/XML document describing a collection of PIDs
and their associated similarity score. With this information, the GOS client can retrieve the
thumbnails for visualization and, if necessary, access to the metadata associated to each image
object.
10.3.4 Query by Text
The query by text engine is provided by the Fedora Commons web service. It integrates
an SQL database where Dublin Core metadata is indexed for a fast search. Queries can be
performed on any Dublin Core field by a client application with an SQL API or by a user
through a web interface, shown in Figure 10.9.
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Figure 10.9: Fedora Commons interface for query by text.
10.3.5 Annotation
UPSeek considers two methods for the semantic annotation of content: manual and automatic.
Manual annotation is supervised by the user while automatic annotation is the result of
appliying pattern recognition techniques on the repository content. GAT is the client tool
designed to manage all tasks related to content annotation, whether at the image and/or
region scale. Local annotation requires the BPT datastream, while global ones need the
thumbnails, both of them generated during the image ingest.
The manual annotation provides data for the query by text web service. Firstly, because
the keywords associated to the annotated semantic class are added to the Dublin Core datas-
tream. Secondly, because the selected images and/or regions are added as representation of
the selected semantic class to the annotation datastream. The manual annotations are con-
sidered as training samples of classifiers whose goal is to generate new automatic annotations
on unlabelled data.
The training of the classifiers is currently launched by the user when enough training
samples are available. A confidence value is associated to every annotation, giving to the
manual ones the highest score. This way a review process can easily validate the automatic
annotations as the resulting detections are sorted by confidence. The validation process also
offers the chance to define a minimum threshold for the automatic annotations are automati-
cally considered valid and added to the Dublin Core metadata. The reader is referred to [13]
for more details on the GUI that exploits this web service.
10.3.6 Text detector
The detection of semantic entities is at the same time the most powerful and challenging
of the services offered by a CBIR. Among the broad range of interests in the automatic
recognition field, one of the most studied cases is the text recognition [110]. These types of
algorithms provide a direct textual annotation of the content as the detected words can be
directly indexed and queried by traditional text-based engines. UPSeek offers a text detector
build in two separate pieces of software. The first one uses the BPT and local features to find
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boxes containig text using a pre-trained region-classifier [53]. Each box is binarized and the
resulting segment processed with the tesseract OCR engine[83].
10.4 Conclusions
This paper has provided an overview of a content-based image retrieval system following a
server-client architecture on the cloud. The most demanding tasks in terms of storage and
processing are executed on the server, while those processes that require an intensive user
interaction are run on the client-side. The connectivity between all parts is achieved through
web protocols valid for content and metadata transport as well as for application signalling.
The proposed design offers state of the art image analysis algorithms under the form of web
services, which can be accessed from the proposed user applications but also by third part
engines thanks to an API based on REST protocol and MPEG-7/XML data format. This
type of architecture follows the growing trend in the software engineering world of offering
solutions on the cloud, replacing costly and complicated local installations for simple calls to
remote services via well designed APIs.
These services are being tested with industry partners that use them to check the de-
velopment of the research results in a simple and convenient way for both parts. Although
establishing these communications channels requires an important and initial effort from
both sides, this design introduces an powerful flexibility to the scheme making it modular
an extendible. The author considers that a similar solution could also applied to evaluation
campaigns of CBIR systems, that would put the base of an eco-system of signal processing
services available online. Following this philosophy, the client parts in UPSeek (UPLoad, GAT
and GOS) are published 1 under an open source license for evaluation and future development
from the research community.
Future steps in the architecture of the system will address the efficient indexing of the huge
amount of region-based features generated, whose access currently limitates the performance
of the system in terms of speed. On the client side, a better integration of the presented
tools with the objects and datastreams in Fedora Commons will also be explored, so provide
a similar feel to the user whether exploring the local filesystem or the remote repository.
1http://upseek.upc.edu
Chapter 11
GAT: Graphical Annotation Tool
11.1 Motivation
The annotation of visual content has become a topic of interest in scientific community due
to the recent advances in pattern recognition applied on computer vision systems. Most of
automatic detection solutions rely on a training phase during which classifiers are trained with
a corpus of manual annotated data. While traditionally visual content has been annotated
at a large scale (whole image or video files), more recent region-based indexing techniques
require a finer resolution to train those detectors that are able to localize objects in a specific
part of the image or video. To do so, new initiatives have been developed, such as the project
LabelMe [73] that provides a web interface to annotate polygonal regions by the definition of
their vertices. A previous analysis of the visual data can help such a region-based annotation
process, as the tablet PC techniques proposed in the Videotater project [21], where users
refine and tag video segments that have been automatically delimited. In the case of still
images, a hierarchical organization of partitions generated from the image can facilitate a
multiresolution navigation in the image, as presented in [25].
The annotation process not only requires selecting visual data but also associating it to
a semantic class. If this class has a semantic meaning, as in most computer vision tasks,
these semantics must be defined in an additional data structure. Ontologies are the most
common solutions adopted by the scientific community as they define classes in a formal and
structured manner. Successful computer vision techniques not only base their results on the
signal processing algorithms but also on semantic reasoning processed at a higher level. The
use of ontologies introduces context in the analysis task and provide a natural methodology
to fuse image analysis with other modalities such as text and audio. For these reasons,
annotation tools not only need to offer a workspace to select image and regions but must also
provide mechanisms to handle ontologies [67].
This chapter presents GAT, a Graphical Annotation Tool that integrates in the same
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interface a framework to annotate images at global and local scales as well as to import,
create and edit ontologies. The resulting tool is implemented in Java and uses MPEG-7 XML
compliant files written by Java binding classes automatically generated by Apache XMLBeans
and the MPEG-7 schemas. This software is addressed to scientific academic audience that
can find in GAT a solution to generate MPEG-7/XML standard annotations to be later used
to test their own algorithms.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 11.2 presents the different options
to select areas of support at the global and local scales. Section 11.3 describes how semantic
data is displayed while Section 11.4 explains the intended architecture and used data formats.
11.2 Visual Annotation
The annotation of images can be performed at two basic visual scales: global or local. In the
global case the area of support is the full image, while local annotations mark a subset of the
image pixels that depict a semantic object. GAT provides different tools to assist users for a
quick interaction with images at both scales.
All presented strategies share a basic workflow for annotation. Firstly, the user selects the
segments of images that are to be annotated and, as a response, the interface clearly highlights
the selection. At this point, the user can decide to modify the selection or validate it with a
right-click on the mouse. After validation, the new instance(s) are created in the annotation
and clearly marked on the interface. This way, the right-click becomes the common action
for validation in all annotation variants.
11.2.1 Global scale
Annotations at global scale normally consider collections of images. GAT provides a dedicated
Collection tab that explores the content of a folder in the file system and shows the thumbnails
of the included images. In most cases, viewing the thumbnails is enough for users to decide
about the image semantics but, if necessary, a double click on any of them displays the full
image on a new Image tab.
A broad range of machine learning techniques require that annotations consider not only
what observations correspond to a semantic class but also which of them do not correspond
to the class. A classic example are binary classifiers, that use two types of labels: positive
and negative. In some situations a third type of label, the neutral one, is also used. This
label just states the existence of the observation but that does not associate it to any of two
basic labels. These observations are usually discarded for training or experimentation [98] as
its inclusion may harm the overall performance. These three types of labels are supported
in GAT only in the case of global annotations, as local annotations usually imply a positive
label for the selected segment and a negative label for the rest of the image.
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Figure 11.1: Selected (with frame) vs annotated (alpha mask) images. The color indicates
the type of label: positive (green), neutral (yellow) and negative (red)
The assignment of global labels starts by clicking on one of the six icons located on the
Collection tab’s toolbar. Their color intuitively indicates what label are they related to:
green (positive), red (negative) or yellow (neutral). These icons provide two different types of
selection tools: individual or all. The first group activates the associated label so that every
new click will associate the label to the image. The second group sets the selected labels to
all currently unannotated images. For example, this functionality becomes very practical in
the case when only a few of the displayed images belong to the class. In this situation, an
initial red labeling to all thumbnails can be later be corrected by adding the remaining green
instances.
Figure 11.1 shows how selected and annotated thumbnails are discriminated. When a
thumbnail is selected, a frame of the associated label’s color is painted around it, but when
this selection becomes a validated annotation, a semi-transparent mask of the label’s color is
painted over the thumbnail.
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11.2.2 Local scale
As previously explained, a double-click on a thumbnail of the Collection tab will activate to
the Image tab where the selected image is shown at full view. Apart from providing a more
detailed view of the image, this tab allows its local annotation. All local annotations are
assigned to the positive label so, in this mode the color code used for global annotations does
not apply. The color of the markers used for local selection can be defined by the user to
avoid visual confusion between the instance selection and the background.
Local-scale solutions can be divided in two groups depending on the sought precision. A
first family of techniques provides rough descriptions of the objects [73], giving approximate
information about their location and shape, normally, using geometric figures. A second
option for local annotations is the precise segmentation of those pixels that represent the
object, by defining the exact area of support associated to the object [74]. GAT provides
tools for both options, with special emphasis on interactive segmentation strategies for the
second case.
Rough annotation
GAT allows drawing geometric markers over the image to indicate the local presence of a
semantic instance. The catalogue includes points, lines and rectangles, which can be combined
on a single annotation. Figure 11.2 shows an example of a rectangle-based rough annotation
of two soccer players.
Interactive segmentation
The interactive segmentation modules allows a precise extraction of the object from the
background. The proposed techniques are described in the core of the thesis, in Chapter 3.
11.3 Semantic data
The presented tools for the selection of visual data are complemented with a Semantic Panel
located on the right-side of the interface. When working on the Collection tab, this panel
shows the annotated instances in the current directory, while in the Image tab case it displays
the local instances found in the image. The whole interface is shown in Figure 3.2, where the
Semantic Panel highlights one instance of the semantic class “Anchor”. The classes defined
in the active ontology are listed there and the annotated instances appear as child nodes in a
tree-based structure. The selection of instance nodes in this tree or thumbnails on the visual
panels is synchronized to simplify navigation. The upper part of the panel includes a search
form to find entries on those ontologies with a high amount of classes.
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Figure 11.2: Rough annotation of soccer players.
In addition to the Collection and Image Tabs, GAT offers a third tab called Annotation.
This tab displays thumbnails of all the annotated instances from the selected class in the
Semantic Panel, independently from their scale scale, local path or label. If the root node
of the Semantic Panel is clicked, the Annotation tab summarizes the complete annotation
session and represents the information that GAT saves in the annotation files presented in
Section 11.4.
Any new annotation must start by importing or creating an ontology. GAT also includes
a simple ontology editor that lets users add and delete semantic classes as well as edit their
textual labels.
11.4 Architecture and data formats
Regarding data formats, GAT is based on MPEG-7/XML to code the ontologies, annotations
and BPTs. Examples of all types of documents are provided with the software package. In
addition, GAT can also read OWL ontologies, a very popular format among the semantic
community. The most common image coding formats are also supported by GAT, as it uses
the native Java classes. In addition, it also supports a developed PRL data format to code
image partitions of 32 bits per pixel. Nevertheless, partitions can be coded in any other
format supported by Java (PNG, BMP,...).
GAT is designed to both read precomputed BPTs or use an external tool to use them
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whenever need. In the second case, this additional tool can be a binary file in the local
machine or a web service accessed through the Internet.
11.4.1 Input and Output Data
The presented tool uses two main sources of information: visual data associated to the still
image, and a semantic ontology from where objects or their parts are selected. The annotation
tool allows the user to generate an output file describing which regions of the input image
represent instances of semantic classes defined in the ontology. Moreover, the same interface
includes tools for the creation and edition of the semantic ontology.
Visual Input
Three different types of data related to the visual content are necessary for the annotation
tool to work. Firstly, the still image itself; that is, the actual pixels in any standard format
(JPG, PNG...). Secondly, an initial partition of the still image previously generated through
a segmentation process. Such data is represented by another image whose pixel values cor-
respond to region labels. Finally, the annotation tool requires an additional set of regions
defined as combinations of the regions in the initial partition and structured as a Partition
Tree (PT). The PT leaves correspond to the regions in the initial partition, while the root
represents the whole image. The tree structure guarantees that there exists a single path
between any leaf and the root. The access to the three sources of data is achieved through a
single MPEG-7 XML file that contains the parent-child relations among the nodes in the PT
as well as references to the files with the input image and initial partition.
Semantic Input
The annotated concepts are uniquely identified and structured in a library of semantic classes.
There exist two types of classes: atomic and composite. While the visual representation of
atomic classes cannot be further splitted from a semantic point of view, composite classes are
defined as a combination of parts visually distinguishable and semantically meaningful, that
is, as a combination of other classes. The decomposition process can be iterated to define
semantic hierarchies under the form of ontologies. The current tool version reads the semantic
data from an MPEG-7 XML compliant file and allows its edition through a graphical user
interface.
Annotation Output
The output data is a description of which regions or combinations of regions from the initial
partition represent instances of those classes included in the semantic library. In the case of
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atomic classes, each annotated instance includes the list of associated regions from the initial
partition. On the other hand, annotated instances of composite classes refer to the annotated
instances of their parts. Such information is written in an MPEG-7 XML compliant file which
also includes references to the input image and initial partition files.
11.4.2 User Interface
The graphical user interface shown in Figure 11.3 is divided in three parts: on the left, the
ontology panel for the selection and management of classes and, below it, the instances panel
for the review of annotated data. Occupying most of the window, the image panel for the
selection and visual display of regions.
Ontology Panel
The ontology panel is located shows the semantic classes defined in the library. When the
user focus the interest in one of them, the image panel highlights the regions associated to
those instances that have been previously annotated, if any. The ontology panel includes an
edition tool that allows the definition of new classes as well as the edition of existing ones.
Users can add and delete classes, but also add or remove parts from composite classes. The
addition of parts is always based on those classes already defined, so when a brand new part is
to be added to a composite class, it must be firstly defined as an atomic class and later added
to the composite class. The editor allows multiple instances of the same part in the definition
of a composite class, but prevents the creation of semantic cycles, that is, an ancestor class
cannot be a child of its descendants.
Image Panel
The image panel is used to select those regions containing instances of the class selected
on the ontology panel. After reading from disk the input visual data described in Section
11.4.1, the application shows the image on screen and activates a region-based navigation
system through the PT. Users can choose any pixel from the image as an anchor point by
left-clicking on it, an action that toggles the state of the associated PT leaf between selected
and unselected. The new state can be propagated to upper PT nodes by using the mouse
wheel. The selected nodes are visualized by making their associated pixels transparent on an
overlay mask of selectable colour and transparency.
Instances Window
The instances panel shows in a tree the annotated instances of the class selected in the
ontology panel. By selecting any of them, their associated regions are shown in the image
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panel.
11.5 Annotation Cycle
The process of annotation follows a cycle that can be repeated as many times as semantic
instances in the image. Firstly, the user must select a class from the ontology panel by left-
clicking on it or using the mouse wheel. In case of selecting an atomic class, the next step is to
choose which regions instantiate it, while in the case of composite classes, a new annotation
cycle is initiated for each of its parts.
The selection of regions starts with the first left-click on the annotation panel and it is
achieved with the tools described in Subsection 11.4.2. As a result of the process, a set of
regions from the initial partition is selected and must be validated with a right-click on the
mouse. Afterwards, a new class can be selected on the ontology panel, or another instance
of the same class annotated by selecting another set of regions. In the case of composite
classes, the annotation can also be performed by selecting the object parts from the previously
annotated instances selected on the instances panel.
11.5.1 Example
In our case, the Binary Partition Tree (BPT) [75] image representation was selected to gen-
erate the PT. In the BPT, intermediate nodes are iteratively defined by merging the two
adjacent regions which minimize a certain fusion criterion (eg. based on colour). Figure11.3
shows a snapshot of the tool where the image contains four instances of the semantic class
Laptop. The instances panel shows that two screens have already been annotated while a
third is being selected on the image panel.
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Figure 11.3: Snapshot of the user interface
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Chapter 12
ETHZ Dataset processing
The ETHZ dataset [26] has been processed in order to generate a framework valid for the
evaluation purposes reported in this thesis. The annotation of the partitions from the provided
bounding boxes and masks has required an adaptation process described in this section. The
process has been divided in two stages, a first one where pixel-wise masks have been built
with the provided data, and a second one where masks are defined as connected components
in a partition.
12.1 Pixel-wise ground truth masks
The ETHZ dataset provides for every image the contours of the annotated objects, but not
all of them are closed. This characteristic generates a conflict in the considered region-based
approach because, by definition, a region is defined by a closed contour. For this reason, the
provided contours were reviewed to guarantee all of them are closed. Figure 12.2 shows an
example of one of the manually closed contours.
The next problem was the variability in the file naming. Three object categories (ap-
plelogos, bottles and giraffes) use a suffix for the contour files, and the two other categories
(mugs and swans) use a different extension. This diversity introduced some complexity when
Figure 12.1: Manually closed contours.
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Figure 12.2: Filename diversity on contour files.
Figure 12.3: Generation of the pixel-wise mask.
writing the software to manage the dataset. Moreover, in the first set every instance of an
object was in a separate mask file, while in the two last categories they were all in the same
image, so they had to be manually split and renamed consistently with the first scheme.
Figure 12.3 presents the architecture used to process the images with the closed contours
to generate the pixel-wise masks. Firstly the contour images were segmented to generate
a simple partition. Afterwards, the provided boxes were used to mark the regions in the
partition of the contour image, as presented in Section 3.1.2. As a result, a set of regions of
the contour partition were selected to generate the pixel-wise mask of the ETHZ dataset.
This stage also generated some more problems, as the bounding boxes provided with the
dataset do not correspond to the positions of the provided contours. Especially in the giraffes
category, many of the rectangles did not include completely the contour, so the mapping algo-
rithm would miss them. The solution was to modify the provided ground truth by manually
determining the bounding boxes again.
12.2 Partition-based ground truth masks
Once the mask for the object was generated, this mask was used onto the resulting segmenta-
tion of the input image, as presented in Section . In this case a minimum value for the Jaccard
index for a region to be considered was empirically set to 0.7. Figure 12.4 presents a case
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Figure 12.4: Generation of the partition-based mask.
Original Filtered
Category # images # instances # images # instances
Applelogos 40 44 39 43
Bottles 48 55 48 54
Giraffes 87 91 72 78
Mugs 48 66 48 60
Swans 32 33 29 29
TOTAL 255 289 236 264
Table 12.1: ETHZ dataset
where the resulting mapping generates a mask that introduces portions of the background
introduced by the image segmentation.
At the end, the mapping of the ground truth masks on the image segmentations defined
a set of regions that could be compared with the ground truth to assess their quality. As this
dataset was to be used in further retrieval and classification tasks, there was not interest in
working with a dataset that does not include the objects that are supposed to be represented.
For this reason, it was decided to work only with those object instances whose representation
on the image partitions was equal or better than a minimum value of the Jaccard Index, which
was also taken as 0.7. These instances are the ones used in any further experimentation with
the ETHZ dataset. Table 12.1 presents an overview on the amount of images and objects
which are defined before and after this mapping.
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